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President’s Message

We are Republicans with Democratic Needs
By Gary Delagnes,
SFPOA President
Police officers are unlike any other
union members in the country. Unlike
most blue-collar workers in America,
police officers witness everyday the
failings of the criminal justice and
the social assistance systems. We have
a front row seat in the courtroom
everyday witnessing the futility of a
criminal justice system that allows
criminals to walk free and then blames
police instead of failed, under-funded,
or pork-barrel non-profit social programs for a rising crime rate.

There is only one bloc of constituent voters to whom San Francisco
Police Officers are beholding for their
top-shelf salary and benefits — the
Democrats. One can probably toss in
most of the Independents, as well, but
certainly no more than a handful of
the Republicans. In this liberal city,
registered Democrats outnumber Republicans nearly 5 fold. The next time
you walk into your bank to deposit
your paycheck, remember that it was
written and signed by the Democrats.
Many years ago when I became
actively involved with POA politics,
then Vice President Paul Chignell

“We know about the abject failures of social
programs designed to “temporarily” help people
in need, but which become virtual entitlements
to generations of uneducated, undisciplined,
unmotivated people wholly dependent on the
“Nanny State” to provide for every aspect of
their lives.”
Cops know first-hand about toothless illegal immigration policies that
have permitted thousands of illegal
aliens to walk our streets selling drugs
with impunity, robbing our citizens,
or — as in the recent highly publicized
trial and conviction here in the city —
murdering our innocent families and
residents. We know about the abject
failures of social programs designed
to “temporarily” help people in need,
but which become virtual entitlements
to generations of uneducated, undisciplined, unmotivated people wholly
dependent on the “Nanny State” to
provide for every aspect of their lives.
This is what drives many of us to be
more conservative than most union
members, and ultimately results in
many of our members describing
themselves as Republicans.
But, social issues aside, is the Republican Party actually an ally of the 21st
Century police officer? Unfortunately,
it doesn’t appear so.
My good friend Tommy Nees,
President of the Boston POA, is fond
of stating that cops are “Republicans
with Democratic needs.” I think he hit
the nail on the head. That’s certainly
the case in San Francisco, and probably
all of the greater Bay Area. Cops think
like Republicans when it comes to the
fundamental law and order issues, but
they act like Democrats on most labor
and employee issues.

said me, “Gary, the Republicans will
give you more guns, better radio cars,
and will pat you on the back and tell
you what a great job you are doing,
but they don’t want to pay you much
more than minimum wage to do this
job.” In hindsight, that may have been
the most insightful thing Paul ever
told me.
It took me a few years to realize
that Paul was 100% correct. I too was
a viewer of the right wing pundits like
Bill O’Reilly and Rush Limbaugh. I too
laughed when they would make fun of
liberals who were soft on crime. But
as time went on, I realized something
else. Most of these wealthy people who
would tell you that you couldn’t pay
them enough to do our job are really
self proclaimed elitists who think we
are just blue collar, under-educated
bottom feeders who can not find better paying jobs. That’s an important
distinction. Most of these upper-class
folks, feel that we are lowly workers feeding at the public trough. In
contrast, most of us believe that we
embarked deliberately and proudly
and honorably on a career path of
public service.
Following the economic meltdown
of 2008, the wealthy elitists saw their
portfolio valuations diminish by millions of dollars. These are many of the
folks who owned significant shares of
public pension funds, such as CalPers.

They turned their venom on America’s
public workers, particularly its public
safety corps. Almost overnight, the
heroes of 9-11 became the whipping
boys of a financial collapse mainly
caused by the greed and avarice of the
banks, corporations, and hedge fund
investors.
These are republicans, guys like
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker and
Republican Presidential hopeful Mitt
Romney. These are not your friends.
They have cleverly shifted the blame
for all of this country’s economic woes
from Wall Street to the retirement
boards of this country. The attitude of
these billionaires is, “How dare these
public safety people make these kind
of pensions. They are unrefined grunts
who should be working for $50 grand a
year.” That’s what they think, people,
and if you believe anything else you
are politically very naive.
I recently received an email from
my counterpart in San Diego, a city
that is intent on decimating the salary
and benefits of its police officers. The
email was a heads-up about a series
of speeches that Mitt Romney had
given on the campaign trail. He was
on record as railing against the “excessive” public safety pensions in this
country. I tuned into the Bill O’Reilly
show a couple of weeks ago and heard
him chastising Police officers and
firefighters for their excess pensions
and benefits.
The reality is that the same people
we think are such great supporters
because of their stand on crime and
punishment are the same folks who

do not want you to receive fair wages
and benefits to back up their social
position. In truth, they think you are
below them and think we are not capable of succeeding in the “real world.”
I am now an ex-Republican who
believes in strong unions, fair wages,
and comfortable pensions for every
blue-collar work in America. I advise
every one of you to listen to the words
that come out of the Scott Walkers of
the world and tell me where the average worker in America will be if his
ilk gains power. They want to break
the unions, increase their profit margin, and even further widen the gap
between the haves and the have-nots.
I’m not buying it. The next time some
backslapping millionaire tells you
what a great job you’re doing, look
him in the eye and ask, “What do you
think of my pension?”
That’s when you’ll hear what they
really think.

65th Annual
Memorial Mass
Sponsored by

San Francisco Fire Department and
San Francisco Police Department
on

Sunday, September 9, 2012 • 10:30 a.m.
St. Monica’s Church • 470-24th Ave., San Francisco

All
Denominations
are Welcome
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Minutes of the July 18, 2012 SFPOA Board Meeting*
1. Treasurer Halloran called the meeting to order at 1200 hours and led
the Pledge of Allegiance.
2. Secretary Montoya conducted the
roll of the Board of Directors and
Executive Board.
3. Rep. Martinez (Inv) made a motion
to accept the minutes from the
June 2012 Board Meeting. Motion
was seconded by Rep. Sorgie (Co G)
and passed by voice vote without
opposition.
4. After discussions with the department, President Delagnes anticipates further promotions from the
current Q-50 list.
5. President Delagnes encourages a
strong member participation in
the upcoming Retirement Board
Election. As you know the POA has
endorsed Officer Brian Stansberry
(Co G).
6. The POA had its final meet and
confer with the department regarding the 9 hour work day. The POA
is waiting for final written documentation from the department
outlying the effected units, hours
and watch off schedules.

7. President Delagnes announced
the camera pilot program is moving forward. The cameras will be
issued to sergeants in various assignments.
8. Check out the HSS website for information on any rate increase for
Blue Shield Members.
9. President Delagnes announced the
upcoming POA Poker Night Fund
Raiser will be held at the POA on
9-6-12. There is limited seating so
contact your Rep. and look for POA
announcements for details regarding this event.
10. President Delagnes announced that
all non-members will receive a letter inviting them to rejoin the POA
in November. Any non-members
after the open enrollment period
will have their names published
in the January 2013 POA Journal.
11. Chief Suhr spoke to the Board
regarding the upcoming Sergeants
Exam. The department is designing
a form that will allow a member to
take the exam if they qualify for a
POST Intermediate Certificate and
submit the proper paperwork and

San Francisco Police Officers Association
800 Bryant Street, 2nd Floor (415) 861-5060
Office Hours M/F 9–4 pm
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To:

All Members

From:

Martin Halloran, Treasurer

The POA is no longer accepting
donated uniforms
However, if you are looking for new or used uniforms
We have them — free for SFPOA Members.
Come by the POA to pick up keys to SOMA Storage
1475 Mission (Corner of 11th and Mission)
San Francisco, CA 94103
Monday thru Friday 9AM to 3:30PM
Please contact the POA Office (415) 861-5060

application for their POST Intermediate Certificate by the September
deadline. Once the information is
confirmed through the Training
Division, the confirmation will
satisfy the eligibility requirements
in lieu of physical possession of the
POST Intermediate Certificate.
12. Treasurer Halloran announced
the POA sponsored a foursome for
the Blind Babies Foundation Golf
Tournament. The foursome will be
filled by Rep. Sorgie (Co G).
13. Treasurer Halloran handed out and
discussed the monthly Expense
Recap.
14. Rep. Dacre (Co F) made a motion
to donate $500.00 for an upcoming fundraiser for Deputy Matheson (Marin County SO). Deputy
Matheson was off duty when he

was shot and killed while coming
to the aid of a neighbor who was
reporting a DV incident to him.
Rep. Martinez (Inv) seconded the
motion which passed by voice vote
without opposition.
15. Meeting adjourned at 1330 hours.
Respectfully Submitted,
Tony Montoya
Secretary
* These minutes will not be adopted
by the Board of Directors until the next
General Membership meeting. Corrections
and amendments might be made prior
to a vote to enter the minutes into the
permanent record. All corrections and/
or amendments will be published in the
succeeding issue of the Journal.

Board of Directors Meeting Roll Call
July 18, 2012
President
Gary Delagnes
Vice President Kevin Martin
Secretary
Tony Montoya
Treasurer
Marty Halloran
Sergeant-At-Arms
Joeseph Valdez
Editor
Ray Shine
Co. A
Ed Browne
John Van Koll
Co. B
Larry Bertrand
Danny Miller
Co. C
Duncan Gilles
Chris Schaffer
Co. D
Kevin Healy
Matt Rodgers
Co. E
Tim Flaherty
Jesus Peña
Co. F
Peter Dacre
Rob Imbellino
Co. G
Chris Breen
Dean Sorgie
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Co. H

Maris Goldsborough
James Trail
Co. I
Russ Gordon
Jody Kato
Co. J
Kevin Lyons
Brian Philpott
Co. K
Matt Gardner
Steve Landi
Hdqtr.
Kim D’Arcy
John Evans
Narcotics Frank Hagan
		
Tactical Mark Madsen
Pete Schlegle
Invest.
Pierre Martinez
Dean Taylor
Airport Joe Finigan
Reynaldo Serrano
Retired Ray Allen
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If you have any questions regarding the Uniform Shop

San Francisco Police Officers Association Editorial Policy

The POA Journal and the POA web site (www.sfpoa.org) are the official publications of the
San Francisco Police Officers Association and are published to express the policies, ideals, and
accomplishments of the Association. The following provisions that are specific to the publication of the POA Journal shall also be applicable to publication of material on the POA web site
to any extent that is practical. Publication of material in the POA Journal or on the POA web
site does not necessarily include publication on or in both instruments of communication.
Nor does the following editorial policy for the POA Journal preclude a different or contrary
editorial policy for the POA web site.
Member Opinions and Commentary: Unsolicited Written Material
A member or group of members may submit unsolicited written material to the POA
Journal that expresses his/her/their opinion(s) and concerns within the following limitations
and guidelines:
• Such material must be addressed as a letter or mail using common salutations such as “Dear
POA,” “Editor,” “SFPOA” “Dear POA Members” etc.
• Such material must be authored and signed by the member(s) making the submission.
Anonymous submissions will not be published.
• Such material must be factually correct and presented in a respectful and civil manner.
• Such material can not be slanderous, unnecessarily inflammatory, sexist, racist, or otherwise offensive, nor can it be disparaging of any member or bring upon them unwarranted
accusation or rebuke, either express or implied.
• Such material can be forwarded to the editor by electronic mail, US Mail, inter-departmental
mail or other written communication, or delivered in person to the editor or to any person
in the POA office.
• Upon receipt of such material, the editor shall cause it to be published in the next regular
printing of the POA Journal, or in a future issue designated by the submitting member
provided that the content complies with all the provisions of this policy. Such material
will not necessarily appear in more than one issue of the POA Journal.
• Such material will be published in a designated section that shall be clearly titled as “Letters to the Editor,” “Letters to the Journal,” “Mail” or other similar title indicating that the
material included therein is the express opinion of the author(s) and not necessarily that
of the SFPOA or any of its elected or appointed officers.
• Depending upon considerations of timeliness and space, the editor reserves the right to
withhold publication of such material for as many as two issues. The editor also reserves
the right to decline to publish material beyond a date wherein the context of the material
is no longer timely.
• All such material is subject to editing for grammar and punctuation. Portions of a submission may be omitted for considerations of space so long as the general context of the
material is not significantly diminished or altered.
• The editor may select portions of a submission to be highlighted in a common editorial
manner such as pull quotes, sub-heads, or kickers.
Other Submitted Material
All other written, photographic, or graphic material must be:
• Specifically solicited by the editor;
• Or be unsolicited material that may be published at the discretion of the editor, and in
accordance with other applicable sections of this editorial policy and Article XI, Section
8(e) of the by-laws.
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The Lawyer’s Briefing

No Continuing Vested Right to Permanent
Civil Service? Yup, Apparently.
By Greg Adam,
SFPOA Counsel
C u r r e nt attacks on public
employee rights
are unrelenting.
One of the latest
concerns what
was considered
a settled body of
California state
and federal law
that public employees have a
property right in their permanent
status, once achieved. It has long been
understood, at least on the union side,
that once held, a public employee’s
right to permanent status continues
indefinitely and cannot be legislated
away by a public employer.
Under this rationale, once a public
employee achieved permanent status,
he/she could take some comfort in
the likelihood that he/she would be
entitled to keep his/her job absent
cause. But a federal judge in the Eastern District of California has recently
held that a public employee’s right
to permanent status can be revoked
and/or legislated away without regard

to rank and file, supervisor, manager,
or any other level, even after that right
has vested. The court’s decisions are
written in broad language and could
eventually impact all public employees throughout California who hold
permanent status outside the MOUcontext, whether by rule, ordinance
or statute.
The case was brought by seven
individual management employees
working in the City of Hanford and
their recently formed union. By virtue of the City’s Personnel Rules and
Regulations that have been in effect
since the 1970s, these individuals
(1) had achieved permanent status
and could not be removed from their
positions except for cause and (2)
had bumping rights. The Hanford
City Council, at the City Manager’s
instigation, amended its Rules and
Regulations in the spring of 2011 and
purported to apply those new rules to
the employees in order to revoke their
permanent status and make them
at-will employees, and also to revoke
their bumping rights.
To protect their rights, the seven employees filed a lawsuit in federal district
court, alleging that the City violated the
constitutional contracts clause, substan-

tive and procedural due process, freedom of speech, retaliation, and other
statutory claims because the City, inter
alia, was taking away their vested property right to permanent status.
The district court issued two rulings. In the first, it dismissed the
employees’ claims that their right to
permanent employment was vested,
like other contractual rights. The
court acknowledged that public employees have a “property interest in
their continued employment,” but it
inexplicably found that these rights
could lawfully be “taken away” when
the City repealed or modified its rules.
The employees filed a motion for
reconsideration, arguing the district
court followed the wrong body of law.
The court denied that motion in its
second, more broadly-worded, ruling
where it essentially held as follows:
“[N]o California case has held
that a public employee’s right to
continued permanent employment
can ripen into a vested contractual
right.”
That finding creates a fissure in
what heretofore had been thought to
be a settled body of California state
and federal cases finding that public
employees have a property right in

their permanent status once achieved,
and that once held it continues indefinitely and cannot be legislated away by
a public employer.
The district court’s ruling could
have a broad impact on public employees throughout California. Other
public employers may attempt to
strip public employees of their permanent status, even though almost
thirty years of settled California case
law recognizes permanent status is
a vested property right an employee
holds indefinitely. Employers may —
like the City of Hanford — re-write
the rules that give rise to their employees’ permanent status and thus
try to take those valuable rights away
with a simple majority vote. Under the
logic of the court’s rulings, it does not
matter how long an employee holds
permanent status or if an employee
holds his or her permanent status by
statute, ordinance, or rule because a
government entity can always amend
those rules and convert permanent
employees to at-will employees.
The case remains ongoing in the
federal district court in Fresno.

Calendar of Events

M

ark your calendars for the following meetings and events by the POA and its friends and supporters. All dates and times are subject to last minute
changes, so always contact the event coordinator to confirm dates and times. If you have an event you would like posted on our calendar, contact
the editor at journal@sfpoa.org.

Regularly Scheduled Meetings or Events
Event
Meeting,
Veteran Police Officers Association

Location

Date & Time

Coordinator

Pacific Rod & Gun Club
Second Tues. of Every Month, 11:00 am
520 John Muir Drive, SF		

Larry Barsetti (415) 566-5985
larry175@ix.netcom.com

Hall of Justice, Room 150,
Second Tues. of Every Month, 2:00 pm
(Traffic Co. Assembly Room)		

Joe Reilly (415) 681-3660
woaasfpolice@gmail.com

Meeting, American Legion
SF Police-Fire Post

War Memorial Building
Second Tues. of Every Month, 6:00 pm
410 Van Ness Ave., SF		

Greg Corrales
(415) 759-1076

POA Board of Directors Meeting

POA Building

Third Wed. of Every Month, Noon

POA Office (415) 861-5060

Meeting, Retired Employees of CCSF

Irish Cultural Center

Second Wed. of Every Month, 11:00 am

Reyna Kuk (415) 681-5949

Retiree Range Re-qualification

SFPD Pistol Range

First Fri. of each Month, 0730 – 1130

Range Staff (415) 587-2274

United Irish Cultural Center
2700 45th Ave, SF

Friday, August 3, 2012 6:30 pm

Kim Kulstad (925) 705-3486

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:00 PM
800 Bryant Street, SF

POA (415) 861-5060

Meeting,
Widows & Orphans Aid Association

Specially Scheduled Events
Retirement Celebration
Honoring Lt. Dan Leydon

POA Poker Night
Atrium, POA Building
Benefiting SFPOA Scholarships		
“Bacon Ball” Softball Tourney
Hosted by Alameda Sheriffs

Pleasanton Sports Complex
500 Parkside Dr., Pleasanton, CA

September 8 & 9, 2012

www.acsosoftball.com

KidsNeedBaseball Golf Tourney
Lefty O’Doul’s Foundation/PAL

Sharp Park Golf Club
Pacifica, CA

Monday, September 10, 2012 9:00 AM

Peggy Dohrman (415) 738-0766

LPOA Salsa Dinner Dance
Annual Scholarship & Toy Drive

Janet Pomeroy Center
Saturday, September 15, 2012 6:30 pm
207 Skyline Blvd., SF		

Maria Oropeza
lpoasf@yahoo.com

Retirement Celebration
Honoring Insp/Sgt. Matt Krimsky

SF Elks Lodge
450 Post Street, SF

Saturday, September 22, 2012 5:00 pm

Dan Chui (415) 401-4708

Charity Golf Tourney sponsored by
SF International Airport

Green Hills Country Club
Millbrae, California

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:30 am

(650) 821-7032

Retirement Celebration
Honoring Billy Ray Smith

Holiday Inn
1500 Van Ness Avenue, SF

Saturday, October 27, 2012 6-9 pm

(415) 730-5160
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Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association
PO Box 880034, San Francisco, CA 94188-0034 u Established 1878 u Telephone 415.681.3660
July 10, 2012
The monthly meeting of the Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association
was called to order by President Mark
McDonough on Tuesday, July 10, 2012
at 1:49 p.m. in Room 150 at the Hall
of Justice.
Roll Call of Officers:
President Mark McDonough, Secretary Joe Reilly, Treasurer Dean Taylor,
Trustees John Centurioni, John Keane,
Sally Foster and Harold Vance were
present. Vice-President Robert Mattox
and Trustee Al Luenow were excused.
President McDonough opened the
meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Report of the Trustees
(taken out of order):
Ms. Janet Walker and Mr. Ashley
Daggs, of Abbott-Downing (Wells
Fargo) Investment Management, attended the meeting and reported on
the Association’s portfolio activity
for the second quarter. The market
experienced a volatile second quarter,
pressured by the European economic
situation and the coming November
election, with indications that U.S.
economic growth is slowing. However,
the Association’s portfolio managed
to hold onto its first quarter gains by
moving away from exposure to International markets and more toward
domestic investment. Year to date,
our portfolio has experienced a 4.47
% increase.
Approval of the minutes
of the June meeting:
A motion made by Foster, seconded
by Keane, to approve the June minutes
passed without objection.
Receiving applications for
new members, suspensions
and reinstatements:
The following members of the 231st
Lateral Academy Class were admitted
to membership in the Widows’ and
Orphans’ Aid Association on a motion
by Centurioni, seconded by Vance by
unanimous vote of the Trustees:
Faysal Abi-Chamine, Perfecto Barbarosa, Cody Barnes, Jeffrey Camilosa,
Trent Collins, Andres Garza, Michael
Mellone, Nadia Mohamed, Brenton
Reeder and Jared Yee.
The following members were
ordered suspended from Association membership, upon a motion by
Centurioni, seconded by Vance, for
nonpayment of dues in excess of six
months, pursuant to Article III, Section 3 of the Association’s Constitution:
Yossef Azim, Louie Benavidez, Stanislav Bratchikov, Paramut Kaur, Pavel

Khmarsky, Jason Lai, Maria Peregrina,
Craig Perry, Jonathan Pigford, Joseph
Reyes, Daniel Rosiak, Nick Eterovich,
Sr., Monica Fields, Mark Gallegos,
James Hall, Laurel Hall, Daniel May,
Marta McDowell, Bruce Meadors, Gerard Neybert, Dennis Quigley, Robert
Sanchez, Daniel Toomey, Thomas Vellone, Michael Williams.
The motion passed without objection. Members suspended at this
meeting have forfeited all Association
benefits as of this date.
Communications and Bills:
Routine correspondence and the
normal monthly bills were received in
July. A motion by Vance, seconded by
Foster to approve payment, including
those to deceased members’ beneficiaries, passed without objection.
Report of the Trustees:
The Association received notice
of two deceased members this past
month:
Harold W. Butler, 59 years, native
of Waynesboro, Georgia, 146th Academy Class, Star # 750. Harold moved
to San Francisco with his family as a
child and graduated from Commerce
High School in the City. He was appointed to the Department in September, 1981. His first assignment was to
Mission from where he was detailed to
Vice on several occasions during that
period. In 1990 Harold transferred to
Park Station and from there was detailed to SID/GTF in 1993 and later to
TTF before returning to Park in 1996.
1998 brought a transfer to MCD, and
while serving there, he was promoted
to Sergeant in 2000. He served briefly
at Bayview in 2005 before returning to
Park Station later that same year and
retired in 2009. Harold was awarded a
Bronze Medal of Valor for his role in
the disarming and arrest of a narcotics
dealer who had pulled a handgun on
the officers as they detained him for
investigation of trafficking.
Richard C. Kazarian, 90 years, native of New Britain, Connecticut, 81st
Academy Class, Star #1836. Richard
moved with his family to San Francisco as an infant and graduated from
Commerce High School. He worked
as a grocer before being appointed to
the Department in November, 1956.
His first assignment was to Central,
then to Richmond in 1957, the former
Potrero Station (Bayview) in 1958, and
then in 1961 back to Northern. 1962
brought a transfer to Co. K, the Accident Investigation Bureau (AIB) where
he served until promoted to Sergeant
in 1969 and assigned to City Prison.
He was transferred to Taraval in 1975,
briefly to Personnel in 1977 before

returning to Taraval. Richard was appointed a Lieutenant in 1980 and assigned to the Administration Bureau,
retiring from there in 1982. Richard
was awarded the following Medals Of
Valor: A Second Grade Meritorious (Silver) in 1960 for his part in rescuing the
occupants of a burning hotel during a
four alarm fire; a Second Grade Meritorious (Silver) in 1961 for the arrest
of a suspect who had just committed
an armed robbery of a bank; another
Second Grade Meritorious (Silver) in
1961 for the arrest of another armed
bank robbery suspect who had fired
a shot at a witness; a Second Grade
Meritorious (Silver) in 1962 for the
arrest of an armed suspect, after a
standoff, who had fired a rifle shot at
his victim; a Gold Medal of Valor for
his role in the pursuit and capture of
a suspect who had fatally wounded
Officer Robert Hooper, during which
he narrowly escaped being struck by
gunfire himself.
Unfinished Business:
None
New Business
Trustee John Keane inquired about
the structure of the dues charged to
its members by the Association. The
discussion centered on the Association’s ability to meet future financial
obligations to its members. The subject
was tabled for further discussion at the
August meeting.

Good of the Association:
If you are a Widows’ and Orphans’
member whose dues are deducted
from your paycheck and are retiring
soon, or if you have retired in the last
year, please remember that payroll
deductions for dues stop once you
are retired. Dues payments are not
deducted from retirement checks. (Automatic payment through the credit
union is not affected). Please contact the Association for instructions
on maintaining your membership.
Members can contact the Association
at woaasfpolice@gmail.com in addition
to the Association’s voice mail phone
number (415) 681-3660, or speak to
any one of the Association officers.
Members who have been suspended
should contact the Association immediately in order to pay back dues
be re-instated. If you know any of
these members, please advise them to
contact the Association immediately.
Adjournment:
President McDonough set the next
meeting for Tuesday, August 14, 2012
at 1:45 p.m. in Room 150 at the Hall
of Justice. A moment of silence was
observed for all our deceased members. The meeting was adjourned at
2:44 p.m.
Fraternally,
Joe Reilly, Secretary

Retirements
The San Francisco Police Officers Association congratulates the following
members on his or her recent retirement
from the SFPD. These veterans will be difficult to replace, as each takes with them
decades of experience and job knowledge.
The most recently retired SFPD members are:
• Captain Valerie Agard #1062 from Special Operations Bureau
• Lieutenant Arthur Borges #1883 from Richmond Station
• Lieutenant William Canning #269 from Northern Station
• Officer Brian Boyd #2122 from Mission Station, Solo M/C
• Captain Croce Casciato #1588 from Traffic Enforcement
• Captain Paul Chignell #1250 from Bayview Station
• Captain John Ehrlich #1224 from Special Victims Unit
• Lieutenant Louis Espinda #698 from Richmond Station
• Officer Terry Gan #488 from Medical Liaison
• Lieutenant John Geraty #807 from the Academy
• Lieutenant Heinz Hofmann #2147 from Traffic Enforcement
• Officer Ronald Hollins #1695 from Medical Liaison
• Lieutenant Belinda Kerr #1817 from Park Station
• Officer Natalie Komarchuk #118 from Crime Info Services
• Officer Keith Lai #246 from Mission Station, Solo M/C

L aw Office of

ROBERT K. WYMAN
Certified Specialist with over
22 years of experience in
Workers’ Compensation Law

415 387-8100
robertkwyman.com
4444 Geary Blvd. • Suite 201 • San Francisco, CA 94118

• Officer Lance Martin #110 from Crime Info Services
• Inspector George Nazzal #2116 from Special Investigations
• Captain Antonio Parra #1021 from Special Victims Unit
• Lieutenant Eric Quema #2117 from Tenderloin Station
• Lieutenant Richard Quesada #2161 from Taraval Station SIT Team
• Lieutenant Joseph Reilly #1497 from Chief’s Office
• Sergeant Judith Riggle #1713 from Taraval Station
• Captain Keith Sanford #1414 from Special Operations Bureau
• Lieutenant Mark Solomon #327 from Park Station
• Captain Stephen Tacchini #1656 from Central Station
• Sergeant Steven Thoma #1897 from Chief’s Office, Community Relations
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Chief’s
Corner
We entered July without more than
a few of the legendary cops that had
served for decades as they retired
at the end of June. I’m not going to
name any names for fear of leaving
someone out so I’ll just leave it at,
“You know who you are”. As we look
for you for the sage wisdom we have
taken for granted, that we thought
would always be there, and find you
gone, “we will always remember.”
Best of luck in your well earned retirements.
I particularly hated to see them go,
especially after we had such a tough
month in San Francisco with gun
violence. It’s never a good thing to see
leadership walking away when I had
gotten so use to having them step up
and figure it out. It’s up to the next
generation of leaders now to step up
and fill the shoes of those that taught
you your trade and, judging from July,
you are up to the task. July has been
much quieter (still not quiet enough),
but there is much work to be done
before the summer is through.
I want to thank all the officers
(Bayview, Ingleside, TAC, VRT, etc.)
who have gone along with shift
changes to address the gun violence.
Without you, I hate to think how July
might have gone. To all the other officers that picked up the slack, knowing that much of the supplemental
resources had been deployed to the
southern end of the City and never
let your areas see a difference, I thank
you as well. The City owes you all a
debt of gratitude as you placed (continue to place) yourselves in harm’s
way, while we grapple with the issue
of summer gun violence.
On a lighter note, the July skies lit
up with fireworks (and “Shotspotter”

went off all over town) on the 4th,
we graduated another summer class
of PAL Cadets, hosted our now Annual Promotional Ceremony for 63
members of the Department who are
moving up the ladder, participated in
the OFJ Annual Scholarship Awards to
deserving high school seniors, and so
much more.
I really want to give a shout out to
all of our PAL cadets as they are such
an integral part of what we do. As I
travel to many events across the city,
it’s always refreshing to see our Cadets
managing crowds, directing traffic
or just taking care of whatever needs
to be done to get the job done and
the great attitude with which they
do it. As usual, my hat goes off to all
of our cadets for their tireless efforts,
keep up the good work! Hopefully,
we’ll all have you wearing dark blue
uniforms soon.
Speaking of young people, I had
the distinct opportunity to attend
the Annual Officers for Justice Scholarship Awards Event. These types
of events are particularly enriching
because it’s our way of instilling
confidence in the youth of our community. This year, nine college-bound
students received scholarships. They
arrived happy to be receiving $500
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scholarships and left ecstatic as the
OFJ surprised them with $10 0 0
checks. Heartfelt Congratulations!
For all our young people as they
move forward towards high school
graduation or college, I again ask the
question, “What would you attempt
if you knew you could not fail?”
Hopefully, you’re thinking, “There’s
nothing I wouldn’t attempt”…stay
right there and you will not fail.
Promotional Ceremonies will
take place annually here at the SFPD
to make sure that our “elders” and
“youngsters” have an opportunity to
share in the achievement(s) of their
beloved sworn family and friends
while the memories are fresh. This
year, over three hundred and fifty
family members, friends, and guests
attended the SFPD Promotional Ceremony for sixty three members of
the Department. It was a great honor
to administer the “oath of office” to
so many deserving men and women
of our department. It truly could not
have come at a better time. Trust in
leadership will be the ‘coin of the
realm” as we hire 1000 officers over
the next 7 years — this group was a
great first installment of tomorrow’s
SFPD leadership.
Looking ahead, we have America’s
Cup on the horizon! This event will
bring hundreds of thousands to our
city to witness this historic event. It
will also involve many of us as we provide for the safety and security of our
visitors to this great city. Let’s always
remember that we represent one of
the oldest and proudest departments
in the nation. Always remember that
we only have one chance to make a
good first impression. Let’s make it
a good one. In this case, “the whole
world (really) will be watching”. Let’s
show what being “San Francisco’s Finest” is all about.
Lastly, I wanted to clarify some
of the rumors surrounding work
schedules. In 1986, when the 10 hour

day was “piloted” at Park Station,
the agreement was that the 4 x 10
schedule was to be an incentive to
keep senior officers in Patrol. The 10
hour day was never intended to be for
anyone other than Patrol as an incentive to keep senior folks in Patrol. The
Patrol incentive was seen as necessary
at the time because there were other
incentives to go other places (e.g.
promotions, premiums, motorcycles,
horses, boats, plainclothes, etc). With
this being the case, after the September 2012 sign-up, the 10 hour day will
once again be the sole province of
Patrol (10 District Stations/SFO Patrol)
as was originally intended.
Specialized Units and Investigations (In the City and at SFO) will
work the 9 hour day.
Those in Administrative assignments (weekdays worked/weekends
off) are on the 8 hour day.
Making these adjustments came
out of necessity; not because I wanted
to upset anyone. The changes are
in the best interest of the City and
the Department. Being down 220+
officers today and looking at being
down 300+ officers by this time next
year has forced us to think “outside
the box”. We had to create staffing efficiencies to keep the City and the officers charged with protecting it safe.
By making the scheduling changes
as described above, the Department
will gain over 16,000 additional
days worked by the officers assigned
to the affected units. Thus, making
them available to respond to calls,
do traffic enforcement, reduce gun
violence, and back other officers up
which keeps us all safe. I appreciate
your patience as we move through
“change” — something nobody enjoys while it’s happening.
Take Care and Be Safe Out There
Oro En Paz Fierro En Guerra
Greg Suhr
Chief of Police,
San Francisco Police Department

KIM R EYNOLDS
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ued efforts in putting together and
hosting this very honorable event.
The Captain also had some very nice
comments directed towards the continuing efforts of the Police Officers
Association current administration,
which were greatly appreciated.

This and That…
By Kevin Martin
SFPOA Vice President
The Long Arm of the Law…
So, I’m working in the backyard
of my home on a recent Saturday
afternoon, listening to the Giants vs.
Phillies baseball game, and my phone
rings. It’s my good friend Officer
Nelson Ramos from Southern Station
and I hear a lot of background noise.
He says to me, “Guess who I’m with?”
I’m thinking because of the background noise and knowing Nelson,
he’s at a baseball game. I figure he’s
at the Yankee/A’s game in Oakland
and I answer, “…Derek Jeter?” and he
says, “No, “I’m with Ryan White…”
so I start thinking to myself, “Ryan
white…Ryan White…” I know the
name but I just can’t place the face.
Then I remembered. Nelson, his beautiful wife Sonia, and future big league
ballplayer grandson Andres, went to
Philadelphia for the weekend to watch
the Giants/Phillies series at Bank One
Ball Park.
Nelson then related to me how he
went to the Saturday game and sat in
front of a man, his wife, and two sons.
The man saw that Nelson was wearing
his Giants gear and asked if Nelson was
from San Francisco and Nelson replied
that he was. The man introduced
himself as Mr. White and told Nelson
how he and his wife brought their two
sons to San Francisco last summer to
watch the Giants and Phillies play at
AT&T Park.
After a weeknight game, the family was walking back to the Mariott
Hotel when their young son Kevin
was struck by a drunken Hit and Run
driver. Kevin suffered some major
injuries and spent quite some time at
SFGH undergoing surgeries.
Mr. White explained just how grateful and impressed their family was
with the incredible support and response from the SFPD and the SFPOA.
From Chief Greg Suhr to Deputy
Chief Kevin Cashman, from Lt. Bill
Roualdes to Sgt. Gene Galeano and
everybody in between, the White
family couldn’t have been happier.
Mr. and Mrs. White were so pleased
and surprised that as strangers in San
Francisco facing such a tragedy that
they were taken in so quickly and
treated as family.
Bill Roualdes and Gene Galeano
made sure that Kevin’s brother Ryan
was treated to a couple of ball games
and received some very special gifts
from the Giants.

Officer Nelson Ramos and Kevin White.

The White family was cared for
and looked after by many members of
the SFPD who contributed to a fund
to assist the family with unexpected
expenses along with the good works
from Associate Catholic Chaplain
Tommy Martin.
The family stayed in San Francisco
until young Kevin was able to be transported to the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia where he continued his
medical procedures and rehabilitation.
Kevin is doing rather well and working
hard to get back to being 100%
Nelson gave the cell phone to Ryan
and we enjoyed a short but pleasant
conversation.
We said our good-byes and then
hung up.
I later spoke to Nelson and we both
started laughing…what were the odds
that Nelson and his family would go to
Philadelphia to watch a ball game at a
sold out stadium, 45,000 plus fans and
Nelson would end up sitting in front
of the White family. The “Six Degrees
of Separation” strikes again!
I guess it’s true that the long arms
of the SFPD and the SFPOA have no
boundaries…
More good works…
Thanks very much to the following outstanding officers who made
the monthly June and July visits to
UCSF Children’s Hospital to spend
time and visit with some very special
children and their families. Officer
Rafael Rockwell of the Community
Relations Unit was very instrumental
in organizing the June visit, which
also included Officers Craig Leong of
Park Station, and Brian Kneuker of
Southern Station who is becoming a
favorite with the kids.
In July, I was joined by Allen Mulliken of Taraval Station who did a
fantastic job entertaining the kids and
making sure they all had a great time!
During our July visit, we met a
family whose young son and brother
was being treated at UCSF Children’s
hospital. Soon, talk turned to baseball
and the father said that although he
liked the Giants, the New York Yankees
were his team. It just so happened that
the POA recently received tickets to the
Yankees/A’s game for Sunday, July 22 at
the Oakland Coliseum and I had given
four to Allen for him and some buddies. After hearing what a great Yankee
fan this father and current member of
the United States Air Force was, Allen
pulled the tickets out of his pocket
without hesitation and insisted the
father take his family
to the game! What a
great guy!
There has been a
request by the staff
at UCSF for toys that
are used for give away
prizes to the children
during their BINGO
games. The toys or
prizes do not have to
be expensive or elaborate, but anything
nice for ages infants
through teens would
be greatly appreciated.
If you think you
might be able to contribute to this great
and worthwhile effort, please contact
me at the POA at 415861-5060 or by e-mail
at kevin@sfpoa.org.
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Again, a very special thanks to the
above named officers…each of you
represent the best of what the SFPD
is all about.
Our next and last summer visit will
be held on Thursday, August 9, 2012
from 1300 – 1500 hours (1-3 pm).
Please call me if you’re interested in
joining me.
American Legion Honors…
Congratulations to the following
SFPD and SFPOA members who were
recently honored on Thursday, July 19,
2012 by the San Francisco American
Legion Police-Fire Post at the United
Irish Cultural Center. Captain Greg
Corrales of Park Station was once again
the host at this very popular dinner
event.
Honored Guests included:
Officer Joe Salazar and Inspector
Monica MacDonald for their roles
as Southern Station patrol officers
in bringing a murder suspect into
custody involving outstanding police
work and a coordinated team effort on
these two officers part.
Also honored were recently retired Captain Henry Parra and Sgt.
Russ Gordon who also took a violent
murder suspect into custody only moments after a cold blooded gangland
execution on Irving Street in the Taraval Police District in front of horrified
witnesses.
Officer Alvin Louie recently retired
from the Airport received honors for
his outstanding efforts in reuniting a
mother and child from China in a well
publicized article in the POA Journal,
as well as other local periodicals, only
a few short months ago.
Sgt. Bob Guinan, a recent retiree
from Co.K, Traffic Solos, was also
honored for all his dedicated years of
service not only to the SFPD, but for
all of his dedicated years of service
to The Special Olympics; The Special
Olympics Torch Run, The Cable Car
Pull, and the Polar Plunge. Bob also
dedicated himself and continues to
do so to this very day for the Bay Area
Law Enforcement Assistance Fund and
to the California Peace Officer Memorial Fund.
Bob in the past several years has
spearheaded the SFPD/SFPOA sponsored Law Enforcement Night with the
San Francisco Giants, which is always
an outstanding event honoring Bay
Area Law Enforcement Officers and
their families who have lost their lives
in the Line of Duty.
POA Treasurer Marty Halloran
recently presented retired Inspector
Liane Corrales with a plaque in honor
of her retirement as well as for all her
dedicated efforts for the San Francisco
Police/Fire Museum .
Thanks very much once again to
Captain Greg Corrales, a very, very
proud former Marine for his contin-

A very special thanks…
Thanks to all the officers from
Southern Station, the Marine Unit,
and all other officers involved in the
tragic drowning of California Correctional Officer Victor Murillo. Officer
Murillo accidentally fell into the San
Francisco Bay on the night of June
23rd after a Giant/Dodger baseball
game. A tremendous effort was made
by many officers who attempted to
locate and save Correctional Officer
Murillo.
Sgt. Richard Ernst really distinguished himself in this incident by
providing the family with an outpouring of compassion and resources. Sgt.
Ernst did an outstanding job extending himself to the needs of the family
and for being with them every step of
the way during this tragic and trying
time.
Rich met with the family several
times over the course of the ten-day
period from the time Victor fell into
the bay until the day Victor’s body
was recovered.
Sgt. Ernst honorably represented the
San Francisco Police Department and
the POA by attending the memorial
service for Victor for which his family
was deeply appreciative.
Thanks, BSU…
A tip of the hat to the department’s
outstanding Behavioral Science Unit.
The unit does a fantastic job of taking
care of our department’s members, as
well as members’ families. Sgt. Mary
Dunnigan, Officer Pat Burley, Officer
Art Howard and Officer Jimmy Kelly
are a great, dedicated team who work
very well together putting the needs
of the department’s members at the
very top of their priority list. This
small group of officers is primarily
responsible for the wellbeing of almost two thousand officers and their
families, which is by no means an easy
task. Their work, efforts and skills are
steeped with great knowledge, experience, confidence, compassion and
confidentiality.
The BSU is primarily responsible
for the department’s Peer Support
Group, the Critical Incident Response
Team, the Hostage/Crisis Negotiation
Team, the “Eleven/Eleven” program
for members caught up in stressful
situations, debriefings after critical
incidents, and so much more.
Needless to say, their hands and
plates are quite full, but they always
find the time to help those in need.   
They are one of the more necessary units in this department given
the demands and pressures put on
our members. The members of this
department are so very fortunate to
have these outstanding individuals
as their advocates in these very trying
and challenging times.
Let’s support these officers as they
support all of us! Let’s call upon the
department’s administration to keep
this hard working group together as
their necessary and dedicated efforts
to make us all individually and collectively, better members of a world
class police department.
Who’s minding the store?
Recently, an officer had the occasion to visit a downtown station that
was in its usual hectic state of affairs.
She saw officers working on their
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reports and investigations, foot traffic going back and forth, telephones
ringing and citizens at the front door
waiting to be served. She also saw an
on-site custodian working about inside
the station. This officer stopped because she thought she recognized him
from another part of town but wasn’t
completely sure…She studied him for
a moment and then it hit her…She’d
seen his SFPD mug shot somewhere in
another district station…She checked
with someone at the station and was
told that in fact, the custodian was
part of some kind of “pilot employment program”…okay…Really?
This is at the very least, disturbing
news! I’d like to think the department
and the city were considerably more
careful about the people who are allowed to come into our police stations
for whatever reason…but in this case,
employment considering the very
sensitive materials and documents
maintained at a district station not to
mention access to weapons and other
equipment.
The department has had troubling
experiences in the past with civilian
employees working in sensitive areas
of the department where information
has been compromised and fallen into
the wrong hands.
POA Blood Drive…
Thanks to all the great folks who
made the recent POA Blood Drive a
tremendous success! On June 27th,
2012 the POA hosted another blood
drive benefiting the Blood Centers of
the Pacific under the direction of the
fabulous Ms. Christina Mihalas, Account Representative with the Blood
Centers of the Pacific.
Christina and her outstanding staff
of professionals and volunteers did
their usual great job during the course
of the day.
Because of the generosity and dedicated commitment of many members
of the POA, fifty-nine (59) units of
blood were collected.
A very special thanks go once again
to two wonderful individuals, Debbie
Braden and Mark Hawthorne, both retired members of the SFPD who always
find time to come back to the POA and
donate their time and very meaningful efforts for such a wonderful cause.
Thank you both so much and all of

you who found the time and compassion within you to give the gift of life.
You guys are the very best!
Images Etched in Our Memories…
We all have them…at least most
cops do. If you’ve spent any amount
of time on the street, you’ll have had
an experience (usually a bad one) that
leaves an image etched in the recesses
of our minds, of our souls. Most cops
don’t like to talk about the images because they usually evoke an emotional
reaction that leaves us troubled and
more often than not in tears…The image can be of a single individual in a
moment of despair or anguish. Of pain
and disbelief of a citizen over hearing
and understanding tragic news involving a loved one…It can be the face of a
scared child or a senior citizen caught
in a moment of trouble or great fear.
Sometimes the image can be that of
a lost soul…a sad person…a face of
desperation…or resignation…
An officer recently told me a story
about another officer who was walking
his beat when he saw what appeared
to be a stalled car about a block ahead
of where he was. Cars were starting to
back up in that particular lane of traffic and as he walked closer to the car he
realized that in fact the car was stalled.
He met with the driver he described as
a woman probably in her early thirties
but looking much older. She was unkempt and a little haggard. It did not
appear to this officer that life or recent
times had been good to her. He began
talking to her as she attempted to push
her red car towards the parking lane
and out of traffic. As he helped her
push the car she told him that she was
out of gas. The officer looked in the
car and saw all of what she probably
owned tossed about in the rear of the
car. As the officer looked even closer he
saw a young girl maybe about five or
six years in the car as well. The young
girl was a little sweetheart with a smile
on her face. He learned her name was
“Holly.” The officer smiled at her and
she managed a weak smile back. The
officer turned his attention to the
woman and asked her if she had any
money for gas to which she replied, “I
think I have a couple of dollars around
here somewhere” and began looking
for money that didn’t exist. The officer then asked if she had a gas can
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and she told him she did and gave it
to him. The officer told the woman he
would be right back as he was going to
get some gas for her. Holly must have
thought her mother was going to go
as well, because she started to cry at
the thought at being left alone…the
officer assured Holly that everything
was okay and that she was not going to
be left alone. Her mother stayed with
Holly as the officer went to a nearby
gas station and bought some gas and
fruit juice for the mother and Holly.
The officer returned a short while
later and saw Holly smiling and enjoying the juice she was drinking.
After gassing up the car and getting it
started, the officer asked the mother
where she and her daughter were
going. He was told they were going
to stay with some friends until her
housing became available. He wanted
to ask her more questions but was not
sure he wanted to hear the answers…
His mind was on Holly when he asked
if they had eaten that day. The mother
said they had breakfast at McDonalds
earlier in the day but by now the time
was late afternoon. The officer took
some money and looking squarely in
the eye of the woman pleaded with her
to buy food for her and her daughter…
and nothing else!
As the mother thanked the officer
profusely, the officer smiled at the
mother but then turned his attention
to Holly. The officer looked at Holly
wondering what was in store for her…
what would the future hold for her and
for her mother? Would the mother do
the right thing by Holly, and by the
officer?
The officer relating the story told
me that what struck him most was the
look of fear on Holly’s face thinking
she would be left alone…He had more
questions than he wanted to ask…even
of himself. Has she been left alone
before? How many times and for how
long? He tried to erase the image from
his mind but it wasn’t going away.
I later related this story to a venerable veteran sergeant at a downtown
station who told me he could completely relate to the officers experience
as he like so many others had had his

Officer Roel Dilag (Right) of the
Filipino-American Law Enforcement Organization (FALEO),
presenting to VP Kevin Martin a
plaque of appreciation for SFPOA’s
support of the FALEO Scholarship
Dinner in Honor of Nick Birco and
Bryan Tuvera.
own. We were both comforted by the
good works of the officer and even
confident that in this department,
99 out of a hundred cops would have
done the same.
That’s why I truly love this department and the men and women who
make up this great department. For the
opportunities and experiences shared
with so many great cops.
I know for at least one day, Holly
and her mother were being looked
after by not just one but all of San
Francisco’s Finest!
This column is dedicated to the
memory of California Correctional
Officer Victor Murillo who was tragically taken away from his loved ones
all too soon.
The San Francisco Police Officers Association offers its sincerest condolences and prayers to the Murillo family,
Victor’s sister Mrs. Vicky Simon, Mr.
Gregory Macias and The La Mancha
Family including Ronnie, Sandra and
of course Jennifer. May God Bless and
look after you all.
That’s it for this month…Take care
and God Bless!
Go Giants! Go Yankees! Go USA
Olympians…Good Luck in London
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Community Service Committee
By Marty Halloran, Chairman
In an ongoing effort to keep the membership advised of activities at the
POA I will make every attempt to provide the minutes of the Community
Service Committee. The committee meets approximately every six weeks and
as always we discuss and vote on requests for donations submitted to the POA.
The majority of the requests are submitted from non-profit organizations in
and around San Francisco. Many of these organizations depend greatly on
associations like ours so that they may provide assistance to the sick, elderly,
and the youth of our community.
The Community Service Committee Fund has been designated as a federal
tax exempt 501© 3 account at the S.F.P.O.A. The majority of the funds in this
account are raised through our annual “Parade of Stars” which will be held in
October this year.
The Community Service Committee met on May 17, 2012 & July 12, 2012
and although many requests are submitted only the below listed organizations
were approved for donations.

May Meeting
• San Francisco Tremor’s Volleyball (Ret. Officer Lou Casanega)........$250.00
• El Camino High School Track & Field
(Sergeant Darren Choy).....................................................................$250.00
• St. Mary’s Park Basketball Program (Sergeant Tracy McCray)....... $2,000.00
• Cahill Judo Academy 2012 Olympic Games
(Commander Lyn Tomioka)...........................................................$1,200.00
• San Francisco Juniors Volleyball Team...........................................$1,000.00
• Association of Orange County Deputy Sheriffs................................$250.00
• Citizens Against Homicide ...............................................................$250.00
• Police & Fire The Fallen Heros’ Tennis Tournament......................$1,000.00

July Meeting
• Pacific Tides (Officer Joe Zamagni).................................................$1,000.00
• City Youth Now (Sergeant Steve Roach) ..........................................$500.00
• Mount Harmony Girls Acapella Music Camp
(Officer Ken Nieman)........................................................................$350.00
• Susan G. Komen Walk (Ret. Officer Jim Taylor)................................$250.00
• Avon Breast Cancer Walk (Ret. Officer Dave Albright).....................$250.00
• San Francisco Golden Gate Rugby Club
(Ret. Lieutenant Bob Barnes).............................................................$300.00
• Relay For Life (Ret. Officer Kris Kirkwood).......................................$250.00
• Lefty O’Doul’s Foundation For Kids (Deputy Chief Jim Dudley).... $600.00
• Salvation Army..................................................................................$500.00
• Community Police Advisory Board National Night Out...............$1,000.00
• Ohloff Recovery Program................................................................. $800.00

SFPCU Platinum Visa®
has its Rewards
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Helping Our Own
The following members of our law
enforcement family need our help:
Frankie Shouldice
Frankie is the 12-year old son of Inspector Ronan Shouldice of CSI.
Frankie is battling leukemia. A “Friends of Frankie Shouldice”
account has been established at the SFPCU #1373520
— Marty Halloran
UPDATE: Ronan Shouldice is in need of donated vacation
time to help him attend to Frankie. Contact the Catastrophic
Illness Program 415-837-0875.

Daughter of Dispatcher Corie Portlock
Corie has been a dispatcher for over 18 years. Now, her 17 year
old daughter, Kamani, is being treated for cancer. Corie has been
in the CIP program. She is now out of time and is going without
a paycheck and has asked for the Police Department’s help. Her
recipient number is #001711 and can accept donations of vacation
time in 8-hour increments.
– Kevin Martin

Officer Michelle Alvis
Officer Alvis was accepted into the Catastrophic Illness ProgramFamily Member to care for her 7-year old son, Matthew, who
was diagnosed with eye cancer. He must have radiation and
chemotherapy for a year. She is out of time and can only
accept vacation hours in 8-hour increments. Her Recipient
number is 001740. You can access a donation form on our
website (CIP FM Donor form) or pick up a form at the POA.

Malcolm A. Norris Trust Fund
Officer Micah Norris (Bayview Station) and his fiancée Cindy
Cardoza tragically lost their two-year old son Malcolm in a
terrible accident. A relief fund has been established at the SF
Police Credit Union, by the POA, to assist the family with their
financial needs. That fund is SF POA Community ServiceMalcolm A. Norris Trust Fund with the account #1352553.

Family of Vallejo Officer James Capoot
Officer Capoot was slain in the line of duty and leaves his wife and three
daughters. A trust has been established. Donations can be made to:
Officer James Capoot Family Trust
c/o Sgt. Mark Nicol of the Vallejo POA
P.O. Box 4218, Vallejo, Ca 94590

Officer Todd Kettwig, CHP
All: Some have expressed the desire for a contact for the fundraiser
for CHP Officer Todd Kettwig who has incurable cancer and a
young family in need. Support can be sent to the following person/
— Rene LaPrevotte, 530-389-2205 Rene’s
address.
Lt. John Arrabit, Gold Run CHP Office
50 Canyon Creek Road, Gold Run 95717-0008

Amanda Amoroso
Open a new SFPCU Platinum Visa by
August 24th and get 10,000 BONUS
POINTS!
Enjoy...
• No annual fee or balance transfer fee
• Competitive rates
• Earn rewards points on everyday
purchases
• Redeem points for travel, electronics,
gift cards and more!

10,000
BONUS POINTS

Amanda Amoroso, daughter of Officer Mike Amoroso of Co. E,
Northern Station, is battling cancer. Officer Mike Amoroso has
been accepted into the Catastrophic Illness Program FM. He is
in need of hours. Only vacation hours can be donated in 8-hour
increments on CIP-FM donation form, his number is 001705.
Please contact the Behavioral Science Unit at (415) 837-0875 or the
POA at (415) 861-5060 for donation forms. Financial donations
can be made directly to The Amanda Amoroso Relief Fund at the
SF Police Credit Union, Acct #1378496 — Kevin Martin

Financial Services for
First Responders
800.222.1391 • www.sfpcu.org

Hurry, this is a limited-time offer!

Huddleston Caregivers
In Home & Around Town

Serving San Mateo County (SSF to San Carlos)
Accepting Long Term Care Insurance
*The 10,000 Bonus Points offer is valid now thru 8/24/12 for new SFPCU Visa cards. First purchase must be
completed within 90 days to receive the 10,000 points. All new applications are subject to terms, conditions
and credit approval. Must be at least 18 years old to apply and show ability to repay future balances or
apply with a co-signer if under the age of 21. Terms are subject to change, you may contact us for current
information. Additional terms and conditions apply.

www.huddlestoncare.com

Wife of Ret. Officer Rich Huddleston – Honda Unit
Daughter of Ret. Lt. Robert Vienot, Communications Bureau
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Technology Corner
By Susan Giffin
Chief Information Officer
Mobile Strategy for SFPD
Much has been written lately about
SFPD’s new mobile capabilities. Here is
the detail about our current capabilities and future direction.
Our goal for this year was simple —
provide the capability for our officers
to write incident reports while in the
field. We achieved that goal in January,
2012 with the implementation of the
Crime Data Warehouse.
Further, thanks to Hewlett Packard,
we were able to provide HP Ultrabook
(featherweight, titanium enclosed
high tech laptops) to our June academy
class. This means that the new recruits
will be equipped with technology that
allows them to not only write reports,
but to essentially have all the capabilities of a district station computer in
their hands while on patrol.
Two of the highlights of this accomplishment for mobile computing are:
1. Web-based portal — Because the
Crime Data Warehouse is web-based,
we have the capability to access it on
any computer as long as it has internet
access.
2. Department of Justice Approved
— We worked with the Department of
Justice for approval to use laptops as a
part of our infrastructure. This was a
ten month effort but it also allowed us
to implement the same DOJ-approved
infrastructure for License Plate recognition and Shotspotter – which use
the same wireless air cards to access
the internet.

Finding New Skill Building a
Challenge? You Are Not Alone
By Susan Campbell, PHD
Submitted to the Journal
by Jennifer Jackson

Susan Giffin
ects. More information in later articles.

What is next for mobility?
We have purchased another 100
laptops for patrol. Additionally, we
are working on a plan to align our department’s goals with the appropriate
mobile technologies — all at a reasonable cost that we can maintain. More
on this in later articles.

1. Single sign on — moving to 1
password all systems (from 24+
passwords today)
2. Hot Spots and Predictive Analytics — create map of crime and hot
spots. Possibly use predictive model
available.
3. Data Mart — provide “self serve”
capabilities on CDW – to be able to
pick and choose any data and do
inquiries on it (e.g. how many robberies occurred in Missing between
date 1 and date 2 by someone over
6’ 5”)
4. CopLogic — do an automated feed
of CopLogic (community police
reports) into CDW.
5. Geo-Code address on Crime Data
Warehouse — e.g. Market street
pops up when you type Mar…) —
only valid addresses.
6. Improve Sea rch screen a nd
search speed — make search faster
and simplify “google-type” search
screen
7. Case Tracking — provide investigations case tracking within CDW
to avoid replicating incidents in
the investigations system – and to
automate case clearance tracking.
8. Compstat and UCR reporting —
create new reporting directly from
Crime Data Warehouse. Provide
all SFPD with ability to search on
underlying data and correct data
as needed.

What other technology projects
are planned?
Here is the list of upcoming proj-

That’s the plan for the next 1-3
years. As always, I do welcome and
appreciate your thoughts and ideas.

What about the
“Mobile app” we read about?
SFCiti donated funding to a vendor
who is developing a pilot mobile app
for Law Enforcement. SFPD will be
a recipient of this app. The specific
functionality, use case, device, etc. is
still under development.
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Divorce Mediation
Paula M. Lawhon
• Civilized divorce process without litigation
• Fair and enforceable agreements while
saving time and money
• Balanced premarital and post-marital
agreements
• Experienced with police pensions and
related benefits

415-398-3400
fax: 415 398-3446
www.lawhonlaw.com
www.sfmediation.com
email: paula@lawhonlaw.com
870 Market Street, Suite 1151
San Francisco, California 94102

Learning new skills always sounds
good until I jump in and determine
it is never as easy as I would like. Last
month I decided to try yoga after seeing yet another fabulous body on a
magazine cover all thanks to a proper
workout. Pilates. Yoga. It seemed everyone was involved but me. So into
my first yoga class I went and grabbed
a mat like everyone else. We started
with a warm-up and I was so pleased
to be right there with everyone else.
And that is where my ease stopped.
There were names I had never heard —
downward dog, upward dog, cow pose,
cat stretch — and moves I had never
imagined. I toppled and teetered but I
finished the class. While returning my
mat a very nice lady mentioned that
next time I might want to use a yoga
mat instead of a Pilates mat. Not only
was my body not skilled, I didn’t even
know the right equipment! But I went
back to the next class, and the next.
Soon another new person showed up
to class and I was no longer the new
one (and yes, I did share with her as
she picked up the Pilates mat that there
were differences).
I’m pleased to report that after one
month, yoga seems to be an activity
I like and look forward to. My clothes
are fitting a little better and I feel more
toned. A magazine cover will never
be in my future but I look better and
feel better. One struggle I am trying
to work out now is the correct calorie balance. Attempting to get more
physical activity in my day seems to
be working. Now I am trying hard to
find the right balance with “calories
in” and “calories out.” Long-term behavior change is a process of learning
and applying new skills. The steps are
simple but making them work for your

life (and breaking old habits) is the
hard part. It takes time and willingness, but Today I Will is here to help.
As you join in to move more and eat
better, here are a few easy tips that can
help you get the most out of Today I
Will.
Take one skill at a time. Losing
weight is made up of many skills —
healthy eating, physical activity, selfmonitoring, goal setting, etc. All are
included at TodayIWill.com but focus
on applying each new skill to your
personal goals and daily life until they
become habit. Then take on the next
skill. I feel good about my commitment to yoga and am ready to learn
how to better balance my calories now.
Practice, practice, practice. Learning
to change old habits into new, more
helpful behaviors will help with losing
weight. It takes practice for new skills
to become habits, but before long the
healthy choice will become your regular choice. I even went out in a rain
storm to yoga class last week because
my favorite teacher was scheduled and
I knew I would feel great afterwards.
So what if it was raining!
Be an active participant on TodayIWill.com. Throughout the process,
you will do activities to apply the
Today I Will skills and information to
your daily life. This is one of the most
important ways to make the program
just for you. It’s also important that
you track your progress so that you
know where you started, what you’ve
achieved and what you need to do to
reach your goals.
I hope you feel as good about starting your journey as I do! If you are
not quite ready for structured exercise,
go to a Get Moving Bingo card (at
TodayIWill.com) and keep it on your
refrigerator or desktop. You’ll find
great activities that will help you get
up and go.

Julia A. Hallisy, d.d.s.
Accepting Most Dental Plans
595 Buckingham Way, Suite 305 • San Francisco, California 94132
Office Hours By Appointment • Telephone: 415.681.1011
Wife of Sgt. John Hallisy — Narcotics Bureau

Macbeth Insurance Agency
HOMEOWNERS – RENTERS – AUTO – MOTORCYCLE
LIFE – COMMERCIAL – WORKERS COMPENSATION
When was your last insurance review?
2 years… 5 years…. Never?
Life changes and so do your insurance needs.
Call for your review today!!!
Up to 12%
Discount
for Law
Enforcement
Professionals

GRANT MACBETH
Phone: (510) 295-7168
GMacbeth@FarmersAgent.com
www.facebook.com/MIAfarmers
License #0H51317
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Police-Fire
Post 456
News
By Greg Corrales
In the arena of human life the honors
and rewards fall to those who show their
good qualities in action.
— Aristotle
On Thursday evening, July 19, 2012
San Francisco Police-Fire Post 456 held
our annual Officer of the Year Dinner.
This year the dinner was held at the
Irish Cultural Center, which did an
outstanding job! Among the many
dignitaries that attended the dinner
were retired Chief of Police Tony Ribera and his lovely wife Cathy, Chief
of Police Greg Suhr, and many of his
command staff. Representing the
American Legion were District 8 Commander John Forrett, War Memorial
Commission Chairman Nelson Lum,
Department of California Membership Chairperson Janet Wilson, and
District 28 Adjutant Michael Bloom.
Gracing us with his presence (no
pun intended) was Father Michael
Quinn from St. Brendan’s Parish. We
also had a number of prior honorees
in attendance. Previous Officers of the
Year attending were 1997-Rene LaPrevotte, 2001-Joe Juarez & Jesus Pena,
2005-Jim O’Malley, Timothy Paine &
Steve Stearns, 2006-Gerald Newbeck,
and 2008-Kevin O’Leary.
This year we honored three heroes
for their community service. Retired
Sergeant Bob Guinan was honored
for his dedicated volunteer work benefiting the Special Olympics, Make a
Wish Foundation, and Bay Area Law

Enforcement Assistance Foundation.
Officer Alvin Louie was honored for
the amazing assistance he rendered
to a woman in distress, reuniting her
with her child, which typified his
commitment to community policing.
Retired Inspector Liane Corrales was
honored for the decades she has spent
tirelessly working toward the establishment of a police museum.
Four heroes were honored for incredible acts of valor. Officer Joe Salazar and Inspector Monica MacDonald
were honored for their actions in an
early morning incident in which they
encountered a crazed, knife wielding
madman who had just committed a
murder. Salazar and MacDonald interrupted the frenzied fiend’s attempts
to murder two citizens, at which time
the callous killer charged the officers,
forcing them to mortally wound him.
Retired Lieutenant Henry Parra and
Sergeant Russ Gordon were honored
for their amazing actions on 17 February, 2010, when they encountered a
career criminal who had moments before executed a man in broad daylight
on a crowded San Francisco street.
Making themselves potential targets
for the killer, they managed to take
him into custody without any further
loss of life.
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The event was a
great success with
almost 200 people
attending. Special
thanks for the support from the Latino
Police Officers Association, the Asian
Police Officers Association, the San
Francisco Police Officers Association,
Sgt. Kyle Ching and
his large group from
Retired Sergeant Bob Guinan
the Airport Bureau,
and Patrick Burke
and his large group
f rom PAC T ( Pa rk
Anti-Crime Team).
In the closing moments of the event
we had a moment of
silence in memory
of 2006 Officer of
the Year Matthew
Goodin. Please remember Matthew in
your prayers.
A su r vey organized by Britain’s
National Army Mu- Officer Alvin Louie
seum ranks George
The museum appointed a historian
Washington as Britain’s most formi- to make a case for each finalist. Of
dable and “most outstanding” military Washington, Stephen Brumwell exfoe. Washington beat out Irish leader plained, “Washington scores highly
Michael Collins, French general Na- as an enemy of Britain on three key
poleon Bonaparte, German general grounds: the immense scale of damErwin Rommel, and Turkish military- age he inflicted upon Britain’s army
political leader Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. and empire – the most jarring defeat
“To qualify, each commander had either endured; his ability to not only
to come from the 17th century on- provide inspirational battlefield leadwards — the period covered by the ership but to work with civilians who
museum’s collection – and had to were crucial to sustain the war effort;
have led an army in the field against and the kind of man he was. As Britthe British, thus excluding political ish officers conceded, he was a worthy
enemies like Adolph Hitler,” the Tele- opponent.”
graph explained.
A pilot’s wife was sitting in the

Retired Lieutenant Henry Parra and Sergeant Russ Gordon

Inspector Monica MacDonald and Officer Joe Salazar

Deaths
The POA Journal was notified* of the recent deaths of the following SFPD members,
non-sworn employees (n/s), or affiliated persons:
Name of Deceased

Date of Death

Age

Richard Kazarian

July 7, 2012

90

Status

Notification by

Retired SFPD

K. Foss

*Notifications are made by a POA member, family member, or other reliable source.
The POA Journal believes the information to be true and correct, however the staff or employees of the
SFPOA make no official confirmation.

cockpit of his fighter jet. Her head was
spinning as he pointed to the myriad
buttons, levers, and switches on the
control panel. “Do you really know
what each of these buttons does?” she
asked. “Yep,” he said proudly. Scowling, she then asked, “And I’m supposed
to believe you can’t figure out how to
run the washing machine?”
Our next meeting w ill be on
Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at
6:00 PM. Meetings are held in the
Veteran’s War Memorial Building, 401
Van Ness Avenue, room 212. Refreshments are served at the conclusion of
business.

Submitting Obituaries
and Memorial Tributes

Any member may submit a separate memorial
tribute to a deceased member. Any such piece will
not appear in the matrix, but will be placed in the
Mail section, or, with prior approval of the editor, as a
sidebar piece. The Journal will also accept and publish in the Mail section short letters about a deceased
member written by a person in the immediate family. However, the Journal will not reprint obituaries
or photos that were published in any other print
media, web site, or Internet blog.

We Have Served Many SFPD/SFFD Members Since 1976
San Francisco’s Law Enforcement Personnel
receive 15% off all safes!
• Gun Safes

• Pistol Boxes

• Tactical

• Fire Proof

• Wall/Floor

• Burglary

617 7th Street • San Francisco, CA 94103
415-398-6161 • sales@mainline-security.com

Search San Francisco, Marin and Sonoma County MLS listings at
www.VinceSheehan.com

Vince Sheehan, Broker
(SFPD Member 1981–90)

Al McCarthy, Realtor

(Retired/SFPD Member 1974–03)

Call (415) 246-1753

Call (415) 302-2500

Kathy Sullivan, Realtor
(Retired/MTA 1981-2010)

Call (707) 799-2493
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“Lead!”
Excerpts from Chief Greg Suhr’s address at the SFPD Promotional Ceremony
held July 16, 2012 at the Scottish Rites
Masonic Center in San Francisco.
We are privileged to be here among
the sixty-three sworn officers who
have been promoted to the rank of
Sergeant, Lieutenant, Captain, Commander and Deputy Chief since October 2011 — the latest installment of
the leadership of the future for the San
Francisco Police Department.
In all endeavors, leadership is critical to success. As we move into the second half of 2012, leadership will never
be as critical to the success of the San
Francisco Police Department than at
this point in history; law enforcement
is at a critical juncture in this country.
We have persevered through the
greatest economic recession of our
lifetime; and it has left an impact. We
have been expected to do more-withless for so long that that has become
the “new normal.”
Technology continues to improve
our ability to communicate and share
information locally, regionally, nationally, even from around the world almost before it happens. Until recently,
the SFPD had not joined the “tech
race,” at least not to the degree we
should have, especially being less than
100 miles from Silicon Valley. That
said, we now have department-wide
email as of last year and our report
writing system is now web-based for
the first time ever. The first of many
Academy classes to come were issued
laptops last month that can access our
web-based system from anywhere,
making desktops computers something they will never depend on. This
is by design, as we want them outside,
and outside they will be.
The San Francisco Police Department has four generations of cops sifting through these changes and more,
trying to figure out how to put it all
together to keep the greatest city in the
world also the safest. It is because of
this generational change, and the fact
that we’re about to hire 1000 cops over
the next seven years, that maybe more
than at anytime in the Department’s
history we will need leadership. Let’s
start with what Leadership is not.
Leadership is not managing. Not to
take anything away from a good manager, we need folks that are also good
managers, but managers are not leaders. Managers manage routine. There
is no leadership required when there
is order or routine. It is when order is
distorted that leadership is required,
and order is distorted all over San
Francisco almost minute-to-minute
because… well, it’s San Francisco.
Right now order inside the Department is being deliberately distorted
by the Department’s leader — me.
Why am I upsetting the apple cart and
distorting order? Because, sometimes
leaders need to disrupt routine in order
to affect positive change. Some call
this “making progress.”
It has been said that, “Progress has
never been achieved by contented
people.” We should never be content
with the status quo. I for one believe
that, as good as we are, we can always
be better. Times such as these will
require many leaders to lead folks
through the change necessary to get
to a better place. Such is the leadership
that will be required of you.
I have said more times than I can
count that I want us to be the smartest,
most thoughtful Police Department

photo by Lyn Hayakawa, Police Academy

in the country, famous for how we
are seen by the young people and less
fortunate of our City. These officers
believe how lucky we are to be in a
position to help people; how lucky we
are to be able to put on a San Francisco
Police Officer’s uniform every day; and
how lucky we are that children see us
as their heroes. These blessings I want
us to carry ourselves as if the next kid
we come across is seeing an SFPD cop
for the first time — we owe that kid
our best.
It is with this in mind that all of
the men and women being promoted
today were selected to be tomorrow’s
leaders. One definition that I like
about leadership is: “The best leaders have talent, character, functional
intelligence (the ability to think on
their feet quickly and spontaneously),
and an eagerness to do or demonstrate
things the right way.”
Everyone on this stage has talent
evidenced by your performance on
your respective examinations and in
the secondary criteria. I am grateful
to your family and friends for the
tremendous character each of you possess, for without it you’d be lost. You
all have a history of demonstrating
the ability to think on your feet, and
now I need you to have the eagerness
and resolve to hold, as I do, that “we
can get there from” and we will be
undeterred by critics or obstacles in
getting where we need to go. We can
and will move this proud Department
forward together.
This will be no easy task. Over 350
officers in our ranks that were here
a year ago will be gone, along with
the decades of San Francisco policing
experience they possess, before July
2015. These men and women, and another 200-plus vacancies will be filled
by 500-plus bright, shiny new officers
eager to learn from you as to “how we
do it the way we do it, and why” at the
second oldest and most storied Police
Department in the country.
I spoke earlier about the four generations of officers. It’s true.
We have Viet Nam War Era officers
who came into an almost all male
Department with a residency requirement, earning less than $20K a year,
working 8-hour days, with no cell
phones, no email, no computers, and
certainly no Internet.
Then my generation — the last of
the cops required to have lived in San
Francisco to be a San Francisco Police
Officer — making just about $25k
a year, working eight-hour days, no
email, pagers, and eventually, we were
introduced to brick-like cell phones.
The next generation need ever have
lived in The City. They came in enjoying better salaries, the 10-hour work
day had become the industry standard
for Patrol, cell phones, email, and the
advent of the internet were upon us.
Now, the generation entering the
Department will enjoy the prospect
of being among the highest-paid law

enforcement officers in the country
with a great pension, cell phones, instantaneous information via Internet
at lightning speeds, and communicating or “networking” via social media
— Twitter, Facebook and on-and-on.
We need officers that can talk. Effectively communicate. Talking to
people — real-life interaction — is
the life’s blood of policing. Kipling
said, “To be able to walk with kings
without ever losing the common touch
is to be successful.” I believe he was
talking about cops when he said that.
We need to talk. I need all of you to
talk them and get them, all four generations, talking to each other before
all this experience gets out the door
without being shared. By talking we
become friends within the department
and outside with our community because not everyone thinks “friending”
someone is a Facebook term. There
are those, like me, who still believe
that to be a friend means “showing
up” in person for someone – whether
you knew them or not — when they
needed you. The children of San Francisco need to grow up knowing what
we knew – police officers — are there
friends and are here to help.

You are accomplished officers, dedicated to the oath of office you took as
you were sworn in as a Police Officer
for the City and County of San Francisco, and you are trusted with the safety
and wellbeing of every person within
this City and County right now and
tomorrow – our residents, our visitors.
Eleanor Roosevelt said, “A good
leader inspires people to have confidence in the leader, a great leader
inspires people to have confidence in
themselves.” I asked you on the first
day of your promotional training to
think of the best person in your new
rank that you ever worked for. By now
you’ve all thought of that person...
without asking, I can tell you that each
of you chose a “leader” as that person
because that person inspired you to be
the kind of officer you are today. Now,
I need you to inspire your charges to
want to be the next generation of leaders just as that person you remembered
inspired you. Take a chance on them.
Encourage them to make thoughtful decisions and support them - as
your most admired mentor supported
you. Encourage them to keep making
thoughtful decisions “for the right
reasons.”
In conclusion, I want to thank your
families and friends for being here and
for what they have put into “the hard
drive” of each of you. It is the way you
all were raised as children and loved
and cared for as adults that make each
of you who are today. Again, it is my
great pleasure to be able to honor all
of you as you embark on this new
chapter in your career, as leaders of the
proudest police department charged
with safeguarding the greatest city in
the world — we are lucky to have you.
Remember, do the right thing always
no matter what, act as if the light is
always shining on you, and finally,
“Lead”!

On Monday, July 16, 2012, the following promotees were sworn in by Chief Suhr
in a ceremony held at the Scottish Rite Masonic Center in San Francisco. Each
person is listed below with his or her promotional title.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deputy Chief Lyn Tomioka
Commander John J. Loftus
Commander Charlie Orkes
Captain Jason A. Cherniss
Captain Thomas P. Cleary
Captain Timothy J. Flavey
Captain Denise M. Flaherty
Captain Robert M. Moser
Captain Mark B. Osuna
Captain Eric Vintero
Lieutenant Yvonne L. Allen
Lieutenant Una M. Bailey
Lieutenant Randy A. Caturay
Lieutenant Michael A. Dudoroff
Lieutenant William F. Escobar
Lieutenant Daryl S. Fong
Lieutenant Deborah L. Gizdich
Lieutenant John C. Greenwood
Lieutenant John M. Hart
Lieutenant Jennifer E. Jackson
Lieutenant Gregory R. Kane
Lieutenant Valerie L. Matthews
Lieutenant Michael D. Nevin, Jr.
Lieutenant Julian W. Ng
Lieutenant Alexa L. O’Brien
Lieutenant Pablo R. Ossio
Lieutenant Renee J. Pagano
Lieutenant Frederick R. Schiff
Lieutenant Peter A. Thoshinsky
Lieutenant Peter D. Walsh
Lieutenant Kirk D. Yin
Sergeant Eric S. Balmy
Sergeant David W. Batchelder

• Sergeant Scott B. Biggs
• Sergeant Josephine N. Borges
• Sergeant Marian P.
Campion-Healy
• Sergeant Alicia A. Castillo
• Sergeant Bernard M. Corry
• Sergeant John F. Crudo
• Sergeant Leonard M. Cueba
• Sergeant Timothy A. Dalton
• Sergeant Kevin A. Edison
• Sergeant Feliks R. Gasanyan
• Sergeant Francis J. Hagan
• Sergeant Damon M. Hart
• Sergeant Anthony J. Holder
• Sergeant Trevor B. Kelly
• Sergeant Dean K. Lee
• Sergeant Maureen T. Leonard
• Sergeant Ronald T. Liberta
• Sergeant Randy V. Ly
• Sergeant David S. Maron
• Sergeant Ron E. Meyer
• Sergeant Michael A. Murphy, Jr.
• Sergeant Rachel A. Murphy
• Sergeant Brian A. Oliver
• Sergeant Anthony S. Pedroza
• Sergeant Hratch “Sunny”
Sarkissian
• Sergeant Dennis L. Toomer
• Sergeant Robert L. Walker, Jr.
• Sergeant Yulanda D. Williams
• Sergeant James T. Wilson
• Sergeant Kevin H. Wong
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Ask Mike…the Retirees’ Corner
By Mike Hebel
POA Welfare Officer
Retirement Board Election
Police Officer Brian Stansbury is
running for the Retirement Board
commissioner seat just vacated by
retired Captain Al Casciato. Al served
with dedication and distinction for
over 20 years. His was an active member’s seat; his retirement created a
vacancy. The POA, Firefighters Union
(local 798), and the Veteran Police
Officers’ Association, along with commissioner Joe Driscoll and Al Casciato,
have recognized Brian’s professional
investment experience and are endorsing him for this Retirement Board seat.
Brian, now in his fifth year as a
police officer, is currently assigned
to Richmond Station. Prior to his law
enforcement career, Brian worked at
Lockheed Martin in strategic planning
and helped shape a multi-billion dollar investment strategy. Thereafter he
was recruited to work at Merrill Lynch,
one of the world’s largest investment
banking institutions, where he also
made investment decisions involving
billions of dollars. His investment experience shows that he is more than
capable of making critical decisions
as a Retirement Board commissioner
charged with overseeing our $15 billion trust fund.
Ballots will be mailed to all active
and retired members of the Retirement
System on August 23, 2012. Ballots
must be returned by September 18.
Cast your ballot for Brian Stansbury.
Stockton Files For Bankruptcy

Q.

Mike, I recently read that
the City of Stockton filed
for bankruptcy protection. I
didn’t know that a city could do that.
I retired from the SFPD in 2005. Does
the Stockton bankruptcy have any
effect on my City pension? That is,
should I be worried that San Francisco
may do the same thing?

A.

Three California cities —
Stockton, San Bernardino,
and Mammoth Lakes — in
the last three weeks opted to file
for bankruptcy protection under
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.
While this is a rare and unusual event,
it was the procedure used by Vallejo
in 2008 to restructure its debt. Stockton’s bankruptcy filing is the biggest
for a U.S. city in terms of both debt
load ($700 million) and population
(300,000). Stockton will now restructure debt with 19 parties of creditors,
including retirees, city workers and
bondholders. With its filing, Stockton

suspended payments to its bondholders, made significant cuts in its labor
contracts, and eliminated the city’s
contribution to its retirees’ health care
plans. Stockton attributed its decision
to seek bankruptcy protection to: falling property tax revenues and a high
home foreclosure rate, big spending on
a downtown revitalization effort (waterfront development, hockey arena,
and a new city hall which has now
been repossessed), a 15% unemployment rate, and hefty public-employee
pension and health care burdens. Prior
to filing for bankruptcy, Stockton had
slashed its police and fire departments
by 25% and cut pay by as much as 22%
for most of its employees. At the time
of filing Stockton had an $800 million
unfunded liability for pensions and
retiree health benefits.
Stockton has said that it will not
seek to modify pensions in this bankruptcy proceeding because of the cost
of litigation. When Vallejo declared
bankruptcy in 2008 it considered restructuring current worker pensions,
but did not do so because of push-back
from PERS. Vallejo modified pensions
for new employees, cut payments to
bondholders, and scaled back retiree
health benefits.
This is indeed a troubling trend for
it shows that there is a diminishing
stigma of bankruptcy amongst California’s cities making other such municipal filings more likely. However,
you should not be worried that this
will happen in San Francisco. Recently
passed proposition C (November 2011
election) lessened the city’s contributions to the trust fund by increasing
current employees’ contributions, the
city has a thriving real estate market,
business conditions are not depressed,
employment rates are growing, and
out city leaders have generally remained fiscally prudent.
Brian Stansbury, our endorsed
candidate for the Retirement Board,
knows this Stockton problem well. His
father recently retired from the Stockton Police Department. Because of the
bankruptcy filing, his parents have
lost all of their health insurance. Brian
has pledged to do his part to prevent
this from happening in San Francisco.
CALPERS Reports A 1% Investment
Return

Q.

Mike, when I retired from
the SFPD, I had prior service
as a San Francisco sheriff
and thereby received a small pension
from the Public Employees’ Retirement System (CALPERS). Its recently
announced investment return for
2011-2012 has me worried. Can my

PERS pension be reduced?

A.

You r PE R S p e n sion i s
secure. It is protected by
the vested pension benefit
doctrine long upheld by California
courts.
You are correct in stating that the
CALPERS reported a 1 per cent return
on investments for the 12 months
ending June 30, 2012 – falling way
short of its annual 7.5% target. (Note:
over this same period the Dow Jones
Industrial Average rose 3.8%.) With
assets of $233 billion it is the U.S.’s
largest pension fund. The likely effect
of this disappointing return is that the
state of California in FY 2013-2014 and
contracting cities in FY 2014-2015 will
have to contribute more to make up for
the investment shortfall.
CALPERS has been quick to note
that its 20-year investment return is
still 7.7% and that the past year was
challenging for everyone. CALPERS is
a bell weather for retirement systems,
such as the CCSF Retirement System,
that confront many of the same challenges. Historically low interest rates,
volatile markets and slow economic
growth have shaken many public
funds’ confidence in their ability to
meet investment targets.
CALPERS administers retirement
benefits for more than 1.6 million
California State, local government,
and public school employees, retirees,
and their families on behalf of more
than 3,000 public employers, and
health benefits for more than 1.3 million enrollees. The average CALPERS
pension benefit is $2,332 per month.
The average benefit for those who
retired in the most recent fiscal year
that ended June 30, 2011, is $3,065
per month.
Supplemental COLA
For FY 2012-2013

Q.

Mike, I retired on June 30,
2012. I know from reading
a recent “Ask Mike” article
that I will receive the basic cost of
living adjustment for fiscal year 20122013. Do you think that I will receive
a supplemental COLA for this same
period?

A.

NO! There are two reasons you will not receive
a supplemental COLA
in FY 2012 – 2013. First, there is the
issue of Proposition C (November
2011) which prohibits the payment
of a supplemental COLA from July
1, 2012 onward until the Retirement
System’s investment fund is at 100%

based on market value. The System’s
funding ratio (market value) when last
reported upon (July 1, 2011) was 83.9%
- this is a long way from the required
100 % requirement. It is my current
best estimate that the Retirement
System will not reach 100% market
value funding until 2017 at the earliest. And therefore, absent successful
litigation by the retirees’ organization
Protect Our Benefits, no supplemental
COLA will likely be paid for the next
5 years.
Secondly, there will be no supplemental COLA for 2012-2013 because
there will not be excess funds with
which to pay a supplemental COLA.
Remember that the Retirement System
must earn in excess of 7.66% to pay
this cola. As of June 30, 2012, the System’s fiscal-year earnings are estimated
to be comparable to PERS – about 1%.
Best Wishes To Captain Al Casciato
Al Casciato retired on June 30th
after a distinguished 42+ year career
in the San Francisco Police Department. He will be deeply missed by the
Department, the Retirement Board,
and the Journal – this current issue
is one of only a few since December
1976 in which Al’s signature “Around
the Department” column does not
appear. We all wish Al and his family
a prosperous retirement.
Mike Hebel has been the POA’s Welfare Officer since January 1974. He is an attorney and
a certified financial planner. He has received
awards/recognition as a Northern California
“super lawyer” and included amongst “America’s top financial planners.” He represents
POA members at the City’s Retirement Board
and at the Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board. He also advises on investment matters
pertaining to the City’s deferred compensation plan. He is currently a member of the SF
Police Credit Union’s Board of Directors. Mike
served with the Police Activities League (PAL)
as president and long-term Board member.
Mike retired from the SFPD in 1994 with the
rank of captain after a distinguished 28 year
career. He served as the POA’s Secretary and
on its Board of Directors for 19 years. Mike is
a frequent and long-time contributor to the
POA Journal. If you have a question for Mike,
send an e-mail to mike@sfpoa.org or call him
at 861-0211.

TOWNE
FORD

Family owned since 1926

SERVING SAN FRANCISCO SINCE 1981

Purchase your next vehicle where the SFPD and SFFD buy.
Special Ford “X“ Plan prices for all Bay Area city & county employees.

Ask for the man with over 35 years personal experience in the
Bay Area auto business…the commercial truck and fleet manager

Frank J. Ginotti
Visit Us at:

www.metroelectric.com

1610 El Camino Real (north of Woodside Rd.)
650-562-2267
650-364-9060 fax
fginotti@aol.com

Redwood City, CA 94063
415-786-1701 cell
www.towneford.com
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The United States Economy Steadies:
And the Banking Industry Improves
When I had money everyone called me
brother.
— Polish Proverb
Banking establishments are more dangerous than standing armies.
— Thomas Jefferson
The 2007 Great Recession in America and the ensuing financial crisis
was largely due to mortgage lending,
inadequate banking reserves and the
ill-liquidity of capital markets which
led to the economic meltdown.
Are United States banks “healthier”
or more solvent in 2012, and once
again engaged in commercial lending
to small businesses?
Answer: Yes. Since 2007, there has
been an increase in laws to protect
the consumer against predatory
lending and fraud from financial institutions. These laws have contributed to better banking relationships
between the financial institutions
and the consumers. Commercial
banks have become pro-active and
are lending money to small businesses in an effort to stimulate local
economies and contribute to job
growth.
USA Bank Closings
Have Become Rarer
On 7/06/12, Marcy Gordon business writer for the Associated Press
noted fewer U.S. banks are failing than
at any time since the financial crisis
erupted in 2008. Ms. Gordon stated
that “the healthier banking industry is
helping sustain an economy slowed by
lackluster hiring, weak manufacturing
and Europe’s debt crisis.”
It is important to note that banks
have benefited from low interest rates,
higher account fees and more mergers.
The recovery from the financial crisis
has helped, too. It means more people
and businesses can take out and repay
loans. Overall, banks still remain
generally cautious about lending. And
their rebound has yet to drive a robust
economic recovery from the recession
that officially ended three years ago.
However, the banks’ gains have allowed them to make gradually more
loans and keep the economy from
slowing further. Bank loans rose at
a 2.1 percent annual rate in the first
three months of 2012 and at a 4.6
percent rate since then, according to
the latest Federal Reserve data.
Good News
from the Banking Industry
The Federal Reserve Board’s data on
the banking industry’s improvement
is as follows:
• Banks are making more money. In
the first three months of 2012, the
industry’s earnings reached $35
billion, up from $29 billion in the
first quarter of 2011. It was the best
showing since 2007. At the depth of

the recession in the fourth quarter of
2008, the industry lost $32 billion.
• Fewer banks are considered at risk of
failure. In January through March
this year, the number of banks
on the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp’s confidential “problem” list
fell for a fourth straight quarter. The
list consists of banks considered at
risk of failure. The list numbers 772
as of March 31 or about 9.5 percent
of U.S. banks. At its peak in the first
quarter of last year, the number
was 888.
• Bank failures are down. In 2009, 140
banks failed. In 2010, more banks
failed—157—than in any year since
the savings and loan crisis of the
early 1990s. In 2011, 92 banks failed.
In 2012, regulators closed 31 banks
in the first half of this year. For the
full year, they are on pace to shut
down around 60. That is still more
than normal. In a good economy,
only about four or five banks close
each year. But the pace shows sustained improvement.
• Less fear of loan losses. The money
banks must set aside for possible loan
losses declined by nearly a third in
the January-March quarter compared with a year earlier. Their loan
portfolios have grown safer as more
customers have repaid on time FDIC
figures show loan losses have fallen
for seven straight quarters. And the
proportion of loans with payments
overdue by 90 days or more has
dropped for eight straight quarters.
Ms. Marcy Gordon stated that San
Francisco based Wells Fargo & Co., the
fourth-largest
U.S. bank reported its net income
in the first quarter of 2012 was $4.25
billion. That was up $3.76 billion in
the first quarter of 2011 and $2.5 billion the year before that. Also, Wells’
delinquent loans dropped as more
borrowers repaid loans.
The main reason for the sharp drop
in bank closings has been a stronger
economy. Employers added nearly 1.8
million jobs over the past year, which
means more people and businesses
have money to repay loans.

Banks are Lending
to Small Businesses
On 7/05/12, Mr. Ryan Faughnder
of the Los Angeles Times noted that
in Los Angeles, large commercial
banks are partnering with established
small-businesses with a three-year
track record and at least $2 million in
revenue. The program’s participants
are not start-ups but established entrepreneurs who have gotten as big
as they could get given their limited
business acumen.
Mr. Faughnder noted that Fashion
designer Alicia Estrada has gone from
selling homemade dresses at rockabilly
concerts and car shows to running a
booming clothing line.
Ms. Estrada’s company named Stop
Staring was a 14-year old business with
26 full-time employees needed capital
to expand her 1940s- and 50s-style
dress business but the dresses were selling faster than she could order them.
Fortunately, Ms. Alicia Estrada was
one of 10 Los Angeles entrepreneurs
whom UBS, Switzerland’s biggest bank,
put her into a program that matches
small-business owners with financial
advisors and business experts. The
banking program is designed to assist
small business owners to connect with
mentors and finance their expansion.
Ms. Estrada said, “I didn’t really
know a lot about UBS before this, who
they were, what they did and what
they were about, but I feel like the
program is really a good idea.” Ms.
Estrada added, “It’s teaching business
owners how to fish, instead of just giving them a fish.”
Similar programs for Los Angeles
business owners are run by financial
giants such as JPMorgan Chase &
Co., Citigroup Inc., Bank of America
Corp., Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and
Wells Fargo & Co. In short, these small
business banking programs comes at a
time when small businesses, touted as
an engine of economic growth, need
all the help that they can get.
Mr. Bob McCann, Chief Executive
for UBS Group Americas said, “We’re
not backing business plans, we’re back-

ing people who have had some success.” The UBS effort, called Elevating
Entrepreneurs, is the second version
of the bank’s small-business advisory
program that launched last year. The
bank is also making $10 million in
loans available for small businesses
in Los Angeles. Other major financial
institutions have designed targeted
programs for financing and mentoring
small businesses.
Ms. Estrada, for her part, has gotten used to running a tight ship. She’s
financed Stop Staring entirely with its
own revenue. Ms. Estrada will have to
grow faster to keep up with retailers,
including the company Zappos, that
want to order hundreds of dresses
per style at a time. Alicia Estrada said
part of her mission is to create jobs
for young Latinas and to also inspire
minority youths to consider starting
their own businesses, rather than relying on others to hire them.
Entrepreneurs
Stimulate Job Growth
In 2012, the United States economy
is growing, albeit slowly. But it is the
creativity and ingenuity of its small
business owners who are creating markets and employment opportunities
for local economies and neighborhood
residents who have often been under
represented or worse, neglected in the
workforce.
It is essential that local banks and
other financial institutions work with
small business owners to help them
finance their growing businesses. It
is these small businesses that are at
the forefront of stimulating local job
growth and creating employment opportunities for all, and you can take
that to the bank.
Please go to; www.CommodoreEds.com
to view KRON4.com and The Stephens
Group’s Partnership to Create an Online
Web Video and Advertisement. For more
sound investment advice, visit Edwin
Stephens’ web site at www.policeone.com/
columnists/Edwin-Stephens/. Securities
transactions through McClurg Capital
Corporation. Member FINRA and SIPC.
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Wilderness Adventure Youth Program

REUNION
SAVE the DATE

Tuesday October 9, 2012
Location TBD in SF
1800 – 2100 hrs.
Spread the word
For more information contact;

Walt Scott: waltscottlagunitas@gmail.com, 415-488-0566
Tim Foley: foley1626@comcast.net, 925-330-1380

August 2012

A gathering of friends, dinner, and presentation. We welcome all
Officer, Participants, (some now 50 years young), Community Leaders,
Teachers, and Administrators. Supporters, and all others who made
the program a success for over 30 years. A time for remembering the
past, celebrating the present, embracing the future and acknowledging
all who made it possible. View historical photos, T-shirts and more.
Bring your memories, stories, challenges, and pictures to share.
Do you remember?
The first summer 1981, Ropes course & Point Reyes backpacking
The Ropes Course; Participating, Leading and building
The week long backpacking trips in Yosemite National Park
Backpacking at Pt. Reyes
Backpacking out of San Francisco into the Marin Headlands
The challenging river raft and sea kayaking trips
BBQs at Samuel P. Taylor Park with Chief Donald Scott
Return to Camp High Sierra Marine Base
Backpacking and Basketball with the Rec Center for the Handicap
Holiday Celebrations in Yosemite and Pt Reyes
The Run for Youth around Lake Merced
Sailing on the Bay
Horseback rides at Muir Beach
Day hikes on Angel Island and Mt. Tamaulipas
UC Berkeley campus tours and Cal Football Games
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Retirement assets sitting in an old employer’s retirement plan?
Multiple retirement accounts that you want to consolidate?
Looking for top mutual funds at a reasonable cost?

ING Select Advantage IRA
Mutual Fund Custodial Account

Diversiﬁcation, Simplicity, Flexibility, Liquidity
• Over 100 mutual funds available
• 30 of the top mutual fund asset managers
• for only a record keeping fee plus fund expenses:
No front-end loads | No back-end fees | No transaction fees | No deferred sales charges | No transfer-out fees
Carefully consider the provisions of your current retirement plan and the new product for differences in cost,
beneﬁts, surrender charges or other important features before transferring assets.
Consult your own legal and tax advisors regarding your situation.

Ask me about how ING Select Advantage IRA can work for your retirement assets.

ING Financial Partners
F. George Brown
Registered Representative
CA license# 0730513
4 North 2nd St. Suite 440
San Jose CA 95113
PH: (415) 370-7015
georgebrown@ingfp.com

You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the mutual funds offered through a
retirement plan carefully before investing. The prospectuses contain this and other information, and can be
obtained by contacting your local representative. Please read the prospectuses carefully before investing.
http://ing.us
ING National Trust is the custodian for ING Select Advantage IRA Mutual Fund Custodial Accounts. ING Select Advantage IRA mutual fund retirement programs are distributed by ING
Financial Advisers, LLC (member SIPC), One Orange Way, Windsor, CT 06095-4774 or other broker-dealers with which it has a wholesaling or selling agreement. Both are members of the
ING family of companies. Other than the ING companies identified, no other entities whether distributing or listed on the material, are members of the ING family of companies.
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If you are a Law
Enforcement Officer
Wife (LEOW),
or significant other to
a LEO, we want you!
The Contra Costa Count y
Peace Officers' Alliance (CCCPOA)
is a non-profit, charitable, social &
supportive organization committed to law enforcement spouses
and families.
The CCCPOA was originally
formed in 1955 as the Contra
Costa County Sheriff Wives' to offer help, encouragement and support to those that are behind the
badge. The CCCPOA expanded
its membership 15 years ago and
is now comprised of law enforcement spouses representing any
peace officer that works or resides
in Contra Costa County, California or as the spouse of a peace
officer who does not have a local
support association to join. We
currently represent over 10 agencies, including San Francisco PD.
Come learn about our nonprofit organization and how we
give back to our police community. Plus, meet other women who
are living life behind the badge.
You can make friends, share stories and find support from the
women who know how this profession can affect your marriage,
children and home life.
We are seeking new members,
so come check us out!!!

www.cccpoa.org email:
cccpoaboard@yahoo.com
161604 10/04/2011

Your future. Made easier.®
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Save The Date!
The National Latino Peace Officers
San Francisco Metro Chapter
Will be Having Their

Annual Scholarship And Toy
Drive Salsa Dinner Dance
Come join us for good food, music and dancing!

Page 15
Criminals everywhere (And the Command Staff alike) have all
heaved a huge sigh of relief upon hearing the news of the retirement of

Inspector- Sergeant

Matt Krimsky #1424

"BIG CITY DICK" 30 years SFPD
Retirement Dinner

Saturday
September 22
No Host
Cocktails 1700
Dinner 1800

The San Francisco
Elks Lodge #3
450 Post St. 3rd Floor
San Francisco

Saturday, September 15, 2012
6:30 pm
Janet Pomeroy Center,

207 Skyline Blvd., San Francisco

Proceeds to Benefit LPOA Youth Scholarship Fund
and Christmas Toy Giveaway
Tickets will be available in July
For scholarship applications and information,
please email Maria Oropeza at lpoasf@yahoo.com

Look for fliers to be posted soon!

Contact
Kevin Lee, CO. G.
Dan Chui, Academy
Russ Gordon, CO. I.
Amy Hurwitz, CO. H.
Lou Staffaroni, Airport

415-672-8954
415-401-4708
415-317-2677
415-341-6970
510-468-5622

Cost $60 Per Person

Includes Served Buffet Dinner, Gratuity, and Gift
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Teaching 4th Amendment-Based Use-of-Force
By James Marker
Wyoming Law Enforcement Academy
james.marker@wyo.gov
Contents
• “Clearly established law” establishes
training
• Teaching the 4th amendment reasonableness standard
• Teaching the Tennessee v. Garner
standard
• Teaching the Graham v. Connor
standard
• Conclusion
Developing an amendment-based
use-of-force training program takes a
lot of work, insight, collaboration and
foresight. Critics of the amendmentbased approach highlight “Graham’s
direction to be objectively reasonable
in light of the totality of the circumstances cannot be transferred straight
from the law book to the street.” [1]
While this is procedurally correct, it is
the substantive approach that makes
the amendment- based approach viable.
To date, there has been limited
direction on how to train and teach
the reasonableness standard. Most
often, only the discussion on the
legal standard is presented and oftentimes, the trainer only focuses
upon the 4th Amendment standard,
even though his or her agency may
also need training on the 8th and/
or 14th Amendment standards. In
2000, the Wyoming Law Enforcement
Academy (WLEA) began developing
how to teach an amendment-based
use-of-force training program for
peace officers, detention officers and
corrections.
WLEA formally launched the new
training program in January 2001.
Through training approximately 2,000
officers since the program’s inception,
the program has evolved with the latest revisions occurring in 2011. Following WLEA in 2005, at the federal
level, the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center (FLETC) transitioned
to an amendment-based use-of-force
program using a similar methodology. [2] The purpose of this article
is to provide insight, based on the
WLEA model, for transitioning from
a continuum to amendment-based
use-of-of force training and offer a
trainer’s perspective to developing
and teaching a 4th Amendment useof-force training program.
“Clearly established law”
establishes training
In the mid 1970’s, Prof. Gregory
Connor created the first “force continuum” as an instructional aide, designed to assist criminal justice trainers throughout the country.[3] LAPD
developed the “Force Continuum
Barometer” which was published in
their 1978 training bulletin. In 1980
longtime international trainer, Kevin
Parsons, Ph.D., developed the “Confrontational Continuum.”
According to Parsons, “The concept
of the continuum was to explain to
officers ‘when’ to use force options as
opposed to the traditional defensive
tactics class which dealt only with
‘how’ to use force options. Thus,
the continuum was designed to be a
training tool.”[4] John C. Desmedt of
Protective Safety Systems, Inc. developed a “Use of Force Model” concept
in 1981.
According to Desmedt, “In order

to produce a valid model, it would
have to be organized essentially as
our original model.”[5] Years later, in
2003, the use-of-force “Sector Model”
was created by Ken J. Good of Strategos
International and was described as “an
evolution in Use of Force models.”[6]
Historically, agencies and training
providers developed their own use-offorce programs generating a variety of
contemporary continuums consisting
of stair steps, ladders, barometers, matrices, etc., which total more than 50
different models.
Through the years, continuums
increased in complexity it seems for
no other reason than to reinvent the
wheel producing several differing
standards to explain to a jury. So why
have varying use-of-force continuums
been accepted by law enforcement
trainers and the legal community
without debate for so many years?
The general concept of use-of-force
is, “A law enforcement officer may use
that amount of force upon a person
that the law allows. A law enforcement officer may not use more force
upon a person than the law allows.”[7]
As the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals stated, “Clearly established law
dictates training, not the other way
around”.[8] Thus, an understanding
of clearly established law is imperative for a use-of-force trainer. Clearly
established Federal law is defined as
“the governing legal principle or principles set forth by the Supreme Court
at the time the state court renders its
decision.” [9] 503
Historically, from 1952 to 1985, the
Supreme Court applied a Fourteenth
Amendment substantive due process
analysis to excessive force claims
against police. [10] It was not until
1972 when the Second Court of Appeals provided a four-part test and a
definitive statement to further define
the shocks-the-conscience standard,
“…force that is brutal and offensive
to human dignity…” [11] In 1985 the
United States Supreme Court’s landmark case Tennessee v. Garner began a
slight shift in clearly established law
and away from
Fourteenth Amendment
substantive due process analysis.
The court ruled, “the use of deadly
force to apprehend a suspect is a seizure under the Fourth Amendment
objective reasonableness standard…”
A police officer may not seize an unarmed, non-dangerous (fleeing felon)
suspect by shooting him dead. [12]
The court went on to provide guidance
for lower courts conducting judicial
analysis of officer’s decisions in this
particular circumstance.
In 1989 in Graham v. Connor, the
Court moved the judicial analytical
focus from the long used Fourteenth
Amendment substantive due process,
to the Fourth Amendment objective
reasonableness standard. The court
expanded post incident analysis to
include all uses of force.
“The notion that all excessive force
claims brought under § 1983 are governed by a single generic standard is
rejected.” “Instead, courts must identify the specific constitutional right
allegedly infringed by the challenged
application of force and then judge
the claim by reference to the specific
constitutional standard which governs
that right.” [13]
To say the years from 1985 to 1989
created a change in clearly established
law is an understatement. Tennessee v.
Garner and Graham v. Conner changed

the post use-of-force analysis process
for the courts and indirectly provided
an opportunity for change for the law
enforcement community and their
use-of-force trainers. Some argue it
mandated change via clearly established law.
Teaching the 4th amendment
reasonableness standard
Since 1989 multiple use-of-force
training courses and conferences
around the country presented the
legal points of the Graham v. Conner
case and the reasonableness standard.
Many presented by former or retired
law enforcement officers who are now
attorneys.
However, a critical missing link
between the legal world and the law
enforcement community and their
trainers was created. There was very
limited direction on HOW to train the
reasonableness standard, only discussion on the legal standard.

Use-of-force is not a
team event; it is an
individual decision
which is judged
individually.
As previously stated, the Garner
and Graham decisions were directed
towards the legal profession in the
context of use-of-force post-incident
analysis, making the court-provided
guidelines very appealing for useof-force investigators at all levels.
However, when developing a decisionmaking use-of-force training program
for the officer, which includes report
writing and testifying guidance, the
substance and the training methodology are critical variables to ensure
there is not a casual transferring of
legal principles to the law enforcement
classroom.
The basic concept of amendmentbased use-of-force training is to move
the post-incident analysis factors
forward to the pre-incident decisionmaking process. Doing this takes a
change in traditional training concepts. Use-of-force is not a team event;
it is an individual decision which
is judged individually. Traditional
continuum-style training focuses on
suspect behavior as a variable and the
officer’s predetermined response as the
constant. In contrast, amendmentbased use-of-force training focuses
on each officer as an individual and
the suspect’s behavior cues as the
constant.
For example, at the WLEA, each individual officer must make a solo arrest
in a dynamic force-on-force scenario.
The scenario has specific elements to
be acted out to test the individual officers’ tactics, use of force options, and
ability to articulate his or her actions.
The scenario is performed thirty-six
times, for thirty-six officers.
Because the officer walking through
the door is the “variable” with differing heights, weights, strength and
abilities, there is potential for thirtysix different outcomes, with different
force options, and they all could be
reasonable. This is where the traditional force continuum has limitations by not addressing the officer as
an individual and as a variable in a

confrontation. Because reasonableness
is “not capable of precise definition or
mechanical application.” [14]
The court provided directive guidance in the Tennessee v. Garner case,
providing factors to aid in describing
the totality of the circumstances.
Along with these factors new guidance was given to fact finders (courts)
analyzing uses of force:
1. “Proper application requires careful attention to the facts and circumstances of each particular case.
2. Must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on scene
not 20/20 hindsight.
3. Must embody allowance for splitsecond decisions in tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving situations.
4. An officer’s evil intentions will
not make a Fourth Amendment
violation out of an objectively
reasonable use of force; nor will
an officer’s good intentions make
an objectively unreasonable use of
force constitutional.”[15]
Teaching the
Tennessee v. Garner standard
In 1985 the Supreme Court
established rigid preconditions for
using deadly force (shooting with a
firearm) in the context of preventing
the escape of a violent fleeing felon.
In 2007 the Supreme Court further
stated in Scott v. Harris, “Garner did
not establish a magical on/off switch
that triggers rigid preconditions
whenever an officer’s actions
constitute deadly force.”
Garner was simply an application
of the Fourth Amendment’s “reasonableness” test, Graham to “the use of a
particular type of force in a particular
situation.” [16] In the Tenth circuit, as
recent as 2010, lower courts continue
to use the Tennessee v. Garner standard
to judge officer’s use of deadly force
(shooting with a firearm) to prevent
escape. [17]
For these reasons the Garner standard is currently included in the
WLEA use-of-force curriculum. Garner
provided several factors, the court
stated, “if the suspect threatens the officer with a weapon or there is probable
cause to believe that he has committed a crime involving the infliction or
threatened infliction of serious physical harm, deadly force may be used if
necessary to prevent escape, and if,
where feasible, some warning has been
given.” [18]
When teaching the first factor,
probable cause to believe that he has
committed a crime involving the
infliction or threatened infliction of
serious physical harm, emphasis is
placed on the probable cause standard.
Differing from reasonable suspicion,
probable cause is the standard for making an arrest without a warrant. Thus,
if an officer does not have articulable
information to place the person under
arrest for a violent crime, the factor
cannot be satisfied, resulting in a noshoot situation.
The second factor is, deadly force
may be used if necessary to prevent
escape; however, the Garner court did
not clearly define what “necessary”
means. In 1997, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, further defined necessary, “The necessity inquiry is a factual one “Did a reasonable non-deadly
alternative exist for apprehending the
suspect?” [19] If the suspect is flee-
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ing with a gun in hand, tackling the
suspect, using OC Spray or a batonto
prevent his escape would certainly not
be reasonable.
The final factor is, give a warning of
the imminent use of force, if feasible.
There are two inquiries to be answered
by an officer in determining when it is
both feasible and appropriate to issue
a warning prior to using deadly force
to apprehend a fleeing suspect.
1. “An officer first should consider
whether the suspect is aware that the
police are trying to apprehend him,
such that he has knowledge that he
should stop.”
2. “If an officer reasonably believes,
based on the suspect’s prior conduct,
that such a warning would not cause
the suspect to surrender, but rather
would provoke the suspect to engage
in violent and life-threatening behavior, or to increase his or her efforts to
flee, then a warning is not feasible.”
[20]
In the training environment, officers will at times passionately debate
the reasonableness of using deadly
force in the context of a fleeing felon.
In the legal world, most all decisions
are debatable. The goal in training
Garner’s rigid guidelines is to encourage the officer make the least debatable
use-of-force decision in the context of
using firearm to prevent escape.
Teaching the
Graham v. Connor standard
The Graham v. Connor use-of-force
post-analysis factors included, but
were not limited to, “the severity of
the crime at issue, whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to
the safety of the officers or others,
and whether he is actively resisting
arrest or attempting to evade arrest by
flight.”[21] Using the Graham factors
for decision-making and a reportwriting template for training purposes
requires an adjustment in the alignment of the original factors.
The first and most important factor for an officer in decision-making
as well as report writing is threat assessment. In 2002, FBI Special Agent
Thomas D. Petrowski, J.D., stated, “The
cornerstone of use-of-force training
should be threat assessment.” Petrowski further explained, “officers must
be trained to respond to the threat of
violence and not to the actual violence
itself, guarding against the inherent
presence of hesitation.[22] When
training threat assessment, elements
of ability, opportunity, and intent can
help train officers to reasonably come
to their conclusions”, as “[A] simple
statement by an officer that he fears
for his safety or the safety of others is
not enough; there must be objective
factors to justify such a concern”. [23]
The second is active resistance.
Given the officer’s presence and verbal
commands, the suspect is left with the
decision to comply or actively resist.
Several definitions are available to
choose from. The WLEA defines active resistance as “Some physical or
mechanical means willfully used to
resist,” and is based on the premise
that resistance is an act of the subject’s
will.[24] The ninth circuit court of
appeals has even provided guidance,
“Resistance, however, should not be
understood as a binary state, with
resistance being either completely
passive or active. Rather, it runs the

gamut from the purely passive protestor who simply refuses to stand, to the
individual who is physically assaulting
the officer.” [25]
The Supreme Court in Graham gave
the directive to post analysis fact finders, “Reasonableness of particular use
of force must be judged from perspective of reasonable officer on the scene,
and the calculus of reasonableness
must allow for fact that police officers
are often forced to make split-second
judgments, in circumstances that are
tense, uncertain and rapidly evolving,
about amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation.”[26] Although not a factor, the pacing of the
event for an officer making a decision
to use force can determine the difference between an imminent threat
versus an immediate threat.
For example, depending on the
totality of circumstances, a suspect
walking towards an officer with a
baseball bat versus a suspect running
towards the officer is a significant
element in making a decision. After
all, if the fact finder must allow for
split-second decisions, as it provides a
means to articulate the totality of the
circumstances for the written report.
The final decision-making factor is
the severity of the crime at issue. It is
important to keep this factor in context, as it is the crime that is causing
the officer to use force at the moment.
For example, the officer is dispatched
and arrives on scene to a disturbance
without known weapons. As the officer investigates, a suspect escalates
the situation by drawing a knife and
threatening the officer. The latter is
the crime at issue, not the disturbance
that brought the officer on scene.
Conclusion
Choosing to adopt the amendmentbased approach to use-of-force training program that includes a correlating
policy is the decision of the agency
administrator. There is another viable
way of training use-of-force versus
the traditional continuum style. The
courts do not recognize a force continuum when analyzing the reasonableness of an officer’s use- of-force was
reasonable under the 4th Amendment.
The amendment-based approach to
use-of-force training allows the officer
and agency a unified methodology
with the adjudication process. With
product risk and safety warnings directing officers to their agency policy
for when to use force options, there is
potential municipal liability without
an operational plan for an agency’s
use-of-force training program. Policy
guides the officer’s decisions and municipalities act through official policy
makers. If a person has proof their
deprivation of constitutional rights
was caused by a policy that approved
an unconstitutional practice, or a
policy that is deliberately indifferent
to a known risk, liability attaches. [27]
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Injured On Duty
By A Negligent Motorist Or DUI Driver?
“It’s Not Just A Workers Comp Case!”
Former Prosecutor Todd P. Emanuel Can Help!
Myth #1:

My only remedy is filing a worker’s compensation claim.

Myth #2: I can’t bring a claim against the negligent driver.
Myth #3: I can’t file a claim with my own auto insurance company.
Fact: If you’ve been injured on the job by a third party such as

a negligent motorist or drunk driver, YOU CAN (and should!)
recover substantial personal injury damages (tax free) in addition
to worker compensation benefits.
DO NOT leave money on the table by limiting your remedy to
workers compensation! I have helped police officers throughout
the counties of San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara.

Call for a FREE consultation!
Police Officer references
available on request.

TETodd P. Emanuel
ATTORNEY AT LAW

LAW OFFICES OF TODD P. EMANUEL
Tel. 800.308.0870 or 415.399.1112 • www.teinjurylaw.com
505 Montgomery Street, 11th floor, San Francisco, CA 94111
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Wilderness Program 2012
By Michael Rivera,
Wilderness Adventure Program
These are the youth wrote wrote the essays you read
in the June issue. It is always nice to be able to see the
faces of our wonderful authors as well as other youth
that have participated in the Wilderness Program
adventures.
With the assistance of caring adults, our youth put
a lot into these trips and as a result of pushing beyond
the mental limits they place on themselves; they come
away with a better understanding of their own abilities
and possibilities and have a lot of fun in the process.
Many will never forget these incredible experiences
and we wish them well in their future endeavours.
If you would like to participate in the wilderness
adventures you can contact officer Michael Rivera:
415-558-5509 or michael.rivera@sfgov.org.
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Editor —
Please convey my sincere and
deep appreciation to President Gary
Delagnes, the Executive Board and
the entire Board of Directors for the
wonderful presentation and plaque
at the recent Board of Directors
meeting.
Retiring from the San Francisco
Police Department has been a huge
transition on my life as I am sure it
is for all of us who spend a large portion of our adult life as San Francisco
police officers.
For me, the years serving at the
POA were most rewarding.
The current leadership of the POA
has been stalwart and successful in
protecting the rights and enhancing
the benefits of all of the members.
Thank you and God bless.
Captain Paul Chignell (retired).
Dear POA —
Just a last note of thanks as I pack
it up for my final 10-7E.
I want to express my appreciation for always working in our best
interests;
Whether it be in defense of our
rights, or bringing our wages and
benefits up to a fair level of compensation for putting ourselves in harms
way.
Thank you also for always supporting community projects I have
chosen to involve myself in over
the years, both locally and overseas.

Your moral and financial support
enabled me to keep on going.
We know not what the future
holds for our Department in these
trying times, but one thing is for
certain ..... The SFPOA will be there,
as always .... to serve and protect its
members.
Respectfully yours,
Eric “Q” Quema
Dear SFPOA —
My sincere thanks to the POA for
the lovely floral arrangement and
the Honor Guard sent in remembrance of my husband Captain Bill
Koenig (Retired).
Sincerely,
Marvelle Koenig
Dear POA —
Thank you guys for your generous
support of the JFK Legacy Award Celebration. The IADC is delighted that
you were able to partner with us.
I look forward to working with
you in the future.
Best wishes,
John Riordan, President
IADC
Dear SFPOA —
Wally is blessed to have such wonderful, caring friends and colleagues.
Thank you for all your kindness.
The Gin Family

Law Offices of
Jones, Clifford, Johnson, Dehner, Wong,
Morrison, Sheppard & Bell, LLP

4 Personal Injury
4 Workers’ Comp
4 Disability Retirement
4 Uninsured Motorists
4 Auto Accidents
4 Off-Duty Injuries

Integrity

Expertise

Results

Dear SFPOA —
We would like to acknowledge
your donation as outlined below,
and wish to thank you in your endeavor to support the work of Project
OLE. These funds will provide valuable educational experiences to the
children of San Francisco Community School.
With much appreciation,
Tina Whelon
Project OLE/San Francisco Community
School
Dear SFPOA —
Thank you for your donation in
support of the 35th Annual Penny
Pitch to benefit St. Anthony Foundation. This year, the event hit a new
record and raised over $72,000! We
are grateful for your enthusiasm in
helping us celebrate this quintessentially San Franciscan event.
Your support makes such a difference to our guests. The funds raised
at the Penny Pitch put food on the
table, provide clothing for job seekers and school children, open up
access to healthcare to those who
cannot afford it, and help teach basic
computer skills to people seeking
work, services, and reconnection
with their families.
As you may know, St. Anthony’s
serves 40% of all free meals served
in San Francisco. That’s a crucial
service in a city where almost 12,000
families and individuals live in
rooms without kitchens, another
15,000 people, including women
and children, live on the street and
in shelters. Thousands more use free
food programs to stretch budgets
that don’t quite cover food, clothing,
medical expenses, and San Francisco
rents.
As we look back at our 61 years of
service and over 38 million meals
served, it is you who gives us hope
that miracles will continue to occur
for our guests in the future, as so
many have occurred in the past.
Thank you so much for the part you
have played in these transformations.
Sincerely,
Shari Roeseler
Executive Director
St. Anthony’s San Francisco
Dear SFPOA —
We would like to offer our sincerest appreciation for the funding
you have provided to Up and Running Again. Your check will help to
provide the much-needed running
shoes for our homeless and at-risk

runners as they train for the Urban
Cow half marathon on October
7,2012.
We have already seen how this
life-changing program has provided
the necessary self-confidence and
ability to make positive changes in
lives that have been struck down
by poor choices and difficult circumstances. We have heard many
stories about individuals who have
indicated that if they can run a half
marathon they should be able to get
a job, reconcile with family or go to
college.
We are so grateful that you have
chosen to help our program at this
time.
Warmest regards,
Stephen E. Tierney
President/Chief Running Officer
Dear SFPOA —
This letter is to acknowledge your
generous donation to the Workers’
Children’s Fund. Your support will
enable us to help some of San Francisco’s at-risk children.
Sincerely yours,
Eric G. Hoberg, Treasurer
Workers’ Children’s Fund
Board of Directors

Dear SFPOA —
Thank you for your generous
donation to The Janet Pomeroy
Center’s Annual Banner of Love Gala
held on Friday, May 18, 2012. Due
in great part to your participation,
this year was the most successful
Gala ever, raising over $198,000 for
the participants. Your contribution
has a direct impact on the recreation
and vocational programs for over
1500 children and adults with developmental disabilities who receive
our services and participate in our
programs.
Together with the Banner of Love
Auxiliary and the honoree’s Judge
David Ballati (Ret) and Deborah Ballati, Esq. we were thrilled with the
support and the attendance.
Again, thank you for your donation to The Janet Pomeroy Center.
Sincerely,
John McCue
Chief Executive Officer
Olga Hoja
The Janet Pomeroy Center
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Fakava family
and the San Mateo County Deputy
Sheriff’s Association, I would like to

Tel. (888) 625-2251 or (415) 431-5310
San Francisco | Sacramento

Proud to serve and protect your
REAL ESTATE investments

MAKING A FALSE OR FRAUDULENT WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIM IS A FELONY SUBJECT TO UP TO 5 YEARS IN PRISON OR A
FINE OF UP TO $50,000, OR DOUBLE THE VALUE OF THE FRAUD, WHICHEVER IS GREATER, OR BY BOTH IMPRISONMENT AND FINE.

Richard Sarro, GRI

www.JonesClifford.com

R

Representing SFPD officers in “on-duty” and
“off-duty“ injuries, workers’ compensation and
retirement claims since 1970.

“One law firm to handle all of your claims.”

Realtor®, Top Producer
Police Officer 17 years, Retired

415.680.5042 cell
We’re all about
San Francisco

richardsarro@zephyrsf.com
www.discoversfhomes.com
DRE #01838935

215 West Portal Avenue • San Francisco CA 94127
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personally thank you for your generous donation to the Fakava Family
Relief Fund.
Your donation is being used to
provide for the family in their time
of need. The Fakava Family has a
long road ahead of them and your
donation has really helped in this
difficult time.
Thanks Again!
DJ Wozniak
SMCDSA President
Dear Commander Tomioka and
the SFPOA—
Just a note to say Thank You for
your generous donation to the Blind
Judo Foundation, a nonprofit organization that introduces blind and
visually impaired children, young
adults and our returning military
men and women who have become
blind and visually impaired to the
sport of Judo.
In the SF area, Cahill’s Judo
Academy is our main Judo training
headquarters. Coach Willy Cahill
is the CEO and Co-Founder of the
Blind Judo Foundation.
This year we have six blind/visually impaired athletes who will be
representing the USA as members of
the US Paralympic (not to be confused with Special Olympics) Judo
Team at the 2012 Paralympic Games
in the UK.
Your donation and investment in

the Foundation will help us to continue reaching out to the blind and
visually impaired community not
only in the greater SF area but across
this great nation of ours. Everyone in
the Foundation is a volunteer working to improve lives through the
sport of Judo.
Once again thank you for supporting the work of the Foundation with
your generous donation.
Most sincerely,
Ron C. Peck
CFO & Co-Founder
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Long Beach
Police Officers Association and the
families of officers killed or injured
in the line of duty who benefit most
from the Long Beach Police Officers
Memorial Widows Emergency and
Scholarship Trust fund, I would like
to thank you for your generous donation as a General Sponsor for our
40th Annual Charity Golf Tournament.
With your assistance, we were able
to raise over $70,000.00 at our June
13th event. Your participation made
this year’s tournament a success.
We are very aware of the fact
that businesses such as yours are
limited in the number of donations
you make and feel very privileged
and grateful to be one of the select
few recipients of a generous donation from your organization. The

acknowledgment you deserve was
made at our awards presentation.
Again, thank you for assisting us
in making this a fantastic tournament.
Sincerely,
Brian J. Bell, Golf Chairman
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of El Camino High
School Track and Field athletes, we
thank you for your generous donation. Your contribution goes a
long way in reaching our goal. Our
athletes and community are clearly
excited and eager to see this program
succeed.
Again, thank you for your generous donation.
Sincerely,
Cathy Choy
Track and Field Assistant Coach
Dear SFPOA Thank you for supporting the
2012 PAL Golf Tournament! It was
a great day et Harding Park Golf
Course. Our honoree Mayor Ed Lee
visited the golfers on the course,
cheering them on as golfers valiantly
fought the strong late afternoon
winds in the final stretch.
Chief Suhr spoke at the dinner
about the PAL’s integral place in the
fabric of San Francisco youth. Suhr
himself played on the PAL Eagles
football team. And, as captain of the

St John’s School Celebrates Law
Enforcement Appreciation Day
By Ray Padmore
St. John’s School, located at 925 Chenery
Street, recently celebrated its 8th Annual Law
Enforcement Appreciation Day. According to
Sister Lillian, a member of the school faculty,
this is a day where the students take the opportunity to remember the sacrifices of their
Police and Fire fighters. The highlight of the
event was a prayer service, organized by the
students themselves.
St John’s was established in 1917 and has
a student body of 290 students, interestingly; the parents of many of the students

are members of the Law Enforcement and
Fire Fighting community. During this year’s
service, Chief Suhr took the opportunity to
thank them for remembering us. He also
encouraged them to work hard at school, do
the right thing always, and most importantly
“stay in school”!
The School’s Motto “Serviam” which
means “I will serve” is practiced by the
faculty and the student body daily. As part
of their service and commitment to this annual event, Ms Noelle’s Kindergarten class
thanked the San Francisco Police Department
through the enclosed artwork.

Bayview Station, and now Chief, he
has been a strong advocate for our
expanded PAL Law Enforcement Cadet program, including our summer
academy, now kicking off its third
year.
Our PAL cadet program has tripled
to more than 70 youth. PAL cadets
each contribute hundreds of hours
of community service each year, and
are also working as interns at SFPO
stations. As one father commented,
“we have watched [our son] grow
and mature as a member of the cadet
program. It has been two years since
he registered as a participant in this
great program and only have good
things to say about the program
which you’ve re-Iaunched.”
Your donation of $17,500 helped
us reach our financial goal for our
golf tournament and helped make
our event a big success. Thanks to
your support, we can continue to
offer programs like the PAL Cadet
program as well as our other six
sports and activities - including
baseball, basketball, boxing, football/
cheer, judo, and soccer - to almost
5,000 San Francisco kids every year.
And we count our successes one kid
at a time.
We hope you can join us next
year!
Sincerely,
Bob Knighton
Board Vice Put and Golf Tournament
Chair
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Book Reviews
The Last Six Million Seconds

Don’t Cry, Tai Lake
By Qiu Xiaolong
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
Like the other book reviewed this
month, Don’t Cry Tai Lake takes place
in China. The setting in this book
fluctuates between Shanghai and
Wuxi. The crux of the novel is a Chief
Inspector investigating a murder, but
what separates the two novels is this
one was written by a man who was
born and raised in China, as opposed
to someone from Great Britain. This
particular writer, Qiu Xiaolong, is a
poet, fiction writer, translator and
professor of English literature at a
university in St. Louis, Missouri. Mr.
Qiu was residing in St. Louis, preparing to write a book about T.S. Eliot,
when the 1989 Tiananmen Square
demonstrators were murdered by the
army of the People’s Republic of China. Fearing reprisals should he return
to China, he arranged for his wife to
travel to the United States where they
and their daughter reside today. His
crime? He had prepared food for sale
to raise money for Chinese students.
The Chinese government claimed that
this had embarrassed the government.
China’s loss is our gain.
The main character, Chief Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police
Department, is a highly respected
young man who is so well thought of
that a very high-ranking member of
the Communist Party has arranged
for Chen to enjoy a vacation at a resort
reserved for important Party members
in Wuxi, near Tai Lake. Chen’s rank
within the Party would not normally
allow him such a privilege and he is
not only honored but looking forward
to the rest.
Upon his arrival he crosses paths
with Shanshan, an attractive young
woman who works as an environmental officer at a nearby manufacturing
plant, the Wuxi Number One Chemical Company. The director of the
plant, Mr. Liu, has been murdered and
Chief Inspector Chen gets drawn into
the investigation through his chance
meeting with Shanshan. A friend of

Shanshan’s is taken into custody for
the murder. The plant she works for,
and other businesses as well, have
been dumping toxins into Tai Lake
for some time, and the lake that was
once renowned for its clear waters and
tasty fish is now a polluted, fetid mess.
Chen has no jurisdiction in Wuxi and
doesn’t want Shanshan to know he is
a police inspector but he is attracted
to her, and concerned for her safety.
He decides to work behind the scenes
on the murderer of Director Liu. He
befriends a local police sergeant,
Huang, who has heard of Inspector
Chen’s exploits as a great investigator.
Sergeant Huang is also an avid fan of
Sherlock Holmes stories and provides
the reader with humorous moments
as he describes himself as Watson to
Inspector Chen’s Holmes.
The story is a genuinely good
“whodunit’’ but this is a tale not just
about the murder of a CEO. Pollution
is obviously a focus, and the author
is clearly describing the deleterious
effects of extremely rapid growth in
China. Inspector Chen takes note of
the evilness of greed when he asks,
“Why are people capable of doing
anything just for the sake of money?
A partial answer might be the collapse
of the ethical system...” The author depicts the evils of a one-party political
system that has forced its way into all
sectors of people’s lives as the murder
investigation is interfered with by
“Internal Security,” the political police
who quash all attempts to reform the
Communist Party’s ways. The story
also implies that the strong sway of
“saving face” dominates many families
in China.
The author, being a poet as well
as novelist, has Inspector Chen frequently quoting famous Chinese
poems and writing poems of his own.
Toward the end of the book is a four
line example of this use of poetry that
I found summed up my experience
with the book: Forgetting I’m away from
home,/ in a dream, I was carried away/
in a moment of pleasure.
I wish you the same.

By John Burdett
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
British born author of many thrillers John Burdett is likely best known
for his series of four crime novels that
take place in or around Bangkok, Thailand. I needed to read only one to get
hooked on the author’s high-octane
imagination and vivid descriptions.
When I saw The Last Six Million Seconds for sale on Amazon I snapped
it up immediately, believing it to be
Mr. Burdett’s most recent novel. My
assumption was wrong, as the book
was originally written in 1997 and
only recently re-released this year.
The protagonist and setting are very
different from the Bangkok series , but
the story-telling is still exciting and
thoroughly enjoyable.
The novel takes place in 1997 and in
Hong Kong. Mr. Burdett lived in Hong
Kong for twelve years, working as a
lawyer. Once he discovered his talent
as a writer of crime thrillers he gave
up the practice of law and, fortunately
for us, pursued a career in writing. His
knowledge of Hong Kong and Asia in
general makes all of his books not just
entertaining but enlightening as well.
The title refers to the soon-totake-place transfer of Hong Kong
from the British to China, and the
anxiety of the residents and power
brokers is clear. Amidst this tension
and historically significant activity
the reader meets Hong Kong detective
Chan Siu-Kai, nicknamed Charlie.
Half Chinese, half Irish, (his Irish
father abandoned him, his sister and
his mother when he was very young)
Detective Chan has been challenged
with an extremely gruesome murder
investigation. A large plastic bag has
been found floating in the sea. Inside
are the mutilated severed heads of
three people: an white women and
two Asian men. Lab examinations
indicate that the three were tortured
before being decapitated. If that isn’t
enough gore, it appears that their bodies had been fed to a large industrial
meat grinder in an obvious attempt to
conceal the identities of the victims.
Chief Inspector Charlie Chan has a
seemingly impossible task ahead of
him. And then, things get worse. The
motivation for these murders might
have been drugs, but the specter of

Weapons of Mass Destruction cast its
powerful shadow upon the scene.
Every time C.I. Chan makes some
headway he finds someone or other
hindering him. If it’s not the Royal
Hong Police blocking his way it’s
British bureaucrats. Mr. Burdett, as a
practicing lawyer for the British government, and later in private practice,
in Hong Kong, has always been keenly
aware of the corruption that abounded
at the time. He has not only written
a great mystery and action thriller he
has also attempted to show the greed
and power-plays that were prevalent
at the time. There is a sharp picture
drawn of collusion of both governments, Chinese and British, with
military and crime bosses, as Burdett
describes: “...Chan left without saying
good-bye. Out in the street he lit a
cigarette and inhaled deeply. China:
The Hong Kong experience was like
camping in the mouth of a Cyclops’s
lair. Survival required meticulous
study of the creature’s habits, but
everyone came sooner or later to the
same conclusion: The Cyclops was
insane.” Mr. Burdett can also sprinkle
his educational tidbits with humor, as
when he describes the district of Hong
Kong known as Mongkok. According
to official records Mongkok has the
highest population density in the
world. “Every Chinese clan or tribe
was represented, from the Muslims of
Kashgar in the west to the Chiu Chow
from Shantou in the south, from Mongols of the far north to Shanghainese
from the coast. Then there were Sikhs
from the North-West Frontier, Gurkhas from Nepal, Filipinos, English,
American, French. Japanese was the
only nationality Chan never came
across in Mongkok. There was no golf
course.” Mr. Burdett gives a thumbnail
history of Hong Kong as seen through
the eyes of General Xian, a very corrupt soldier/war lord: “Hong Kong
owes its origin to the enforced sale of
opium to our people. More than one
half of the income of the United Kingdom in the nineteenth century came
from the sale of opium. Capitalism has
won; now the West must pay the price
for forcing this system upon us.”
There is a bit of a romance, a bit of
sex, a lot of violence. There’s serious
social issues and historically significant incidents. The book is a gem.
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Alcoholics Anonymous — A Story of American Innovation
By Tom Feledy
The world has always viewed America as a nation of innovators. While
most people think of July 4th as a
day to celebrate our political and religious freedom, our national holiday
also stands for the freedom to dream
of a better future and then to try to
invent it.
The recent death of Sally Ride,
America’s first woman in space, is an
occasion to consider the accomplishments of a great woman and the space
program that made her accomplishments possible.
But the space program is just one of
our country’s many achievements —
achievements which extend to every
human endeavor. It was American
innovation in fields of engineering
and science that helped lift Sally Ride
to into orbit in the 1980’s. Yet half
a century earlier, that same Yankee
ingenuity was hard at work simply
trying to lift people out of the gutter.
The discovery of a successful treatment
for alcoholism, the disease that has
destroyed countless lives, is as much
a story of innovation as our first steps
into space.
They say that necessity is the mother of invention, and that was certainly
the case with Bill Wilson, the founder
of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA.) Wilson returned from World War I, having survived “The Great War” but also
having become a great drinker. When
the stock market crash of 1929 wiped
out his successful business as a stock
broker, his drinking only got worse.
He tried a variety of ways to “cure”
his addiction to alcohol but none of
them worked and his life as a drunk
continued its downward spiral.
In the 1930’s, alcoholism was generally regarded as a moral failing. Only
a few pioneers such as Dr. William
Silkworth in New York thought that
alcoholism might be a disease, perhaps
the result of some sort of “allergy.”
Others, such as the famous Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung believed that most
alcoholics were beyond human help,
but that some might be able to stop
drinking if they were to experience a
spiritual awakening, such as described
by psychologist William James in his
1902 book, “The Varieties of Religious
Experience.”
A number of organizations sprang
up that put forth one theory or another, including the Washingtonians
and the Oxford Group. Wilson read
about their principles, and tried many
of them. However it was not until the
last of several hospitalizations under
Dr. Silkwood’s care that he experienced what he referred to as his “white
flash” of awakening, after which he

never took another drink.
But as Wilson quickly discovered,
although he wasn’t drinking, he was
still an alcoholic. He was still drawn in
times of stress to want to drink. Yet as
a result of his own experiences, Wilson
was convinced that he could find a
way to get alcoholics to stop drinking
as he had done. He drew upon the belief of the Oxford Group that seeking
help from a “higher power” was essential to leading a better life. Wilson took
this and other ideas, and started trying
to “cure” any drunk that was willing
to come home with him — much to
the dismay of his wife, Lois. All of
his attempts failed and he was ready
to give up until his wife pointed out
something important he had missed.
Although his attempts had failed to
keep others from drinking, they had
succeeded in keeping one person sober
— himself.
It took a while for Wilson to realize
that what he was doing was essential
to the successful treatment of alcoholics. Talking honestly and repeatedly
to other alcoholics in an attempt to
help them had actually helped him
maintain his own sobriety. That understanding was refined with the help
of another alcoholic, Dr. Robert Smith
whom Wilson met in 1935 in Akron,
Ohio. Through a series of trial-anderror steps, they eventually developed
the practices of the movement we
know today as Alcoholics Anonymous,
or “AA.” This movement now has over
100,000 groups meeting in over 100
countries throughout the world.
While we as cops deal with drunks
and addicts on a daily basis, it’s not
until you know a close friend or
relative who’s suffering with addiction that you begin to comprehend
the personal tragedy of alcohol and
substance abuse. Wilson wrote “Alcoholics Anonymous,” also referred to
as “The Big Book” to tell the stories of
the many people who were overcome
with this disease, and how many others were able to fight it into remission.
Wilson and Smith had discovered that
these true stories worked better to
guide others to sobriety than all the
preaching and moralizing that had
gone before.
What were the discoveries that allowed AA to succeed in the treatment
of alcoholism where medical science
and religion alone had failed? Wilson
was asked to address this question in
1941 by physicians at Yale University.
He told them that as a lay person,
he was unable to explain it. Wilson
explained that AA was “a synthetic
gadget, drawing upon the resources
of medicine, psychiatry, religion, and
our own experiences of drinking and
recovery... we have merely streamlined
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old and proven principles in such a
form that the alcoholic can accept
them. And we have created a society
of his own kind where he can enthusiastically put these principles to work
on himself and other sufferers.”
The formula for success seemed to
involve members telling their stories
honestly and openly to other alcoholics, following a series of simple steps
of self-honesty and making amends to
others (the Twelve Steps), and perhaps
most important, admitting they could
not recover alone but needed help
from a “higher power.”
What that “higher power” was, Wilson could not say exactly. For some it
was God, for others, a different source
of strength. But it had to come from
outside oneself and be greater than
oneself. And the alcoholic had to be
willing to accept it and use this power
to accomplish the steps to recovery.
The concept of a “higher power”
may seem vague to some, but its adoption in this nebulous way was the
creative key that made the success of
the AA possible by making a “spiritual
awakening” described by Jung and
James available even to those who
did not consider themselves religious.
Other movements to help alcoholics
had failed because they either insisted
on a belief in God, or attempted to
cure the disease purely through medical or psychiatric methods. While the
concept of “higher power” was not
Wilson’s discovery — the Oxford
group was using the term in the 1920’s
— it turned out to be the last piece of
the puzzle, without which all the other
steps would not succeed.
The other key discovery Wilson and
Smith made was the essential role of
the alcoholic in the treatment of his
fellow sufferers. Clinton T. Duffy,
warden of San Quentin prison — the
first prison to have an AA program
in the United States — explained in a
1951 address at the 1st International
Conference of AA, “Only an alcoholic
could truly understand the problems
of alcoholism. They and they alone
would know the road back, because
they had made the hectic journey
themselves both ways.”
If Wilson had been a medical doctor, a psychiatrist, or a religious official, the discoveries that lead to AA
would still be noteworthy. But Wilson
was just an alcoholic stockbroker. AA
did not come about because rational
scientists wrote papers and discussed
it at seminars. It developed from the
countless meetings of mostly desperate working class folks who shared
a common problem, the misery of

alcoholism, and were willing to keep
coming back to meetings and talking
to one another about what it was like
and what was working for them.
In many ways, the development of
AA is even more remarkable than our
space program. Consider the following comparisons. The space program
is funded by billions of dollars from
taxpayers, while AA is funded only
by the pocket change of those who
choose to attend its meetings. The
space program is embodied by NASA,
a federal government organization
with a huge bureaucracy, while AA was
once described by Wilson as a “benign
anarchy.” (Some feel this is the reason
AA continues to survive where other
movements with formal organizations
have died out.) NASA has countless
rules and regulations, while the AA
program has just the 12 steps described
in its “Big Book.” The space program
is the result of the work of thousands
of our top scientists and engineers,
while AA is the result of the ongoing
work of thousands of alcoholics from
all walks of life.
The story of AA is a story of perseverance and ingenuity — not as lofty,
perhaps as that of our astronauts, but
equally worthy as an example of human triumph over adversity.
I’ve been able to tell only a small
part of that story here. For those interested in learning more, Wilson’s
“Alcoholics Anonymous, “ which has
sold over 37 million copies, is now
available free online at http://www.
aa.org/bigbookonline/en_tableofcnt.cfm.
The internet has many other sites
telling various parts of the AA story,
including http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Alcoholics_ Anonymous , and http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_W. In addition to these internet pages, scores of
books have been written to expand on
the topics in The Big Book.
In the last 20 years, several entertaining dramatizations have been performed. In 1989, James Woods, Jobeth
Williams, and James Garner starred
in the Hallmark movie, “My Name is
Bill W.” And in July, the San Jose Rep
Theatre ended a month-long run of the
Samuel Shem and Janet Surrey play,
“Bill W. and Dr. Bob.”
Finally, for those who want to know
more about AA for personal reasons,
our own Behavior Science Unit is
always available to provide confidential and compassionate help, and to
provide information about programs
for those suffering from alcohol and
other addictions.
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DC Capitol Police Issue New Tattoo Rules
Note from LRIS: The new tattoo rules
mentioned in this article seem fairly
mainstream. Until they stray into prohibiting “body modification.” The article’s
comment that other agencies prohibit
“body modification” was news to me.
Does anyone know of such a rule?
— Will Aitchison
Top U.S. Capitol Police officials
want to impose stricter rules on “purposeful body modification” by their
officers, including limits on the sizes
and messages of tattoos on uncovered
arms and legs, and a ban on “outwardly visible branding” of images on skin.
The limitations, some of which are
creating a stir among the cops who
protect the U.S. Capitol complex,
are among a new set of operational
directives contained in a policy
manual handed down two weeks ago
from higher-ups, under a heading on
“Grooming Standards.”
Some officers, including those who
hold top union positions on the U.S.
Capitol Police Labor Committee, say
they do not have a problem generally
with the effort at providing greater
clarity on what’s allowed in terms of
tattoos, branding, or body piercings.
For instance, they agree that it is unprofessional to publicly exhibit offensive, gang-related, or profane tattoos
or markings while on duty.
But some Capitol cops — who do
not want to be identified, fearing
reprisal for openly discussing an internal department matter — complain
that some of the new restrictions, as
written, venture awkwardly into the
personal. They point to a provision

declaring, “Tattoos/body markings
of any kind that — in their totality
— cover more than one third of the
area of exposed skin on an arm or
leg are to be deemed excessive and
must be covered while on duty.” That
is followed by language stating, “The
chief of police or designee is the final
authority as to the appropriateness of
any tattoo/body markings.”
Some officers ask whether the department’s top officers or supervisors
could use tape measures to decipher
whether tattoos on, for example, officers wearing uniform short pants
as they are assigned to bicycle patrol,
cover more than a third of the exposed
part of the leg.
Another section under the heading
“Body Modification” even prompted
initial concern, though it now appears
unwarranted, that the top brass sought
to ban breast implants for women officers. The section states that “body
modification other than for medically
necessary rehabilitative purposes or
common cosmetic procedures is prohibited.” It goes on to define “purposeful body modification” as including
“any outwardly visible branding,
scarring, resection, [or] subcutaneous
implantation.”
“This took us totally by surprise,”
said one officer, while another complained that by infringing on such
personal matters, the rule has strayed
over a line “that should never be
crossed.”
Rich Roberts, a spokesman for the
International Union of Police Associations, based in Sarasota, Fla., said he
has been advised that there are a num-

ber of U.S. police departments that
have imposed breast-implant bans. But
the Capitol Police spokeswoman, Lt.
Kimberly Schneider, said it is a mistake
to read the department’s new language
in the directives as doing so, because
it’s not the case.
“It actually doesn’t say that,” Schneider said. The new directive even
specifies that the banned procedures
include “subcutaneous implantation,”
not “submuscular” implants. Police
union officials who asked not to be
identified have since said that they
do not, in fact, view that language as
banning breast implants.
More generally, though, the new
directives on tattoos and body markings represent a significant expansion
of what is not acceptable. They also
go beyond that to discuss and present limits, specifically, on the topic of
“body modifications.”
The new policies state, “Any visible tattoos/body markings that are
deemed offensive, profane, unprofessional, inappropriate or objectionable
must be covered while on duty,” with
examples of those including “criminal
gang affiliation, depictions of sexually
explicit art, nudity, or violence, etc.”
Previous directives stated that,
“whenever possible, tattoos must be
covered when in uniform” and those
that couldn’t be covered were not “to
contain language or characterizations
that are derogatory or offensive to any
social economic or ethnic group.”
Asked why the higher-ups were
expounding so on the topic of officers’ tattoos, spokeswoman Schneider
replied that the new policy manual

“was created as part of our efforts to
reinforce uniformity throughout the
agency in support of the USCP’s mission and goals.”
IUPA spokesman Roberts said U.S.
Capitol Police brass are not alone in
delving into this topic, noting that
other police departments across the
country have instituted tattoo-related
guidelines or orders for their officers.
The Capitol Police union’s chairman, Jim Konczos, declined to discuss
any specific concern or issue arising
out of the proposed new guidelines.
But he acknowledged that there are a
number of issues.
Initially, the new general orders
were to take effect on the last day of
July. But the union has appointed a
panel to start an intensive review next
week, and discussions are expected
between the union and acting Police
Chief Thomas Reynolds that could
impact a final version of the directives.
The proposed orders actually bear the
signature of Reynolds’s predecessor,
Phillip Morse, who retired as chief
earlier this year.
“There are concerns, but our acting
chief Reynolds has given us the opportunity to negotiate this,” said Konczos.
From National Journal Daily
The post DC Capitol Police Issue New
Tattoo Rules appeared first on Labor Relations Information System.
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San Bernardino Is Third California City Choosing Bankruptcy
SA N BER NA R DI NO, CA – San
Bernardino’s City Council voted to
become the third California city
this year to file for bankruptcy, as it
struggles with declining tax revenue,
growing employee costs and accounting discrepancies.
The council last night voted 4 to
2, with one abstention, to authorize
a filing under Chapter 9 of the U.S.
bankruptcy law. The city of 209,000,
about 65 miles (105 kilometers) east of
Los Angeles, is so broke it can’t make
its payroll, interim City Manager Andrea Travis-Miller said.
“If the employees are not paid on
Aug. 15, on Aug. 16 there will be a mass
exodus of city employees,” City Attorney James Penman told the council
before the vote. “People are not going
to work when they don’t get paid. Most
of our employees will not show up to
work. That would include police, fire,
refuse, everybody. The city will virtually shut down.”
A San Bernardino filing would follow that of Stockton, a community of
292,000 east of San Francisco, which
on June 28 became the biggest U.S.
city to go into bankruptcy. Mammoth
Lakes, a mountain resort of 8,200, filed
for protection from creditors July 3
saying it can’t afford to pay a $43 million legal judgment, more than twice
its general-fund spending for the year.
“The specific municipalities that
are pursuing Chapter 9 are the cases
where longstanding economic strains,

in many cases reaching back to early
1990s, created the underlying fiscal
stress,” Trident Municipal Research,
which tracks the $3.7 trillion muni
market from New York, said in a note
to clients today. Plunging housing
prices and the state’s fiscal challenges
drove the communities “past the tipping point into crisis,” the firm said.
Payment Suspension
A Chapter 9 filing would allow San
Bernardino to suspend payments to
creditors while it seeks court approval
for a plan that balances revenue with
debt. Travis-Miller said a filing could
take a month to prepare.
“When you’ve got headlines like
this, it creates anxiety for investors,”
said Robert Miller, a senior portfolio
manager in Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, for Wells Capital Management,
which oversees about $30 billion
in munis. Buyers of bonds sold by
California issuers “are going to require
higher rates of return, especially at the
local level.”
Even with Stockton’s bankruptcy
vote, municipal bonds gained today.
Yields on 10-year tax-exempt debt
rated AAA fell 0.02 percentage point
to 1.86 percent, the lowest in about a
month, according to Bloomberg Valuation data as of noon in New York.
$45 Million
Confronting a $45 million shortfall,
San Bernardino is facing insolvency
because of accounting errors, deficit
spending, pension and debt costs, and

Detroit Police Union Going To Court To
Stave Off 10 Percent Pay Cut
DETROIT, MI — Detroit’s police
union will file an appeal with Michigan courts to keep the city from cutting officers’ pay by 10 percent, the
Detroit Police Officers Association said
on Monday.
Detroit police and firefighters are
among some 10,700 city workers,
represented by 48 unions, who face
deep pay cuts and healthcare benefit
changes imposed by Mayor Dave Bing
without negotiations.
Bing is trying to save the city $102
million. A city financial advisory
board approved Bing’s 10 percent pay
cut proposals last week.
In March, the city extracted agreements with most of the 48 unions that
saves an estimated $68 million. But
the state of Michigan decided that was
not enough to help bail Detroit out of
its financial mess, which includes a
multimillion-dollar budget deficit and
$7.9 billion in long-term debt.
Joe D unca n, president of t he
2,075-member Detroit Police Officers
Association (DPOA), said police have
already given the city enough concessions, including changes to pension
benefits last year.
“What type of individual are you
going to have applying to be a police
officer in Detroit when we are already
50th on the list of pay for the biggest
50 cities in the Unites States?” Duncan
told Reuters. “We want the right to
negotiate.”
The pay cut issue may come before
the city council on Tuesday.
Duncan said the court filing will

seek to overturn a Court of Claims
judge’s decision last week not to extend a temporary injunction that kept
police officers’ pay from being cut.
Until recently, police and firefighters were exempt from the city
employee layoffs that have been used
to cut Detroit’s expenses. An April 4
consent agreement between the state
of Michigan and the city of Detroit
allows Bing to impose cuts on workers
whose contracts expire.
The contract expired on June 30 for
the police officers’ union as well as
about half of the 48 city unions. The
contract for the firefighters does not
expire until next year.
Duncan said Detroit police officers start at a annual salary of about
$33,000 and top out at $53,253 by
their sixth year on the job.
“You have someone with six years
experience as a police officer and
someone with 30 years experience
making the same thing,” Duncan said.
Police lieutenants make 39 percent
more than police officers now, and
sergeants make 24 percent more.
Duncan said the danger police officers face makes their case unique
although he appreciates that the city is
in financial crisis and all city workers
need to accept cuts. Since 1977, Duncan said, 39 officers have been killed
while working for the city.
From Reuters
The post Detroit Police Union Going
To Court To Stave Off 10 Percent Pay
Cut appeared first on Labor Relations
Information System.

lack of revenue growth, according to
a June 26 budget analysis posted on
the city’s website. Officials have declared fiscal emergencies, negotiated
for concessions from employees and
reduced the workforce by 20 percent
in four years.
“Reorganization may be the only
way to keep the city of San Bernardino
on life support,” said Wendy McCammack, one of the seven council members. “This is the hardest decision this
councilwoman has ever had to make.”
A law signed by Governor Jerry
Brown that took effect this year requires municipalities to pursue mediation or declare a fiscal emergency
before seeking bankruptcy protection. The law was sought by publicemployee unions after Vallejo, a city
of 120,000 in the San Francisco Bay
area, which went bankrupt in 2008
and asked a court to help it void labor
contracts.
It was unclear whether San Bernardino would need to go through
mediation.
‘New Information’
Penman, the city attorney, said
during the meeting that former municipal employees had understated the
extent of San Bernardino’s fiscal woes
in “falsified” reports over the past 16
years. He declined to name anyone.
Mayor Patrick Morris, who took office
in 2006, said it was the first time he’d
heard such allegations.
“This is a wholesale indictment of

all of the officials who have served
over a number of years,” Morris said
in an interview after the meeting. “It’s
new information to me.”
San Bernardino is the seat of San
Bernardino County, which at more
than 20,000 square miles is the largest,
by area, in the contiguous U.S.
San Bernardino County and neighboring Riverside County form a metropolitan area that had the third-highest
foreclosure rate in the U.S. in May,
according to RealtyTrac Inc., an Irvine,
California-based data provider. The
area’s unemployment rate was 11.8
percent that month, compared with
8.2 percent nationwide, according to
U.S. Labor Department data.
The city and its agencies have $243
million of debt, including $48.6 million of taxable pension-obligation
bonds, according to financial statements. Per-person debt was $1,506, or
5.4 percent of personal income.
“Cities are running out of options,”
Michael Sweet, a partner specializing
in bankruptcy at the San Francisco
office of law firm Fox Rothschild LLP,
said yesterday in a telephone interview.
“As they see pension contribution obligations and retiree health-care costs
going through the roof, revenue is at
best stable if not declining.”
From The San Francisco Chronicle.

Mayor Who Is Former Boxer
May Have Punched Officer
MONTICELLO — With the police
union calling for his resignation,
Monticello Mayor Gordon Jenkins said
Wednesday “the truth will come out”
in his latest brush with the law.
Jenkins was arrested on Tuesday
after a noon altercation outside his
G-Man Beauty Supplies store on
Broadway, where he reportedly threw
a punch at man and by accident struck
an intervening police officer in the
back of the head. Officer Dave Weiner
is out for the week with neck and head
soreness, and is expected to be evaluated a second time on Wednesday.
Police Benevolent Association President John Riegler said Jenkins should
resign from his post as mayor and as
police commissioner. Jenkins heads
a commission that hears complaints
and is reviewing expenditures and
priorities.
“This is a self-appointed police commissioner who is being arrested now
for the second time after striking a police officer,” Riegler said. “He should be
removed as mayor and police commissioner, which, I feel, is a joke anyway…
He is a regular criminal like everyone
else we deal with. We can only hope
that justice is served.”
Jenkins already has a poisonous
relationship with the department.
Jenkins, a burly former amateur boxer,
has had run-ins with individual offi-

cers and the police loathe the idea of
a police commission.
Jenkins said he would not respond
to Riegler’s call for his resignation.
“Me and my attorney will put a
press release out in a couple days,”
Jenkins said. “I will let you know the
true story of what happened.”
“You will see the whole story when
it comes out,” Jenkins continued. “The
truth will come out.”
Jenkins was charged with misdemeanor obstructing governmental
administration and disorderly conduct, a violation. He indicated that
he will hire criminal defense attorney,
Don Feerick, to represent him. Feerick
represented Jenkins in high-profile
trademark counterfeiting case, where
he and his girlfriend, Rochelle Massey,
ultimately pleaded guilty to misdemeanors for selling knockoff shoes.
Police say this incident began
around 12:15 p.m. when Jenkins and
Massey reported a disturbance. Officers cleared Daryl Fowler, 53, and
Faye Browne, 43, out of the store. The
argument flared up again, and Jenkins
reportedly came outside and took a
swing at Fowler, but hit Weiner.
From The Times Herald-Record.
The post Mayor Who Is Former
Boxer May Have Punched Officer appeared first on Labor Relations Information System.
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Scranton Mayor Unilaterally Cuts Wages Of
Police, Firefighters To Minimum Wage
SCRANTON, PA – In an escalating
crisis threatening the financial survival of Scranton, Mayor Chris Doherty
dropped a bombshell by unilaterally
slashing the pay of nearly 400 city
employees to the federal minimum
wage of $7.25 an hour.
Faced with a growing cash crunch
and headed to court to try to force city
council to deal with it, Mr. Doherty
told leaders of the city’s police, fire,
clerical and DPW workers’ unions that
employees’ paychecks on July 6 would
be minimum wages.
The reason for the unprecedented
move is that the city is running out
of cash. A political stalemate between
the mayor and council has caused
paralysis, jeopardizing the city’s financial future and the “health, safety and
welfare” of residents, Mr. Doherty said.
“As a result, we’ve come to a cash
crunch, and we have the obligation to
keep the city running,” Mr. Doherty
said. “So, for the foreseeable future,

until we get through this cash-flow
crisis, we are going to pay all city employees – from the mayor on down –
minimum wage. When we get through
this, everybody will be made whole, so
they will be paid all the money that
they’re owed.”
Of 438 employees, 398 who are
paid with city funds are affected.
The other 40 are paid with federal
funds. They include the following: 12
employees of the Office of Economic
and Community Development, and
27 firefighters and one police officer
whose pay comes from federal grants,
the mayor said.
Recovery fight
The mayor and council have been
at odds over updating an Act 47 recovery plan that Mr. Doherty said is
required by banks before they would
again provide financing to the city. Mr.
Doherty’s plan proposes a 78 percent
property tax hike over the next three

years, but the council has refused to
pass it until the mayor takes seriously
council proposals for alternative sources of revenue. The mayor says council
proposals won’t raise enough money
and will not raise money quickly.
Mr. Doherty included himself in
the pay cut as he prepared to go to
Lackawanna County court on his
lawsuit asking a judge to implement
his recovery plan or force council to
vote on it.
Firefighters union president John
Judge accused the mayor of taking the
drastic step to create pressure on the
eve of the court date. Mr. Judge vowed
the union, whose salaries are guaranteed by contract, will fight the move.
Department of Public Works union
president Sam Vitris agreed the mayor’s action is illegal and violates his
union’s contract, which sets wages
that cannot be changed without the
union’s approval. For now, Mr. Vitris
said, the union will hold off on any

legal action to enforce its contract.
Asked if the pay cuts are legal, Mr.
Doherty said, “We’re following the
letter of the law. We have to pay minimum wage to these people.”
Asked if he thought the pay cuts
would be met with union lawsuits,
Mr. Doherty replied, “You can sue, but
I don’t have any money. I don’t have
any money to do all the things we’re
supposed to in the budget” that was
adopted by council.
Attorney Matthew A. Kaufman, a
labor lawyer in California, said the
mayor’s decision is designed to gain
leverage but will not hold up if challenged in court.
Funding needed
The mayor says he needs a recovery
plan right away because without one
the city cannot convince banks to sell
bonds to raise $16.8 million to balance
the city budget. The money would
raise $9.85 milion to pay city bills and
refinance existing bonds at a lower
interest rate to save money.
As he has said repeatedly this
year, Mr. Doherty notes that he had
proposed a 2012 budget that was balanced with a 29 percent tax hike, but
council’s “supermajority” cut the tax
increase to 5 percent and instead relied
on borrowing to make up the rest of
the funds. However, wary banks won’t
touch the city until it adopts a recovery plan that shows how it will be able
to pay back debt. Hence, the stalemate.
“I apologize to all employees in
the city that have to bear this. This
is totally unnecessary,” Mr. Doherty
continued. “This is unfortunate, but
it dramatizes the seriousness of the
situation. As the mayor, I can only deal
with the money I have, and until the
council funds its budget, this is the
way it’s going to be.”
A usual payroll is around $1 million
every other Friday. By paying only
minimum wages, the payroll would
drop to $300,000 – which would free
up the remaining $700,000 to pay
mounting bills, the mayor said.
With 14 paydays left in the year,
the deferments would amount to $9.8
million. That would still leave a budget
hole of some $7 million by the end of
the year, Mr. Doherty said.
His lawsuit claims the council majority’s refusal to act on his recovery
plan or produce a viable alternative
has placed the public’s “health, safety
and welfare” at risk, if the city cannot
pay police, firefighters and garbage
collectors, as well as landfill fees, fuel
suppliers, employee health care insurance and water bills.
Keeping health benefits current is
a major concern, Mr. Doherty said,
because if health coverage is dropped
it would likely be very difficult and
expensive to reacquire it.
Councilman Pat Rogan said he does
not know if the mayor slashed salaries
as a political tactic or negotiating ploy,
but, “I think it shows even more that
the council and the mayor need to sit
down and negotiate.”
“We want to force this issue,” Mr.
Doherty said. “We have to solve this
issue to provide services to the people
of this city.”
Efforts to reach police union president Bob Martin were not successful.
From The Scranton Times Tribune
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“Sex Addiction? That Can’t be Me… or Could It?”
Some Questions & Answers for Law Enforcement Officers
By Samantha Smithstein, Psy.D.
Elizabeth Corsale, MFT
Pathways Institute
Submitted to the Journal by Sgt. Mary
Dunnigan
SFPD Behavioral Science Unit
Sex and love addiction is usually
understood as the inability to stop
acting-out a pattern of destructive
sexual and emotional behaviors that
have negative and potentially dangerous consequences.
When people are concerned about
their sexual behaviors or others close
to them have expressed concern and
then they hear about or are described
as being a sex addict and/or love addict, they often think, “That’s not
me, I am in control.” However, if they
really take a look at themselves, they
find they are unable to stop the behaviors on their own and they begin to
feel that they may need help for their
problem. Most of the time people don’t
come to that realization on their own
– they get caught doing something
that violates rules or agreements with
spouse and their spouse’s distress or
insistence prompts the person to get
help, or they get into trouble with
their job.
Cops are vulnerable to impulsive
and compulsive behaviors just like
anyone else. They can find themselves
out-of-control and in psychological
and emotional trouble just like anyone might — except that their job exposes them to more than the average
amount of stress and the consequences
for having a sex and/or love addiction
can be a lot higher. We have provided
a list of questions and answers that
we hope will help you to figure out
if you do have things under control,
or if you may need some help getting
things back under control:
1. What are some of the signs of
sex addiction?
How can I tell if I have a problem?
There are many names for out-ofcontrol sexual behaviors which can
have a significantly negative impact
on a person’s life, from sex addiction
to compulsive sexual behavior, but
the central issue is this: the inability
to stop a behavior despite negative
consequences or threat of negative
consequences. These consequences
may include personal losses such as
deteriorating relationships, potential
divorce, financial losses, or significant
losses of time as well as potential exposure to sexually transmitted infections. There are often difficult feelings
such as shame, embarrassment, and
guilt over dishonesty that can lead to
mood related problems such as anxiety
and depression. Additionally, constant
distraction caused by chronic sexual
and emotional compulsions can have
dire consequences on a person’s professional life: reduced productivity,
the loss of a job or relationship, or irreparable damage to one’s professional
reputation. The stakes are especially
high for cops, who see things most
people don’t have to and are subjected
to levels of stress most people don’t
experience, but who are expected to
conduct themselves at an even higher
standard than others.
Some questions to ask yourself
might be:
• Do you keep secrets about your
sexual or romantic activities from
those important to you?
• Are you engaging in sexual behaviors outside of the agreements of
your marriage or primary relationship such as: internet portn, online

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

sexual chat rooms, affairs, and onenight-stands?
Have you lost time, the ability to
concentrate, money, relationships,
and interest in things that used to
make you happy?
Do you look forward to the times
you know your spouse and/or kids
will be out of the house so you can
masturbate to porn or visit chat
rooms?
Do you create tension or fights so
your spouse or partner will leave
you alone so you can get back to
your secret behavior?
Do you justify your behavior by
complaining you are not getting
your needs met by your partner
even though you have a hard time
asking for your needs?
Do you become depressed, anxious,
or irritable when you can’t get your
sexual “fix?”
Are you engaging in sexual behaviors you don’t fully understand or
feel comfortable with?
Have you tried to stop problem
behaviors such as: looking at porn,
going to strip clubs, online sexual
chats or affairs and returned to
them over and over again?
Have you seen a therapist and kept
your sexual behaviors to yourself?
Do you feel ashamed or guilty of
your sexual behaviors?

2. How does sex addiction happen?
While sexual or romantic behavior
is the expression of the problem, it is
usually not the root of the problem.
Sex addiction is like any other addiction — it is using sexual and/or
romantic behaviors to get away from
feelings of dissatisfaction, deadness,
restlessness, resentment, emptiness,
sadness, or anxiety from current stress
or even past trauma. The “high” helps
create a temporary escape — and
neuro-chemical experience of boundless relief — that soon fades and leaves
the person longing for the experience
again. Soon the person begins to rely
on these experiences of “high” and
finds themselves seeking it out more
frequently and often with more intensity, which can lead to dependency.
Often the Internet is where people
start, because it gives the illusion of
privacy and the illusion of being “unreal,” when it is neither truly private
or out of the bounds of reality.
People don’t go out and decide to
become compulsive sexually or compulsive with any behavior or substance
for that matter. People are often times
attempting to find a solution to being
overwhelmed with stress. The problem
with addictions is they can pack a
powerful fantasy of being in control,
repairing what ever is bothering them
and this can make it very difficult to
give up and stop by oneself.
Cops have to deal with and experience things that most people don’t
ever see. This is part of what makes
the work exciting and rewarding. But
it also creates more stress and distress
than other kinds of work. We know
that statistically the rates of alcoholism
is higher in law enforcement and we
understand why – when people experience a great deal of stress or negative
emotions they need a way to relax
and find relief from those feelings.
Without a support system and healthy
ways to do that, sometimes ways that
aren’t healthy can come into play, like
drinking, sex, eating, or others.
3. Is it still a problem even if I’m
not touching anyone else?
The short answer is that it certainly

can be. Sexual addiction is defined
more by the motivations behind behaviors and the effect it has on the
person’s life, rather than precise definitions of behaviors and frequencies.
Romantic liaisons that don’t include
touching, sexual flirtations and innuendos, sexual daydreaming or fantasy,
masturbation to pornography and cybersex can all be addictive and lead to
secret and destructive behaviors that
end relationships or cause people to
lose their job.
So the more helpful questions to
ask yourself would be: would I get into
trouble at work if people knew about
this? Could I get fired or even worse
arrested? What if my spouse found
out – would he or she be upset? Could
I lose the relationship? Have I lost
contact with myself and what brings
meaning to my life?
4. What’s wrong with a little bit of
fun or release every now and then?
Absolutely nothing. In fact, fun and
release and sex and masturbation can
be healthy and important behaviors in
someone’s life. However, often people
use this kind of phrasing to rationalize
behaviors that are, in fact, unhealthy
and secretive. Knowing which is true
for you requires self-honesty and may
require help from a trained therapist.
5. How do I know if I’m using sex
or masturbation for something I
shouldn’t be?
If you suspect that you are, it’s a
good sign that you might be. Some
other signs are:
• Do you turn to sexual behavior
when you are stressed-out, angry,
depressed, bored, or restless?
• Do you find yourself engaging in
sexual behavior even when you
aren’t really “in the mood” and not
getting much out of it?
• Do you wonder how so much time
could have passed when you are
finished?
• Do you engage in sexual behaviors
when you should be doing something else?
• Do you tell yourself you just have a
strong libido and so it’s not really a
problem, ignoring you own moral
compass and sexual partnership
agreements that you believe in?
• Do you find yourself turning to sex
after an argument or disagreement?
• Do you find yourself turning to sex
after a hard day of work?
6. If I have a “sex addiction,” how
come I never want to have sex
with my spouse?
Our stereotype of the sex addict is
someone who wants sex all the time,
wherever and whenever they can get
it. However, it is often the case that
someone with a sex addiction loses
the desire and even ability to have sex
with their spouse. Sex addictive behavior is not about love and intimacy,
or about sharing an erotic experience
with another person. It is about seeking that “high” or escape from life, and
isolating in sexual behaviors. Intimate
sex with someone else does not give
the person that kind of experience, so
it can lose its appeal. Sometimes a sex
addict continues to have sex with their
spouse but become rigid and controlling about what the sex needs to be
or how often it happens. Sometimes
the opposite is true – sex addicts pressure their partners to have sex when
neither want to in order to avoid other
forms of intimacy.
7. I consider myself an ethical per-

son. So why am I using my work
computer to look at porn/ looking
at child pornography/ having an
affair/ hooking up with strangers?
This is a question people who
struggle with a sex addiction often
ask themselves. They have an affair
and their spouse asks them, “Why did
you do this?” They get reprimanded at
work or lose their job or even end up
arrested and think, “How did this happen?” They are often filled with shame
because the behavior they engaged in
did not match up with their own values or ways they think of themselves.
This is especially true for cops, who,
like the public, hold themselves to a
higher standard. But we all know that
while cops are a special breed, they
are also human and when caught up
in addictions this can lead them to
behaviors they never would engage in
if they were sober.
8. What to do if you think you
might have a problem?
Contact a licensed mental health
professional who specializes and has
extensive experience in the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of
sexually compulsive behaviors and
co-occurring psychological and emotional issues. They should be willing
to spend time with you on the phone
and then be able to provide you with
a comprehensive assessment followed
by a recommended treatment plan.
Additionally, inquire to whether they
are experience and understand how
sexually compulsive behaviors impact
relationships, marriages and families.
Having support for the entire family
is sometimes necessary and important
in order to repair relationships. Make
sure the helping professional is nonjudgmental and non-shaming. You
need to feel safe and understood in
order to open up and be honest which
will allow the process of recovery to
begin.
Additionally, there are many good
non-professional 12-step support
groups available. We are aware that
anonymity is extremely important
to police officers and because of that
sometimes attending an open meeting
of Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous
or Sex Addicts Anonymous may not be
possible. Contact the world service organizations of those programs which
are easily located on the internet and
ask if there are “boundary” meetings
for people requiring a higher degree
of anonymity. Although not as good
as face to face meetings both of these
programs now have phone meetings
which afford a higher decree of anonymity.
Everyone deserves a fulfilling and
intimate life, free from the grips of addiction, and cops are no exception. If
you are worried that you might have a
problem related to your sexual behaviors, don’t wait until your life comes
crashing down around you. Seek help
and get the support you need.
Samantha Smithstein, Psy.D. and Elizabeth
Corsale, MFT, are co-directors of the Pathways
Institute in San Francisco and Berkeley, California.
Smithstein, Corsale, and their staff have years of
experience working with sexual addiction as well
as other problematic and/or compulsive behaviors,
and have worked with law enforcement and the
criminal justice system. They offer assessments,
individual therapy, and boundary groups for law
enforcement only. Pathways Institute is a member
of our SFPD Police Specialty Provider Group. Please
feel free to contact the Behavioral Science Unit with
any questions regarding your benefits with MHN at
(415) 837-0875, or MHN directly at 800 535-4985,
and visit their website at www.members.mhn.
com, access code is SFPD. They can be reached at
Pathways Institute: help@pathwaysinstitute.net
or 415.267.6916.
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Over the Edge for
a Worthy Cause
By Ray Padmore,
Chief’s Office
To most, it may not be appealing to go over the edge of a
38 story building, but to team
SFPD, consisting of members
of the command staff; it was
a way to help Special Olympics Northern California raise
much needed funds.
On Saturday, July 21st, four
members of the SFPD Command Staff, volunteered their
time to help Special Olympics Northern California raise
funds for the over fifteen
thousand athletes with developmental disabilities across
Northern California. This
event was unique because all
participants had to rappel
down the side of the Grand
Hyatt Hotel, 38 floors down
to the ground as part of their
fund raising effort.
Team SFPD consisted of

Deputy Chiefs Lyn Tomioka (Team Captain), James
Dudley, Denise Schmitt, and
Commander Mikail Ali. Also
in attendance, supporting
Team SFPD was: Inspector
Nelly Gordon, Briana Oakley
(opened the event with her
incredible rendition of the
National Anthem), Stephanie
Jusino (Miss Teen Vacaville),
Sergeant Hector Jusino and
family, and six PAL Cadets.
Through the collective efforts
of all participants, over eighty
thousand dollars was raised
to help Northern California
Special Olympics Athletes attend year round competitive
sporting activities at no cost
to them.
Chief Suhr was on hand to
congratulate Team SFPD for
their effort in making a difference in the lives of the Special
Olympic Athletes.

Deputy Chief Lyn Tomioka escorting the Law
Enforcement Torch down to kick off Opening
Ceremonies (Law Enforcement Torch being
carried by an Over the Edge Representative).

Deputy Chief Denise Schmitt demonstrating
proper form in her decent!

Commander Mikail Ali making his descent!

Deputy Chief James Dudley making his descent, 36 floors to go!

Deputy Chief Lyn Tomioka escorting the “Flame of Hope” down to ground level.

Officer Ray Padmore with Stephanie Jusino
(Miss Teen Vacaville) (Daughter of Sergeant
Hector Jusino) encouraging athletes

Chief Suhr congratulates the team on their accomplishment. (Left to right)
DC Denise Schmitt, Chief Greg Suhr, Officer Ray Padmore, DC James Dudley,
and DC Lyn Tomioka (Team Captain)

PAL Cadets: (Left to Right) Cadet Sergeants Casey Chow
and Daniel Soto, Cadets Ari Smith-Russack, Alan Wong,
and Jackson Wu preparing to welcome the spectators.

(Left to Right) Briana Oakley (Daughter of Inspector
Nelly Gordan), Deputy Chief Lyn Tomioka, and Officer
Ray Padmore following opening ceremonies
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Nick’s Notes

PSA Nancy Callaghan Completed Century
Ride for Leukemia/Lymphoma Charity

By Nick Shihadeh,
Journal Sports Editor

Submitted by DennisCallaghan (Ret)

CHECK IT OUT: We have lots of
sports articles/letters this month with
not only department members competing in San Diego for the Police/
Fire Games but participating in other
events as well. Those other competitions included a shooting event
(Filipino-American Law Enforcement
Officers Association pistol match) with
officers such as Wendel Jones, Rex
Caluanan. Joe Emanuel, Ed Gaffud,
Gerald Bernal, Jeff Fortuno, Henry
Ha, and Iggy Chinn taking part and
doing well (see article and pics by Jeff
Cuenca). There was a Loons Nest golf
tournament with Ed Garcia submitting an article, stats and a pic; and, a
Century Bicycle Ride for a Leukemia/
Lymphoma charity by PSA Nancy
Callaghan (sister of retiree Dennis
Callaghan who also wrote the article).
The SF Police Soccer Club represented the department well in the Police
Fire Games with a strong article by
Dan “The Man” Cunningham along
with very good pics taken and provided by both Olivia Mullins (daughter
of Pat and Kathleen Mullins) and Erick
Solares. Alex Takaoka also represented
very well in San Diego in long weapons shooting as did Ed Marchand and
Mike Simmons when it came to Track
and Field.
There was a flag football team down
in San Diego run by Frank Harrell —

they didn’t win any medals but had
a good time competing (see the team
picture with this column). The Seals
open softball team was also in the
Police/Fire Games run by Kevin Worrell as well as the Seals over 35yr old
softball team (run by Marc Marquez).
They didn’t win any medals but had
fun competing as did the Seals Baseball team (run by Dom Celaya).
I want to remind everyone about
the Isaac Espinoza Memorial Softball
Tournament taking place at Westlake
Fields in Daly City on the weekend
of Aug. 11th and 12th(contact Kevin
Worrell at Central or Marc Marquez
at Southern). Finally there is the Emerald Society Golf Tournament taking
place at the Lake Merced Golf course
on Monday Sept. 17th, so hope to see
lots of folks at these events.
That’s all for now.........Stay well and
safe this summer and so See Ya next
month...
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On Monday June 4th 2012, Police
Services Aide Nancy Callaghan of the
Department Operations Center (DOC)
woke up to face the biggest challenge
of her life. She was to join over 3000
bicyclists from all over the country
for the Annual Lake Tahoe Century
Ride. Nancy, with the support of her
husband Steve Gouding (SFSO), and
her Leukemia & Lymphoma Team in
Training partners, had been preparing for this since February. Nancy
decided to do this to honor several
family members and friends who have
been diagnosed with cancer. As Nancy
struggled at mile 80 with a rigorous

L D SOCI ET Y

11th Annual
SFBALEES
Golf Tournament
Lake Merced Country Club

7.5 mile grade to Spooner Summit, the
memorial names listed on her Jersey,
along with her Shamrock, inspired her
to continue on. Nancy knew that her
supporters (including several members
of the SFPD), were counting on her to
get the job done. Her teammates encouraged her throughout the difficult
ride. At the finish line at the Horizon
Hotel the team was met by family and
friends and the champagne flowed.
There was a terrific party that followed
at Harrah’s where Nancy was able to
celebrate with some of her fans, and
members of her team. She was able to
raise several thousand dollars for this
worthy cause. 100 Miles... Great Job

Nancy and Team

Approaching the Finish Line

SFPD’s Flag Football team.

SA
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Finally —Champagne

Monday, September 17
10:30 Check-in • Noon Shot Gun Start
$195 includes golf, cart, lunch, range balls, tee prizes and dinner at UICC
1.__________________________________________Contact #_ ___________________
2.__________________________________________Contact #_ ___________________
3.__________________________________________Contact #_ ___________________
4.__________________________________________Contact #_ ___________________

Contact Michael Tursi (650) 273-5751 with questions
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Fifth Annual POA Sports Hall of Fame Induction Dinner
Don’t Miss This Spectacular Event Honoring the Best Athletes in the
San Francisco Police Officers Association, Past and Present
Coming in November 2012
Look for the list of outstanding athletes to be announced in the next issue of the POA Journal
SFPOA Sports Hall of Fame Nominations
The SFPOA Sports Hall of Fame Committee is accepting nominations for the
2012 Sports Hall of Fame induction ceremony. Nominations will be accepted
by sending in a nomination form. The form should be sent to the SFPOA Office (Attn. Sports Hall of Fame Committee) no later than September 7, 2012.
No nominations will be accepted after this date. In nominating an athlete, it
is extremely important to remember that this is not a popularity contest. An
athlete should not be considered because he/she played a few years and was
a good athlete. A nomination should be made for an athlete who:

1. Was outstanding in the sport.
2. Contributed to the sport in a positive way.
3. Represented the SFPD on/off the field in a professional manner.
4. The nominee must be a member in good standing of the SFPOA.
The induction ceremony is scheduled to be in November 2012. More information on the induction ceremony in next month’s POA Journal.

San Francisco Police Officers Association

Sports Hall of Fame
Nomination Form

Name of Nominee (please print):______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone#:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Active__________________________________ or Retired______________________________ Station/Detail_________________________________
This nomination is only for SFPD Athletes who competed in sanctioned police events. This would include the Police Olympics and
SFPD Department Leagues. Nominees must be a SFPOA member.
After the sport, please list the number of years the nominee played.
Please list if the athlete was on a Championship Team, won a Medal (Police Olympics) and any other pertinent information that would
support your nomination.
Basketball:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Football:_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Soccer:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Softball:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Police Olympic Events:_ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other Sports:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Comments:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Submit additional information if needed.
Date submitted:______________Your name:_______________________________________________ Your phone:____________________________

SFPOA

Submit this nomination to:
Attn. Sports Hall of Fame Committee • 800 Bryant St., 2nd floor, San Francisco CA 94103
Forms must be received by the Committee before September 7, 2012.
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SFPD Officers Shoot at FALEO First Ever Duty Pistol Match
Submitted by Jeff Cuenca, Co. D
Photos by Henry Ha, Co. I
On July 14, 2012, Dublin, CA
(FALEO) the Filipino-American Law
Enforcement Officers Association
held its first ever duty pistol match.
Officers from all over California were
in attendance, from as far as LA and
Salinas to right here in the Bay Area.
East Palo Alto, OPD, BART PD and
others came out to shoot. Of Course
the list would not be complete without

a group from SFPD. Officers Gerald
Bernal, Jeff Fortuno, Henry Ha, Iggy
Chinn, and Ed Gaffud all shot in four
individual stages.
Joining them from the Specialist
Team were Joe Emanuel and James
Funk and from the Tactical Company,
Wendel Jones and Rex Caluanan. Joe
Emanuel did very well finishing in

5th place with Ed Gaffud right behind
him at 8th.
After completing the individual
stages, shooters who wanted could
stay and participate in a team event
mostly for bragging rights. Teams of
three ran in a relay race style shoot.
The Team with the quickest time and
fewest penalties would be named the
winner. The SFPD Team of Emanuel,
Funk and Jones were up on the line.
Rex had to sit this one out since it was
a three man relay. First up was Joe,
five targets with 5 slugs using an 870
shotgun. Next, Joe had to carry a one
gallon water filled jug while shooting
his pistol with only his off-hand.
Running with the jug to the next
shooter, Emanuel passes it off to Funk.
From a barricaded position Funk
engaged three targets with a couple
“no-shoots” in front of them. Sounds
easy, but right behind those targets
were a couple more “no-shoots”. Funk
had to get just the right angle so his
rounds don’t hit the targets in the
background.
Again, Funk had to run with water
jug in hand to his teammate waiting
at the 25 yard line. The jug was passed
and Jones was up.
One lonely clay target at 25 yards
was all Jones had to shoot. A one
handed shot while holding onto the
jug. BOOM! With his first shot, Jones
shatters the clay target and the entire
crowd goes crazy in amazement!
The Team did great, but in the end
a team from BART PD out did our guys
by only one 10 second penalty. One of

Letters to the Sports Editor
Hi Nick,
How are you? I’m good. here are
a few pictures from the summer
games in San Diego. Mike Simmons
pulled in the combined 4X100 relay
to a gold medal, pulled in two silver
medals in the 100 and 200 meter
dash, then finished off the last day
by running anchor on the 4X400
combined team for a silver medal.
I was blessed with a silver medal
in the 4x400 with Mike and
a silver medal in the long
jump,and a gold medal in the
javelin.
Thanks
Ed Marchand

the disadvantages of going first is that
the guys behind you can learn from
your mistakes.
For more than half the SFPD shooters, this was the first time shooting

in an organized competition. Still, as
co-organizer of this entire event, I was
very proud that SFPD had a team that
put on a good show.

2012 Bacon Ball Bay Area
2-Day Softball Tournament
September 8–9
1st Place Prize: $1000 2nd Place Prize: $500
Alameda County Sheriff’s K-9 Association
Co-Hosted by West Coast Aftershock and ACSO Most Wanted
REGISTER ONLINE NOW! www.acsosohball.com

Pleasanton Sports Complex
5800 Parkside Drive, Pleasanton CA
Team Entry Fee $400 A and B Flight
Round Robin then Double Elimination
Law Enforcement Teams Only
Each Team Guaranteed at Least 4 Games
Pleasanton Sports Complex
John Koster, (510) 872-6465, JKos13@aol.com
Justin Brannon, (925) 858-4600,
jbrannon@acsosoftball.com

Hi Nick,
I am proud and honored to have
represented the San Francisco Police
Department in the United States
Police & Fire Championship in San
Diego, June 2012, achieving gold
medals in open singles and doubles
in table tennis! I used to be a penholder table tennis player and now
switched to shakehand style deploying the Butterfly Viscaria flared
handle blade using the Yasaka Zap
for the forehand and Hurricane Neo
III for the backhand.
Officer Charles Chan #1886,
Taraval District Police Station

Venice
Gourmet

Delicatessen & Pizzeria

Serving Sausalito Since 1969

Taraval Station’s Charlie Chan, left,
won gold medals in the ping pong
“open” competition and in the “open
doubles” category in San Diego for the
Police/Fire Games. The gentleman on
his right is Andy Jiang of the Sacramento Probation Dept. who was Charlie’s
partner in the doubles competition.

Sandwiches are our signature item and we’ll serve you the best you’ve ever
had! Join us at our sidewalk cafe tables, or take your order to go so you can
get out and enjoy the beauty of Sausalito. Try one of our specialties or create
your own, either way we’re pleased to make you exactly what your heart
desires.Our pizza dough is made fresh daily.

625 Bridgeway Ave., Sausalito, CA 94965

415.332.3544 (deli) • 415.332.4418 (pizza)
Open Seven Days a Week • www.VeniceGourmet.com
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The Loons
Nest Report
By Ed Garcia, Retired
Records Fall at Summer Classic
July 12th saw the Loons Nest Golf
Club make their first tournament appearance at Peacock Gap Golf Club in
Marin County. The weather was fair
and the Loons were hot as great scores
were posted and a new club record
set. The Loons had fifty-three players
on the day with nine players posting
scores in the seventies; and, former
club champion Bruce Lorin fired a one
under par score of seventy to become
the Summer Classic Champion.
Bruce’s outstanding effort marks
the third time in Loon history that
a player has posted a sub-par tournament score. The first Loon to accomplish this feat was Mike Renteria at
the 1997 Summer Classic at Blue Rock
Springs in Solano County. The second
round under par was posted by Harry
Pearson in the 2003 Holiday Classic
at Rooster Run Golf Club in Sonoma
County.
On the front nine holes, three players had even par sides of thirty-six
strokes, Bruce Lorin, Ken Lum and
Steve Morimoto. Joaquin Borromeo

and Pat Armitage had scores of thirtyseven on the front side, followed by
Rob Ziegler at thirty-eight. Eric Mar
and John Mino both posted thirtynines.
John Mino had a very interesting
day at Peacock Gap. His group started
off on the sixteenth hole, as we had a
shotgun start. Mino, the retired Hondel, proceeded to bogie the first eight
holes. At this point Mino shouted for
the conductor to “stop the bogie train”,
as he wanted off! John then proceeded
to play even par for the remaining
ten holes, which included an eagle
on the eight hole. John finished at
seventy-nine strokes, as did his play-

Summer Champ Bruce Lorin (center) with Glen Mar (left) and Pat Armitage (right).

Annual 5K
Fun Run/Walk
& SFPD Picnic
San Francisco Police Department
&
SAFE invite you!

September 23, 2012
10 am – 2 pm
Golden Gate Park,
Peacock Meadow
5K Run/Walk – Rib Cook Off – Music – Family Events
Open to all San Francisco residents and all SFPD personnel
For more information visit www.sfsafe/5kfunrun

ing partner, former club champ Tom
O’Connor.
As play went into the back nine,
Bruce Lorin kept his game tight and
picked up birdies on the fourteenth
and seventeenth holes to finish with
a score of seventy. Joaquin Borromeo
was in the hunt until he got smacked
by a “snowman” on the eleventh hole.
Morimoto was in tight, but suffered
triple bogies on the eleventh and eighteenth holes, but still finished with a
fine round of seventy-six.
As some of the contenders faded,
three players made a strong run at the
leader. Glenn Mar, Pat Armitage and
Dave Kranci had outstanding finishing
sides. Armitage was one over on the
back, with his only bogie coming on
the twelfth hole. Pat finished with a
round of seventh-three, taking second
low gross. Dave Kranci had an even par
thirty-five on the back nine, finishing
the day at seventy-five strokes. This
gave Dave a net sixty-six and second
low net in the flight. Dave has been a
hot property this year as he started the
season off with a victory at the season
opening Two-Man Championship.
Dave and his partner Kyle Ching took
that event at Roddy Ranch. Kranci followed that event with a victory at the
Spring Championship at Monterey.
Dave has accumulated quite a pile
of GolfSmith gift cards. Former Club
Champion Glenn Mar took third low
gross with a score of seventy-six, after
a three-way tie for third was broken
using the USGA tie-breaker. Mar, Wade
Beucler and Steve Morimoto each had
rounds of seventy-six. George Brown
made a run at third with a thirtyeight on the back nine and a round
of seventy-eight.
First flight low net went to veteran
Loon Armando Chang, who posted a
net score of sixty-five. Armando was
running away with low net until he
picked up a triple bogie on the eighteenth hole, but he maintained a onestroke lead over Kranci and Ken Lum.
Kranci and Lum tied at net scores of
sixty-six, with the tie-breaker going
to Kranci.
In second flight low gross, Mike
Siebert and Kyle Ching were setting
the pace with Jim Taylor at their heals.
Siebert had a birdie on the tenth hole
and finished with a round of eighty,
as did Kyle Ching. Taylor picked up
a birdie on the fifteenth hole and
was looking strong, but a three-putt
double bogey on eighteen loomed big
on Jim’s card. The tiebreaker went to
Ching and Siebert took second place.
Jim Taylor sat alone at third low gross
in the flight.
Second flight low net was somewhat
of a family battle, as Joe Coggan and
brother Bill Coggan both posted net
scores of sixty-one. Joining the brothers Coggan was Tom Walsh. Joe’s par
on the eighteenth hole gave him the
tie-breaker and first place. Tom Walsh
got second place and Bill Coggan got
third place. Tom Walsh had a fine
round of eighty strokes, which had
him in a tie for low gross, but the
tiebreaker would have put him third
and he advanced to the higher low
net award.
The Long Drive winner for the day
was Steve Morimoto, who pounded
his drive two hundred and ninety-six
yards down the eighth fairway. Steve
used his favorite Taylor R-9 driver
with a Bridgestone B330 ball, a deadly
combination.
In Close to the Hole action, the four
first place winners were Rob Ziegler,
Earl ‘The Pearl” Wismer, Gregg Lim
and Glenn Mar. Steve Morimoto took
two of the second place prizes and
Mike Siebert and Earl Wismer took

August 2012
the remaining second place prizes.
Tallying Morimoto’s winnings from
sidepots and prizes he had quite a day.
Our next event will be the Club
Championship in late August. The Site
Committee is still receiving numerous
offers from different clubs to hold the
event, so watch your emails.

Loons Nest Scoreboard
Summer Classic
Players
Lorin
Armitage
Kranci
Mar, G.
Morimoto
Beucler
Brown
Mino
O’Connor
Mar, E.
Walsh
Lim
Lum
Landi
Siebert
Anzore
Garcia
Ching
Taylor, J.
Borromeo
McNaughton
Coggin, J.
Zielger
Wong, J.
Wismer
Rice
Coggin, B.
Wong, W.
Sorgie
Honniball
Johnson
Landini
Sullivan
O’Shea
Roche
Wyman
Hanley
Killgariff
Wong, E.
Fontana
Daniele
Boyett
Williams, J.
Bronfeld
Ballard
Vance
Miranda
Senkir
Trierweiler
Gardner

Score
70
73
75
76
76
76
78
79
79
80
80
80
80
80
80
81
81
81
82
82
82
85
85
85
85
88
88
88
89
89
90
91
91
91
92
92
92
93
93
94
95
99
99
102
102
102
105
105
109
112

Long Drive Winner

Steve Morimoto 297 yards

Close to the Hole Winners
Hole #3
1st
Ziegler
2nd
Morimoto
Hole #6
1st
Wismer
2nd
Morimoto
Hole #10
1st
Lim
2nd
Siebert
Hole #16
1st
Mar, G.
2nd Wismer

13’ 3”
13’ 4”
14’ 6”
5’ 4”
6’ 6”
6’ 11”
2’ 8”
1’ 2”
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SF Police Soccer Team Over 35’s Win Gold
SFPD C Dogs Gold Medal Winners

relief with his rocket
launching throw-ins and
Soccer was included in the Western Police and his long goal kicks. Steve
Fire Games (now US Police and Fire Games) in 1978. “Glick” Glickman scored
Since that time the SFPD “A” team has won numer- a beautiful goal with
ous gold medals against top notch competition, his left foot to give us
namely LAPD and LASO. The ‘B’s” and “C’s” (over a 1-1 tie. With several
35’s) have never won a gold. Up until 2012, the over minutes left in the game,
35’s have been gatekeepers to the gold. In the last Carl Ueber, playing hard
several years, they obtained silver once and bronze throughout the tournaon three occasions.
ment, took a shot at goal
On Sunday June 17, 2012 most of the members that made the goalie for
of the SFPD “Old Guys” trekked down to San Diego LASO have to punch
to compete in the 2012 US Police and Fire Games. the ball away and out of
From June 18 through 21, the “Old Guys” played 5 bounds as we continued
games against stiff competition.
to attack. The whistle
In an early Monday morning game, against the would finally blow endCal Dept of Corrections (CDC), SFPD played the ing the game at the 1-1
closest 4-1 win you ever saw. Petey “Liverpool” draw.
Richardson started things off with a goal in the early
On Wednesday we
moments of the game. Goal keeper Percy “Big” Her- played our other nemnandez came out on several occasions to disrupt sev- esis, Sacramento Combo
eral offensive attacks by CDC. aka: Sac Fire, SACSO. In
Oscar Padilla scored on a pen- a hard fought game, we
alty kick early in the second tied again 1-1 with anhalf as CDC countered with a other solid performance
goal on an offside breakdown. by Perc y Her na nde z
With approx. seven minutes and Dave Brandt. Once
left, Ramon Reynoso put a again, Pat Mullin and
ball into the back of the net as Kevin Healy provided
Chris Anderson finished with unselfish performances
another goal in the closing notably a possession by
minutes.
Healy in the box which
Great Goal Keeper
In the afternoon game we resulted in a penalty kick
Percy Hernandez
played a team many of us for us which resulted in
knew from the Mesa Police a goal by Oscar Padilla. This was another defensive
and Fire Games, US Feds. Constant pressure on the minded game with good performances by Andy
ball near midfield by Andy Meehan, Pete Richard- Meehan and Dave Brandt. Midway through the
son, Chris Anderson and Kevin Healy led to a 4-0 second half, Barry Coyle playing as a full back made
win. There was also good defense by Eric Solares an open goal save of a Sac shot that was going in.
in the fullback position. This game was an exhibit Coyle’s (San Mateo SO) experience came in handy
of the resurgence of Pat “Uncle Pat” Mullins as he on several occasions throughout this tournament.
scored two second half goals and nearly got a hat
On Thursday we played San Diego SO, a team
trick (three goals). Ramon Reynoso also provided that had tied Sac the day before and was in line for
good possession of the ball on the offensive side of a medal.
the ball.
In this game we would get goals from Steve
The next day we played our arch rival LASO. This Glickman, Oscar Padilla (5 goals in tournament),
was a difficult game and defense played a factor in Pete Richardson, and Chris Anderson for a 4-1 vicour result with strong defensive performances from tory. Dave Brandt played another outstanding game
Dave Brandt, Erick Solares and Dan Cunningham. as sweeper.This was another game that was close
Percy Her- until midway through the second half when Petey
n a n d e z Richardson caused an “own goal” by SDSO as the
made sev- goalie and defender had a miscommunication on a
e r a l o ut- ball. Shortly after, Chris Anderson gained possession
s t a n d i n g from a Bobby Vernengo shot that rebounded off the
saves. Bob- goalie to the waiting Anderson who sealed the deal
b y Ve r n - with a 360 degree turn and shot resulting in the
engo also fourth and final goal. If not for the pressure being
p r o v i d e d put on the SDSO fullbacks by forward Danny Mandefensive ning, none of these goals would have been scored.
Throughout this game as throughout this tournament, encouragement
from the sidelines came from injured
player Carlos “Moose” Mustafich, the
Solares family, the Richardson family,
the Padilla family and, of course, the
Mullins family. There was also great
support from members of the “A”
team notably Ali Misaghi, Tommy
Moran, Sean “Spider” Frost and Johnny
Sheehan. These four provided great
encouragement throughout. Thanks!
Thank You also to the CDC team
who played their hearts out in a
meaningless game for them against a
Capts Uncle Pat and Skrappy hand medal Erick Solares’s 7 year old Sac Combo team who was going for
to Ramon Reynoso
Xavier, sports the gold.
By Dan Cunningham, Homicide Detail

the gold. If Sac Combo had scored 4 goals to none
against CDC, we would have obtained a silver.
CDC played with 10 men and no subs against a 17
member Sac Combo team. The score was 2-0 Sac
Combo at halftime. CDC neutralized Sac Combo
0-0 for second half. The 2-0 score held for rest of
game and enabled SFPD to win the gold. Most of the
“Old Guys” stayed to watch and encourage CDC.
This game could have been a featured story by itself!
There were several underlining stories that made
this tournament a team effort. One of the stories is
about two really old guys who turned back the clock,
namely Pat “Uncle Pat” Mullins and Steve “Emmett”
aka “Glick” Glickman. Between the both of them
they have over 60 years of experience with the Club
and over a century in combined age. Their presence
on the sidelines and their heart that they showed
while playing on the field was motivating to many
of the newer/older players who were made to feel
comfortable. As we know, when you are made to feel
comfortable, you play better! This is what we did.
Now that the eluded gold has been won, I can only
think of next year and one word: Repeat!
In closing, I apologize if I have not mentioned
specific players or feats from the above games. These
games were not just about the players listed above.
Everyone contributed. Thanks to Kevin Healy for
organizing “Old Guys”, and thanks to Olivia Mullins and Erick Solares for taking and providing the
photos for this article.
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First Annual United States Police Fire Championships 2012
By Alex Takaoka,
Central Station
The title of the Police Games has
changed a number of times in the
past ten years in an effort to increase
attendance and to and “Re-Make”
the organization. The Games are now
called the United States Police Fire
Championships and are open to all
police and fire persons from across
the nation. San Diego is the host City
for this event for the next five years.
These Games have been an annual
event for me for the past twenty-five
years and alas it was my last one as
a full time SFPD employee. I will be
retired next year.
As with most big competitions, I
started preparing for this match eight
months prior. I had a competition
match grade upper assembled for an
AR-15. Months of practice and load
development to learn my new weapon
system. Then every Thursday in April
and May I practiced with the Sacramento Sheriffs Dept Rifle Team at the
Sacramento Valley Shooting Cntr,
where we fired a practice match at 200,
300 and 600 yards.
On June 19th, Off. Ignatius Chinn
(GTF) and I traveled to the Marine
Corps. Base, Camp Pendleton (north
of San Diego) to fire the hi-power
rifle championship. 38 other shooters
arrived to put their skills of accuracy
to the test. Their instruments of accuracy included service grade AR15s,
M1As, match grade bolt action rifles
and customized match grade AR15s
chambered for wildcat cartridges in a
6mm configuration.
Apparently the range (116A) on
the base was not aware that we were
shooting. What else is new? This lack
of preparation by the organizer has
become a yearly expectation/disap-

pointment. Targets, scoring utensils
and score sheets were not ready. The
on-site official from the Championships did not have all the proper paperwork to administer the match. A
competitor from Sacramento stepped
up and assisted in administering the
Match. Targets were assembled, scoring utensils were located and score
sheets were obtained. The match got
underway about one and half hours
late. Overcast skies gave way to a clear,
sunny, 70 degree day. A slight breeze
provided to be difficult for some shooters to overcome. Wind effects bullet
travel and a shooter’s ability to remain
motionless in the standing position.
Everyone fired two sighters and ten
shots for record in the standing position at 200 yds. Even with difficult
wind, I managed to score 94 out of
100 points.
With the standing position out of
the way, it was time for some fun. Rapid fire sitting at 200 yards! Two sighter
shots are fired first to check rifle sight
settings. Then upon the command to
fire, ten shots are blasted down range
in 60 seconds. Sounds like a long time,
but when you are trying to place your
rounds into a three inch group one can
barely finish the last round in time.
That done, we move back to the 300
yard line and fire two sighter rounds
from the prone position. Upon the
command to fire, we blast ten shots
down range in 70 seconds. Sounds
like a long time? Did I tell you that the
rifle is only loaded with five rounds
and during the 70 seconds you have
to reload with another five to finish
within the time limit.
Rapid fire can best be described as
“controlled chaos”. Heart rates pulsing.
Sweat running into our eyes. Minds
trying to stay calm under the stress
of competition. 14 rifles spitting lead

Alex sporting his medals and SFPD Rifle Team hat.
down range trying to find the center
of the target and hoping not to “cross
fire”. Ejected brass flying everywhere.
The bullet backstop explodes with the
multiple impacts of hot lead which
creates a dust cloud that lifts high into
the air. The “rush” is worth it.
Now that the “fun” is done, it’s time
for some serious long range shooting.
500 yards, 22 shots in 22 minutes, slow
fire from the prone position. All my
practice for this event was done at 600
yards so I did not have any sight setting for 500. My first sighter shot was a
miss (low). My second sighter was also
a low miss. Hopefully, I put on enough
elevation to hit the target with my first
shot for score. A low seven? Not bad,
but not the way I wanted to start the
match. Crank on some more elevation
and fired a high eight. A couple clicks
down and I’m in the center. Now, to

San Francisco International Airport

Charity Golf Tournament — Monday, October 1
11 :30 AM Shotgun Start • (Registration starts at 9:30 AM)

Green Hills Country Club at the end of Ludeman Lane, Millbrae (650) 588-4616
$250 per player
Includes: Golf Cart, Tee Prizes, Lunch, Dinner, Refreshment Wagon, Auction at the Dinner

Hole-in-One Prizes: Prizes on each of four Par-3 Holes
Format: Four Person Scramble.
You can bring your own team. Singles and two person teams are welcome. We will pair you. We can only accommodate the
first 72 teams or 144 golfers. Each golfer must submit their August 2011 handicaps or their average score.

Country club attire required
Dinner: Green Hills Country Club Cypress Room of the luxurious new clubhouse.
Dinner Guests: Non-Golfing Guests-$60. You must indicate any additional dinner guests on your entry form.
1

2

3

4

Name
Address
City
Zip
Home Phone
Handicap

Isaac Espinoza
Memorial Softball
Tournament
Play Ball!!!
Get your team ready it’s time to play
ball. Double Elimination, Wooden
Bat tournament. $325.00 registration
per team. Come out to
play or just
to watch the
games. Bring out the family
and enjoy the weekend.
Souveniers will be sold. BBQ
during games!!

Westlake Playground
145 Lake Merced Blvd,
Daly City

Average Score
Dinner:
Steak or Fish
Contact Number: (650) 821-7032 or (415) 553-9218

Annual

Aug. 11th – 12th, 2012

Work Phone

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 21, 2011

watch the wind flags and determine
how much the wind will affect the bullet. Click on the proper amount of left
or right windage and Fire! The score
will let me know if my wind estimate
was correct. Four shots drifted into the
nine ring due to a bad wind call or a
wind switch that I did not see. 14 shots
proved to be very accurate hitting the
X & 10 ring.
When the gun smoke, dust and
tears settled I am exhausted but, I
walked away with the Gold medal in
the Expert Match Rifle classification.
All the practice and preparation paid
off. I definitely had the advantage by
practicing all those Thursdays at 300
and 600 yards.
Ignatius Chinn shot a great match
and had a fun time. While he did not
medal in rifle competition, apparently
he was saving his strength for the
Bench Press event where he took the
Silver ! Good Job Iggy !
Hi-Power Rifle competition is a
true test of endurance, concentration
and equipment. Camaraderie among
shooters is strong. There is always a
positive atmosphere of learning, teaching and helping. Anyone wishing to
shoot the Championship Games with
me next June should leave me a note
at Co A (315-2400). Until then, “Shoot
Straight” and “Be Safe”.

For more info contact:
Make Checks Payable to: SFIA Charity Golf Tournament
P.O. Box 250027, San Francisco, CA 94125-0027

Ofc Marquez 415-553-1373 (w)
Ofc Worrell 415-315-2400 (w)
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Classified Ads
Automobile For Sale
2008 BMW 128i automatic, black with
light interior, less than 24,000 miles, excellent condition, great luxury commuter
with 28 MPG highway. Full warranty
through 2012, maintenance coverage (oil
changes, wipers and brakes) through 2014,
BMW assist through 2012. $24,500 OBO.
Contact Rob Kobold at (408) 310-0618
1999 PORSCHE 911 CARRERA 4 ALLWHEEL DRIVE 2D COUPE Black exterior/
Black leather interior, 6 Cyl /6-Speed Manual Transmission. Excellent Condition/
77,000 miles. Asking Price: $24,000 OBO
For additional details and info Contact
Joe Filamor at (415) 254-8055 ontact Bob
Brodnik, (415) 320-0628.

FOR SALE
8’ Brunswick Pool Table. 6 yrs old.
Excellent condition. Dark Mahogany stain.
Felt color: Wine. Tapered legs w/carved detail. Soft leather pockets w/suede fringes.
Diamond shaped, mother of pearl rail sites.
Includes cover, 4 cues, pool balls, cue stick
wall rack, 2 ball racks, table brush & cue
chalk. $3,200. Contact Patrick Butherus
(415) 987-3523. Pick up in Livermore.
HANDICAP RAMP – 7’ Solid metal ramp
with handrails. Make $$$ donation to
SFVPO. Contact Ginny at (650) 593-0805.
Solid wood bunk beds w/ mattresses
& underbed drawer. Excellent condition,
hardly used. $400 (925) 686-0865 or email
rpsheppard@comcast.net.

Hunting Trips
Colorado Deer/Elk Hunts. Private
ranches, Tresspass Fee Only. Contact Bob
Brodnik, (415) 320-0628.

Lot for Sale
Pine Mountain Lake, Groveland,
Ca. Half an acre about a minute’s walk to
the lake, main marina and beach. Near
Golf Course and Pine Mountain Lake
country club, swimming pool and tennis
courts. Amenities also include, stables,
airport, lake fishing and fly pond fishing,
Lot is on public sewer system $60k OBO.
E-mail Suekerry@sbcglobal.net.

Motorcycle For Sale
2006 Honda CBR 954. 23,000 miles
Black & Silver paint, race exhaust, tank
bag, new slick race tires. Never laid down
$9500. Call Katherine (707) 393-9432

Motorcycle For Sale
1999 BMW K1200 LT, wine red, 30,800
miles. Heated comfort seat and grips. Just
serviced, new tires and brakes. Excellent
condition and rides like a dream. Always
garaged, never been down. Great for commuting or touring. $6000 or b/o. Call Julio
Bandoni at Co B or Cell (707) 363-4322.
2006 Harley – Iron Horse Outlaw – Must
Sell! 124 Inch Motor; 6-speed right side
drive; 250 rear tire; hydraulic clutch; LED
lighting; digital dash; custom black/red
paint; lots of chrome; less than 2K miles;
reg fees current; negotiable price; sold for
$25K new; asking $16,750 or b/o. Contact
Mitch @ (415) 987-6738

Piano For Sale
BALDWIN HAMILTON UPRIGHT STUDIO PIANO for sale: yr.1967; 46” tall,
Ser.# 234808. $2,100. The Hamilton is
designed to withstand institutional use,
although this piano was not in such an
environment. It has been used in two
private homes (am the 2nd owner). It has
double wheel rubber casters for moving,
with front legs that are structually tied to
the cabinet for additional sturdiness. The
walnut cabinet is in good condition, with
a matching bench that has a storage compartment. The action is very responsive
and easy to play. Contact: (415) 298-9686.

Speaker For Sale (auto)
One-12” Super Woofer speaker
(Auto) Case size-13”x14”x18 $200 OBO
(415) 566-6734

Vacation Rental
MAUI CONDO-SUMMER RENTAL- Tennis and pools! Spacious 2 bedroom, 2
bath fully equipped (sleeps 6) in Kihei,
Maui, across from beaches (lifeguard on
duty). Swim, snorkel, surf. Enjoy sunsets.
Walk to shops, restaurants, grocery. Public
transit. Nearby golf. Photos/info at www.
flipkey.com/kihei-condo-rentals/p317667or
www.VRBO.com/221566. SFPD discount.
Contact Alan (925) 672-0578.

Vacation Rental

Vacation Rental

MAUI — KAPALUA GOLF VILLA RENTAL.1700 sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom
Villa is located on the 10th Fairway of
the famed Kapalua Bay Golf Course! This
exclusive resort community has 4 swimming pools, 2 golf courses, golf academy,
zip lining, 10 lit tennis courts, and many
more amenities, which is associated with
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Pictures and additional information is available at www.
VRBO.COM listing #276140. SFPD members receive discount on posted rates.
Contact Alan Honniball at (415) 298-7205.
vacation Rental Home Ocean view
Hot-tub on your deck in the redwoods.
2+ bedrooms /2 bath, large great room
for entertaining eight – minute walk to
Anchor Bay Beach, five- minute walk to
Mariachi Restaurant, bakery and grocery
store. Excellent for diving and fishing,
hiking and relaxing; five-minute drive
to town of Gualala and its great river for
kayaking and canoeing adventures. Enjoy
the Northern California Coastal Banana
Belt’s warm weather. E-mail me for more
info at John.webb1@hotmail.com
South Lake Tahoe Cabin. Sleeping
for up to 10, a large living room with 50’
TV and dining area. Located just 4 miles
to the casinos and less to the beaches and
Heavenly Ski Resort. This home features
3 bedroom, 2 baths with 1600 square feet
of room Weekends: $200 a nt, Weekdays:
$100 a nt (except Holidays) website: www.
casadelaketahoe.bravehost.com Maricela
(415) 260-3484
TUCSON ONLY $125 PER NIGHT. 1,100
sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo newly
renovated and refurbished at 5500 N. Kolb.
Ideal for that family getaway. 2 pools and
workout facility on property. 2 full golf
courses nearby. Unobstructed view of the
Catalina mountains from the patio. Bookings on first come, first served basis. Call
Chris (707) 337-5514

Relax in Carson Valley! Carson Valley Golfers Retreat Vacation Home Rental.
Gorgeous Views of the Sierra Mountains,
4 Bed, 2.5 Baths, 2300 s.f. SFPD/SFFD
Member Rates: $150 night or $900 Week
Call Vince at (415) 302-2500

Golf getaway in the redwoods.
This beautiful two bedroom, two bath
home is right on Northwood Golf Course
(the fourth hole is your backyard). The
amenities include complete kitchen, VCR,
cable television, deck and hot tub. There is
a third room with bunk beds unattached
from the house. Call Mike Siebert (415)
342-2241 for more information.
Enjoy this 2 bedroom, 2 bath
condo in sunny old town Scottsdale
AZ. Just steps away from the Giants Spring
training stadium. This gated community
offers 2 swimming pools, 2 spas, large
fitness room and is next to the community golf course with bike/walking paths.
ENJOY, NBA, PGA, NASCAR, NFL SUPER
BOWL, NHL. Washer/dryer in unit, with
plenty of storage. Pictures available on
Scottsdalesprings.com. Contact Patti and
Gary (650) 355-7770. SFPD OWNED

Wanted
I am interested in purchasing POA Notebook issues August of 1990, January, February, May, and June of 1989, November
of 1988 and any issues prior to January of
1988. Please contact Greg Corrales at (415)
759-1076 or at gc1207@comcast.net.
Hotwheels die-cast cars from 60’s-70’s
w/redline tires. Collector (any size collection). Contact Rene (415) 913-9161.
reneg301@sbcglobal.net
S&W Centennial Series, Model 40,
blue steel; Model 60, Stainless. Contact
retired #1771 (415) 648-4332
“Older” model Colt guns. Contact
Thomas Moore at (415) 648-4332.

POA Journal Deadlines
Sept. 2012

Aug. 24, 2012

Nov. 2012

Oct. 26, 2012

Oct. 2012

Sept. 21, 2012

Dec. 2012

Nov. 21, 2012

Free Classified Advertising Available for POA Members
The POA Journal has free classified advertising, a no-fee service available to our active and retired members. Buy, sell, or trade in the Journal and reach
5500 readers each month. The following rules apply to Classified Ads:
• To place a free classified ad, you must be an active or retired POA member.
• A member may run only one classified ad per issue. However, a member may repeat the same ad in three consecutive issues. An ad may run for
three additional issues upon request of advertiser.
Ads must be typewritten and submitted to the POA, attn: Journal Advertising in any of the following ways: US Mail, to the POA office; Interdepartmental mail, to the POA office, Email to journal@sfpoa.org

Word Search
Created by Officer Michelangelo Apodaca, Airport Bureau
Enjoy this relaxing and fun-to-solve puzzle! If you’ve never
solved a puzzle like these before, it’s a good idea to read this
before you begin.
Each puzzle has a grid of letters that conceals words reading in different directions — forward, backward, up, down, or
diagonally — but always in a straight line. The words, abbreviations, or phrases one must find and circle are listed below the
grid in capital letters. That’s all you need to know before you
sharpen your pencil and begin your search!
As you might guess, I’m often inspired by solving professionally
made “Word Finds” and such. This month’s word find was taken
from a recent edition of the PennyPress Pocket “Word Seek”. I’m
giving credit where credit is due! This was not my original find, but
one that inspired me enough to share it will you! I hope you enjoy it.
The sky’s the limit in this Word Seek! That’s because the list
below contains terms relating to astronomy. Consider yourself a
“star” puzzle solver by reaching for the stars and finding all the
entries in record time!

ASTEROID
ATMOSPHERE
BLACK HOLE
COMET
CORONA
COSMOS
EARTH
ECLIPSE

GALAXY
JUPITER
MARS
MERCURY
METEOR
MILKY WAY
MOON
NEBULA

NEPTUNE
ORBIT
PLANET
PLUTO
PULSAR
QUARK
QUASAR
SATELLITE

SATURN
SPACE
STAR
SUPERNOVA
URANUS
VENUS
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POA POKER NIGHT

“TEXAS HOLD ’EM”
A Benefit for the SFPOA Scholarship Program

Thursday, September 6, 2012 ♠ 6:00 PM
POA Building, 3rd Floor Atrium
800 Bryant Street, 6th Street Entrance
Open to the first 108 paid Entrants

♠

Q

K

J

Initially open to
POA Members Only

A

$150 Initial Buy-In with one Re-Buy

♠

Prizes to the Top Nine Winners

♠

Buffet Dinner and Cocktails

Make Checks Payable to
SFPOA Scholarship Committee
Contact POA for Details at
415-861-5060

